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PREFACE
Field/Industrial Attachment, Teaching Practice and Clinical Placement (hereinafter referred to as Practicum) are
important components of academic training in Chuka University, especially for undergraduate students. During
Practicum, students have opportunities to put into practice the knowledge and skills acquired in the University in a
real life working environment. In doing so, the students showcase their skills, improve their curricula vitaes and
build networks for possible future collaborations and employment. The students also acquire current knowledge,
learn new skills and practice interpersonal interaction in the marketplace.
The Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment is charged with overall responsibility of coordinating
Practicum programmes for students. The purpose of this Manual is to provide key stakeholders (i.e. students, staff
and supervisors) with the information necessary to facilitate effective, efficient and successful Practicum process.
This Manual provides an overview of the Practicum process, including the objectives of the programme, learning
outcomes, key personnel and Departments responsible, finding appropriate attachment/placement organisations,
assessment, procedures and rules and guidelines for the programmes. It starts with general processes and continues
with specific Departmental- and programme-based procedures. The undersigned greatly acknowledges everyone
who contributed to the success of preparing this manual and wishes all users productive reading.

Prof. D. K. Isutsa, Ph.D.
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic, Research and Student Affairs)
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Assessor: Chuka University academic staff members who evaluate students registered for attachment. Assessors are
drawn from academic staff members who have interacted with the students in class.
Attachment: Any field/industrial/farm/firm experiential/practical learning undertaken by students of Chuka
University as prescribed in the catalogue.
Coordinator: An academic staff member charged with the responsibility of managing the attachment programme in
a department.
Organisation: Any institution, industry, company, business, farm or firm which hosts a student on attachment.
Supervisor: Any member of a host institution charged with the responsibility of supervising a student on attachment

BUSF
DAPC
DF/IAPC
DVC (ARSA)
FAPC
HELB
NITA
COD
SA
A
N
D
SD
NA
VC

LIST OF ACRONYMS
-Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
-Departmental Attachment and Placement Coordinator
-Departmental or Faculty/Industrial or Attachment and Placement Coordinator
-Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic, Research and Student Affairs)
-Faculty Attachment and Placement Coordinator
-Higher Education Loans Board
-National Industrial Training Authority
-Chairman of Department
-Strongly Agree
-Agree
-No Opinion
-Disagree
-Strongly Disagree
-Not Applicable
-Vice-Chancellor
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OVERVIEW OF ATTACHMENT AND PLACEMENT
Attachment is a key component of undergraduate studies in the university. Almost all undergraduate programmes
have attachment as a required course. The mission of this programme is to prepare and motivate students in their
respective disciplines so that they are equipped to gain entrance into and succeed in their chosen work areas after
graduation. The University’s objective is to prepare graduates for continued personal and professional development.
In addition, the university also provides students with opportunities to develop interpersonal skills to enable them to
become change agents in society. Attachment to relevant organisations enables students to put into practice the
skills, techniques and knowledge that are important for success in their respective disciplines. Students on
attachment are supervised by staff from the host organization and academic staff from the University.
The coordinator, in consultation with the organisations supervisor, is responsible for maintaining the academic
quality of the programme. During the attachment period, students are assessed by an assigned supervisor from the
participating organisation and academic staff from the University.
Chuka university students are expected to proceed on attachment after the second semester of Year 2 (for Diploma
programmes) and the second semester of year 3 (for Bachelors’ programmes). However, some students in the
Faculties of Agriculture & Environmental Studies, and Faculty of Education & Resources Development, Faculty of
Health Sciences are expected to proceed on attachment after second semester of their 4 th Year.
Rationale
Attachment is a structured eight-week, credit-bearing work experience in a professional setting during which the
student applies and acquires knowledge and skills. It involves the application of learned skills in an organisation
related to the student field of study. Attachment offers the student an opportunity to assess the practical relevance of
the various courses taught at the university in context of a dynamic, real-world situation.
Objectives of Attachment and Placement
The attachment programme serves the following objectives:
1. Provides a link between theory and practice.
2. Provides an experiential and participatory learning opportunity in which students can apply concepts,
knowledge and skills gained at school to a real work situation.
3. Allow students to assess the suitability of a future career area.
4. Helps students develop interpersonal and critical thinking skills.
5. Offers an opportunity for students and academic staff to interact with field supervisors for curricula review
and industrial improvement.
6. Enhance the marketability of Chuka university graduates for future employment.
Learning Outcomes
At the end of the attachment, students should be able to:
1. Appreciate dynamics of working life and functional relationships in and between orgs.
2. Apply theoretical concepts, knowledge and skills to practice.
3. Develop positive work attitudes - being proactive, self-confident, mature and creative.
4. Gain knowledge about potential careers and new areas of interest.
At the end of the second semester of the first year (for diploma students) or the end of the second year(for students
undertaking studies at the bachelor level), the student is required to submit to the coordinator two organizations of
choice to which s/he would like to be attached, along with their personal details (Appendix 1). The coordinator
prepares student lists and forwards them the Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment (BUSF). The
BUSF generates attachment request letters to the respective organisations. These letters are either hand-delivered by
the students or by staff from relevant departments, or they are emailed to the respective organisations. These
attachment request letters are dispatched at least two months prior to the expected commencement of the attachment
exercise. In the event of a student failing to secure an attachment to one of his/her chosen organizations, additional
letters are issued by BUSF upon the students request through the departmental attachment coordinator (DAPC).
The BUSF facilitates acquisition of insurance cover, Higher Education Loans Board (HELB) attachment loans,
where applicable, and National Industrial Training Authority (NITA) letters. Prior to proceeding on attachment,
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students are briefed by the Director of BUSF and the departmental or faculty/industrial or attachment coordinators
(DF/IAPC).Stakeholders’ Responsibilities.
Stakeholders’ Responsibilities
Students
1. Register for attachment as a course unit when due.
2. Accept field attachment as part and parcel of their training and have a positive attitude towards experiential
and participatory learning.
3. Participate in all attachment briefings and/or inductions.
4. Identify appropriate organisations for attachment.
5. Report promptly to the attachment organization.
6. Notify the DAPC of the attachment organization, physical location and starting date.
7. Meet field supervisor to clarify expectations and responsibilities in the attachment.
8. Develop attachment work plans with their field supervisors.
9. Work willingly wherever they are attached.
10. Document attachment activities in the logbook provided by the university on a daily basis and have a
logbook endorsed weekly by the field supervisor.
11. Consult the DAPC about dates for site visits and evaluation and submission of reports.
12. Be conscious of and adhere to all safety precautions while on attachment.
13. Ensure that the supervisor evaluation form is submitted to the chair of the department.
14. Observe the Code of Conduct of the University (Appendix 2) and the host organization.
15. Report to the DAPC and/or director any problems encountered while on attachment.
16. Respect all field supervisors and any other persons interacted with throughout the attachment regardless of
background, training or social differences.
17. Maintain a high standard of professionalism and ethics while on attachment.
18. Take full responsibility of any malicious and willful damage to property of the attachment farm, firm or
organization.
19. Submit a final attachment report after conclusion of the exercise to the DAPC.
Departmental Attachment and Placement Coordinator
A coordinator shall be appointed by the chair of the department and will be responsible for the following activities:
1. Brief students on how to choose placement organisation at the end of second semester prior academic year
in which attachment is to be undertaken.
2. Brief students on what is expected of them while on attachment.
3. Compile a list showing students personal details (name, registration number, telephone contact) and
organization of attachment (name and contact of field supervisor, location)
4. Participate in soliciting for placement and creating linkages with prospective attachment organisations.
5. Receive from and distribute to students relevant documents and other materials for the attachment to ensure
integrity of documents.
6. Serve as an advisor to students on matters pertaining to attachment and inform students about attachment
evaluation procedures.
7. Participate in assessment during and after attachment.
8. Provide final grade for all students who have undertaken field attachment.
9. Keep records on all attachments done in the department.
10. Participate in all activities relating to attachment as and when required.
11. Liaise with BUSF and other university offices in facilitating attachment activities.
Faculty Attachment and Placement Committee
The committee comprises coordinators drawn from the respective departments/sections within the faculties. A
faculty coordinator appointed by the dean will chair the committee and will serve as link between BUSF and the
faculty. The committee will be responsible for the following:
1. Ensuring that students within the faculty are posted and supervised during the attachment session.
2. Deliberating on disciplinary cases and advising the Dean accordingly.
BUSF Responsibilities
1. Provide overall institutional management of the programme.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Facilitate operationalization of attachment into the university programmes.
Develop monitoring and evaluation tools for the field attachment programme, including code of conduct for
student and staff, in consultation with the respective faculties.
Initiate partnerships with relevant organization.
Ensure that attachment expenses are factored into the university budget.
Solicit for funding to support implementation of the attachment programmes.
Conduct induction for students proceeding on attachment and other stakeholders.
Brief students in the second semester proceeding the year of attachment.
Provide opportunities/channels for sharing information and experiences about attachment programmes.

Attachment Organisation(s)
Host organisations play a significant role in ensuring success of the attachment programme. Hence they are expected
to provide the following support:
1. Appoint a supervisor/mentor who will supervise and assess progress of the student on attachment.
2. Induct the student into the organization.
3. Discuss with the students details of their attachment programme and supervisor and student expectations.
4. Jointly with the student, design a weekly programme of work for the entire attachment period.
5. Expose the student to relevant activities and training opportunities within the organisation
6. Check and sign student’s logbook on weekly basis.
7. Submit the Assessment Form (see Appendix 3) to the chair of the respective department at the conclusion
of the attachment
8. In case of any challenges affecting the student while on attachment, contact the DAPC and/or Director
(BUSF).
9. Make recommendations that may improve the attachment programme.
Practicum Supervisors
The following procedures shall be used in monitoring and evaluating activities of students during practicum training.
(i)
Students shall be attached to a supervisor from within the host institution. The supervisor will provide the
student with continuous supervision. Supervisors will be required to be professionals in the relevant field
and be holders of be academic degree in the relevant programme. They should be familiar with the
programme’s training, knowledge and expectations
(ii)
A University supervisor (lecturer) shall make at most of three visits, except for clinical placement where
visits are bi-weekly, to assess each student during the practicum training period.
(iii)
Lecturers visiting students for assess shall not exceed the 14 days out-of-station limit for public servants.
(iv)
University supervisors shall be facilitated to supervise students at the prevailing teaching subsistence and
travelling rates as determined by the University Management and Council from time-to-time.
(v)
Students shall present products (where applicable) of their work during attachment to their respective
supervisors to assess.
(vi)
The student’s logbook should be filled and signed by the host supervisor on a daily basis.
(vii)
Each student shall write and present a report to the chair of department at the end of the practicum period.
(viii)
All the departments must lodge host institutions student assess reports with the Directorate of
Undergraduate and Practicum.
(ix)
The final assessment grade (lecturer assessment + report + host assessment) will be the responsibility of
individual departments and a copy shall be submitted to the Board of Undergraduate Studies & Practicum.
Discipline/Category Requirements
A. Field/Industrial Attachment (Natural Sciences and Arts)
(1) For Diploma in Animal Health and Production (ANHE), the student is posted to the field under the supervision
of a field officer to experience actual livestock production situations likely to be encountered upon graduation.
University staff members visit the student to assess his/her work towards the end of the attachment period.
(2) For Bachelor of Science in Animal Science/Animal Products Technology (ANSC/ANPT), practical training
takes 8 weeks in animal production research or extension services or farms. University staff members visit the
student to assess his/her work towards the end of the attachment period.
(3) For Bachelor of Tourism Management (TOUR), this course entails 2-months exposure in the tourism industry.
Field attachments are organised by the University. Students are placed in organisations such as travel and tours
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firms, airlines, National Tourism Offices, cultural centers including museums, hotels, lodges and protected
areas. The student is supervised internally by the organization’s staff and once by Chuka University lecturers.
(4) For Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science (ENSC), students are attached to selected activities in the
country. They work with environmental organizations in-charge of monitoring and control. Students write,
present and submit a report to the department after the completion of attachment
(5) For Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources Management/Wildlife Enterprise & Management
(NARE/WILD), students are attached to selected districts in the country. They work with government ministries
and non-governmental organizations and authorities concerned with rangeland development, wildlife
conservation, forestry, water catchment, geological survey and mining, and fisheries. Students write and submit
a report to the department after completion of the field attachment.
(6) For Diploma in Agriculture (AGRI), each student spends 8 weeks in a farm, agricultural research station or firm
to acquire practical training. The student carries out tasks assigned by the institution. Supervision is provided by
the institution in which the student is attached. Supervisors write confidential reports on performance and
competence of each student. Assessment is done once by University lecturers during the attachment. The
student maintains a diary to record daily activities. At the end of attachment, each student writes a report on
his/her experience and submits for assessment.
(7) For Bachelor of Science in Agriculture (AGRI), practical training covering 8 weeks in agricultural sectors,
research stations, farms or firms is taken at the end of Year 3.
(8) For Diploma in Horticulture (HORT), attachment experience in commercial establishments such as fruit,
flower, vegetable, nursery, park, garden, golf, research, extension and marketing ventures for horticultural
production and processing activities. Duration is 8 weeks at the end of Year 2.
(9) For Bachelor of Science in Horticulture (HORT) practical training in agricultural extension services, private
institutions, or research stations enables students to gain experience in agricultural development activities. The
attachment is carried out over a period of 8 weeks after the end of the third year.
(10) For Diploma in Farm Resources Management (FARM), the training entails 2-month exposure in industries
related to farm resources management. Field attachment is organised by the University. Students are stationed
in relevant organisations. Each student is supervised internally by the organisation’s staff and at least once by
Chuka University lecturers.
(11) For Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Economics (AGEC), attachment covers application of theory and
practice to the solution of agricultural economic problems. The student analyzes specific economic problems
and performs general management assignments detailed in a contract signed by the student, the attachment
organization, and the Faculty advisor. It is done at the end of Year 3 Semester 2, for 8-weeks.
(12) For Bachelor of Science in Food Science and Technology (FOST), each student is attached to a food
processing institution for 8 weeks for hands-on training and experience.
(13) For Faculty of Science, Engineering & Technology (FSET), students are attached to public and private
organizations involved in aspects of their disciplines. The attachment allows the students to apply and expand
their knowledge in their sciences. The students maintain records of their daily participation, observation and
remarks. The students prepare a report on their attachment. Regular supervision by the respective organization
and by the University Departmental staff is carried out.
(14) For Bachelor of Arts in Criminology and Security Studies (CRSS), industrial attachment places students in
criminal justice settings, private security, and other approved governmental or non-governmental social service
agencies. The students are expected to identify their preferred agencies, which shall be subject to approval of
their lecturers. The industrial attachment is an applied learning programme designed to help students develop a
greater understanding of criminology and security studies through real-world experience. The attachment builds
upon and enhances the education students receive in the lecture room setting. Students ‘learn by doing’ and are
monitored and assisted more by the participating agency supervisor who may also write a recommendation
letter. Periodically, Chuka University appointed instructor visits and assesses the student and agency supervisor.
The student must complete a minimum of 180 hours working with the agency, or roughly 22 to 23 hours a week
over a period of 8 weeks (2 months). The student writes a report as per instructions.
(15) For Bachelor of Arts in Journalism and Mass Communication (COMM), students are attached in the fields of
communication. Attachment presents real life scenario of concepts learnt throughout the coursework. Students
work on an assignment in a professional environment to enhance specific skills they have already acquired
through coursework. Each student and the Faculty should agree on the task of the field attachment before s/he
can begin working with the supervisor in his/her professional organization of choice. The assignment is
intended to stimulate growth and competence in relevant areas in line with each student’s interest. Students are
attached to firms, government offices, NGO and other recognized places where they apply skills and knowledge
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learnt. Assessment is conducted by field supervisors and University lecturers. Students undertake the
attachment after second semester of their third year for 8 weeks.
(16) For Humanities, industrial attachment provides real-life work experience in a professional work setting for
students to develop specific skills, valuable to their professional development. Students apply and enhance their
skills in reality, contribute to the organization, and obtain invaluable guidance from their mentors. Students who
have completed years 1 to 3 of their course spend at least 8 weeks in an organization for industrial attachment
programme. Students are allowed to select companies, institutions or organizations that have a good track
record or have a good potential in providing attachés with relevant industrial or research training skills. Work
related to a small project, as well as specific tasks such as research, production, administration, or day-to-day
operation are excellent opportunities. Host mentor is requested to provide supervision and feedback to the
students. Attachment coordinators, assisted by other staff in the department, review the host supervisor’s reports
and also conduct assessment throughout the attachment period.
(17) For Bachelor of Science in Information Science (BSIS), attachment exposes the learner to practical training in
order to integrate theory with practice. Students are attached to government and non-governmental
organizations handling issues affecting BSIS. Students write a report at the end of attachment.
B. Teaching Practice (Education)
(1) For Postgraduate Diploma in Education (PGDE), teaching practice entails exposing students to the real school
and classroom experience through which they develop proper social and communication skills. Practical
experience is gained in approved secondary schools and colleges under the guidance of University supervisors
and cooperating teachers/tutors in teaching and directing the activities of learners. The student teachers assume
increasing responsibility or develop significant competencies for independent performance as teachers. Also
teaching practice involves participation in management of school activities.
(2) For Certificate/Diploma/Bachelor of Education in Early Childhood Development and Primary Education
(ECDPE), all students carry out Teaching Practice (TP) in pre-schools immediately after second semester of
their first/second/third year of study, respectively. The practice runs for one school term. University academic
staff members supervise teaching practice and marks are awarded. After teaching practice ends, the various
supervision marks are summed up and an average mark is calculated. Like all other university examination, the
average teaching practice marks are graded.
(3) For Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Education and Extension (AGED/AGEX), teaching practice training
entails planning for teaching, identification of instructional resources for teaching agriculture, preparation of
schemes of work, lesson plans, classroom instruction, assessment, classroom management, school farm,
management, Young Farmers’ clubs activities, staff meetings, school duties etc.
(4) For Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.), teaching practice training entails practical teaching experience in approved
secondary schools under the guidance of University supervisors and co-operating teachers in teaching and
directing the activities of pupils. The student teachers assume school responsibilities to develop competencies
for independent performance as teachers.
C. Clinical Placement (Health Sciences)
The University has identified several approved health facilities where the Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BScN)
students are placed for clinical practice. The Bachelor of Science in Human Nutrition and Dietetics students will use
these health facilities for their clinical placement. In addition, the University will partner with relevant institutions to
provide the other required field/industrial experience. All students enrolled in the BScN programme are required to
undertake mandatory practical placement (i.e. professional attachment) shown in their programme. For this
programme: 1 week = 5 days (40 hours); 1 day = 8 hours. The placement starts in the first year and ends in the
fourth year. Students are assessed in attendance, performance and understanding of the practical placements.
D. Clinical Attachment (Law)
Students are required to spend 8 weeks undergoing court work exposure. An academic staff from the Faculty of Law
assesses performance of each student out of 40 marks. At the end of the semester, the student submits an attachment
report graded out of 60 marks.
E. Other Academic Programmes
The above-given list is not exhaustive. The requirements of other academic programmes shall be added as the
programmes are operationalised.
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Students’ Guide for Attachment
Reporting for Practicum
Students are expected to report promptly to their attachment organisations as per letter of offer. Since attachment is a
graded course, in line with university regulations, students are allowed a maximum of two weeks within which they
should notify the DAPC. Upon reporting, students are required to provide the name and contact information
(cellphone number and email address) of their field supervisor(s).
Tips for a Successful Attachment
1. Set goals/priorities; be prepared; meet all deadlines
2. Take advantage of every opportunity to learn
3. Ready any available material about the company, products, or industry/county/country.
4. Ask questions and observe people’s behavior with respect to the host organizations culture and ethics.
5. Network whenever possible; attend work-related social functions.
6. Always address clients and employees with respect
7. Request organisation to provide a recommendation letter at the end of your attachment.
8. Dress appropriately-don’t be reluctant to ask what is considered appropriate
9. Maintain confidentiality of information and material
10. Come in early or stay late if need be.
Be a ‘team player’’
1. Do not compete with co-workers
2. Do routine without complaining
3. Show initiative: if you run out of work, look for things to do and ask supervisor how you can be proactive
4. Develop work relationships slowly after you are familiar with office dynamics
5. Always inform your supervisor of your whereabouts.
The following may be interpreted as irresponsibility
1. Making personal phone calls using official telephone lines, unless authorized.
2. Having an untidy desk/work space
3. Talking about non-business matters during work hours
4. Sitting idle at your desk when you could be doing something productive
5. Asking for time off too often
6. Using office supplies for non-office use
7. Having visitors(friends or family) at place of attachment
Handling tough or hostile conditions
1. Observe your field supervisors management style e.g.:
a. Does s/he prefer oral or written reports? What format or style?
b. Does s/he supervise closely or from afar?
c. Does s/he provide immediate responses to questions and problems or take time to think about them?
2. If you have not received feedback on your performance after first two weeks, ask for it (e.g. ‘How am I doing?’
‘How can I improve?’)
3. Accept criticism without being defensive
4. Do not interpret performance reviews as personal criticism. Remember that people want you to succeed.
Common Attachment Challenges
1. Not enough work
What to do: Ask employees to give you an overview on their role in the office. Once you have got them talking
about their work, try to see where you could fit in. Ask your supervisor for additional work to do. If s/he does not
have any work for you, ask if you can contact other departments to see if they have work that you can help with. If
these tactics fail, use your time wisely reading materials relevant to the field and offering your knowledge and
talents to devise new and better ways to do things within the department.
2. Too much work
What to do: Ask your supervisor to help you focus on your attachment goals
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3. Afraid to ask questions
What to do: Follow this one rule and you will become a better worker: Don’t Assume. The most important rule is to
never assume that something is right. Always check if you are not sure. You will avoid unnecessary mistakes. Do
not be afraid to ask questions.
4. Supervisors forget that you are new in the organization and work environment
What to do: Even if you think you have got all the directions right, a good practice is to repeat back to the supervisor
details of the task to make sure you have understood.
5. Competition with other students on attachment
What to do: Just relax. Stay friendly. Be open minded, drama-free, and easy to work with. People will want to work
with you because you are enjoyable to work with and have a good attitude.
6. Your work is not used
What to do: Try not to look at the attachment as wasted time and effort. Instead see it as a resume/experience
booster. Keep a list of the tasks and projects you have accomplished during your time on attachment.
7. A new lifestyle
What to do: Keep a positive attitude and seek ways to make your life as enjoyable as possible. Don’t fall into the go
home, eat, shower, sleep routine. Be proactive. You can do many things to keep life interesting and full of friendse.g. Join a local sports team, drama group or church choir.
8. The attachment is not what you expected
What to do: Map out your expectations with your supervisor beforehand, and then you can always go back and
reiterate your expectations. Communicating your discontent (constructively) will give your supervisor an
opportunity to make changes, if possible.
9. Conflict resolution
What to do: Communicating your needs and expectations honestly can often defuse a stressful situation. Accept that
people have different personalities and will deal with problems differently. Handle problems constructively and do
not ignore them.
10. Dealing with office dynamics
What to do: Observe the working culture of the organisation and stay away from office politics as much as possible.
Develop an open and honest communication approach as this can often diffuse difficult situations that occur in the
workplace.
11. Sexual harassment
What to do: Firmly decline any form of sexual harassment and immediately report to the relevant office in the
organisation. Should the harassment continue report to the Director (BUSF).
Guidelines for Final Report
On completion of the attachment exercise, students are required to submit a detailed report following specific
guidelines listed below. The report should begin with a title page that includes the students name, registration
number, attachment period, and the name and location of the attachment organisation. Each department shall
determine the length of the report. However, all reports should be spaced at 1.5 lines, Times New Roman 12-point
font and 2.5cm margins.
The report shall consist of five parts (specific details may vary from department to department)
Part I: Background of the attachment location and organisation.
Part II: Other organisations, policies and projects active in the area and their effects on the attachment organisation.
Part III: Professional activities
 Discuss your daily responsibilities
 Describe knowledge and skills gained during the period of attachment.
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Part IV: Evaluation and critique
 How did this attachment fit your career goals?
 How did your career goals change as a result of this attachment experience?
 Discuss your feelings about the value of this attachment.
 Include self-evaluation of your strengths, areas for improvement and contribution to the host organisation
Part V: Conclusion and recommendations
 Make a conclusion based on your attachment experiences
 How does the host organisation contribute to national development?
 Make recommendations for improving the attachment/host organisation.
 Make recommendations for enriching the relevant academic programme
 Appendices (include the logbook and any other useful material).
The reports are submitted to the coordinator by the second week of the following semester. Students who undertake
attachment after the second semester of their final year should make arrangement to submit their report within two
weeks after completion of the attachment to allow for processing of field attachment results in time for graduation.
Guidelines for Feedback
A post-attachment evaluation survey will be organized by BUSF to obtain feedback about student and staff
experiences during the attachment exercise. Sample questionnaires are shown in Appendix 4 and are also available
online at the Chuka University website.
Guidelines for University Assessors
 Assessors will be given a list of student placed and assessment guidelines (Appendix 5) by the coordinator.
 The assessors are required to alert both the student and the field supervisor via telephone at least one day prior
to on-site assessment.
 Assessor should interact with the host organisations supervisors about the student’s progress during attachment.
 Within two weeks after conclusion of assessment, every team leader of a zone is expected to submit a written
report to the director (BUSF) using format attached (Appendix 6).
 Assessors will also submit the following results to the DAPC:
o On-site assessment marks two weeks after assessment
o Field supervisors reports(if any) two weeks after assessment
o Marks based on the attachment reports by the mid of the following semester.
 For groups who undertake attachment in the second semester of their final year, submission of results for
attachment reports should be made within four weeks after completion of the attachment.
Departmental- and Programme-Specific Procedures for Practicum
Following after the Appendices are specific procedures followed by the given Departments and Programmes to
conduct Field Attachment, Teaching Practice, or Clinical Placement.
APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1a: Overview of Timelines and Relevant Documentation
Activities
In May
Year proceeding Attachment
1
Director’s briefing of students
Mid-May
2
Departmental pre-attachment briefing
Mid-May
3
Submission of attachment choices and HELB
Early October
application (if applicable) by students to department
4
Confirmation of accuracy of information and
Mid-October
submission to BUSF by departments
5
Preparation of attachment request letters and
End of October
forwarding lists of students to NITA
6
Submission of student attachment lists to
Early November
HELB/NITA

Document(s)/Info required
Attachment manual
Attachment manual
Submission template(Appendix 1)
and HELB list
Submission template (Appendix
1) and HELB list
NITA online registration
HELB template (Appendix 7)
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Year of Attachment
7
Placement of students by departments (if possible)
8
Placement confirmation of students
9
Processing of NITA forms and insurance by BUSF

Mid-November
End of February
Early March

10

Pre-attachment briefing 2 and distribution of
attachment documents
Commencement of attachment

Early April

Mid-May
End of May

14

Confirmation of attachment details to departments
Preparation of attachment assessment itinerary and
budget submission to BUSF
Processing of attachment imprest by Faculties

15

Assessment

Mid-June

16
17

Attachment administrative visits
Submission of assessment reports

Mid-June
End of June

18
19
20

Post-attachment debriefing by departments
Post- attachment evaluation by staff
Presentation (if required by department)

End of Sept.
End of Sept.
End of Sept.

11
12
13

Early May

End of May

Placement letters
NITA website (Appendix8 and
insurance documents Appendix 1)
Attachment manual; relevant
document
Intro letter from BUSF; response
from host org
DAPC telephone number
List of staff, including rank
Workflow access details for each
team leader
Assessment forms; checklist;
stationery
List of students in the zone
Field Assessment report template
(Appendix 6a/b)
Feedback form (students)
Feedback form(staff)
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APPENDIX 1b: Student Attachment Choices List
SN
REG. NO.
NAME TEL. NO.
EMAIL ADDRESS

1ST CHOICE

2ND CHOICE

Notes:
1) Students are expected to propose two organisations where they can be attached in order of priority as first and
second choice respectively.
2) The student Attachment Choice List (above) is used for processing insurance cover and also for preparation of
NITA letters (where applicable).
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APPENDIX 2
Field Attachment Guidelines

CHUKA

1)
2)

3)

4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

14)

15)
16)

UNIVERSITY

BOARD OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES AND FIELD ATTACHMENT
PRACTICUM GUIDELINES
Students on attachment are regarded as temporary members of staff of their host organisations/institutions
and are under the direct control of the head of the organisation.
In case of change in the place of attachment, the students shall be required to submit in writing details of
the new organisation and an acknowledgement from the new organisation. Any unauthorized attachment
will be cancelled.
The responsibility for meeting all expenses for upkeep rests entirely with the students. In case the
organisation provides some form of accommodation or allowances, this gesture should be seen as a
privilege rather than a right.
The student must report to the person in charge on the first day of attachment.
A two-week absence either continually or intermittently without permission will result in automatic
discontinuation from Practicum Attachment (PA).
If a student is away from the attachment organisation for two weeks either continually or intermittently
with prior permission from both field and University supervisors, the student will have to extend the
attachment period to make up for lost time.
For a minimum of eight weeks, the student is required to report to work punctually everyday as required by
the organisation to which they are attached.
It is the responsibility of student to have the logbook signed weekly by field supervisor.
All students on PA are expected to conduct themselves professionally and adhere to all rules and
regulations of their host organisation.
In case of any problem related to PA, students should inform university coordinators in writing as soon as
possible. Calling the coordinator may also help.
Any student who is not able to undertake PA for substantiated reasons, such as medical, reproductive or
social issues, can defer PA by writing to the Dean via the COD and DAPC
Responsibility for care and return of any resources provided by the attachment organisation rests entirely
with the student. Loss or damage of such resources must be reimbursed by the student.
Information obtained during PA is solely for training purposes and must be treated confidentially. Reports
submitted after field attachments are treated as examination scripts that are left in the custody of the
university after marking.
All students on field attachment are covered on Group Personal Accident Insurance. In case of an industrial
accident, the student should notify the Pensions and Insurance Office (Tel. ===) and the departmental field
attachment coordinator immediately.
In case of illness, the student is advised to attend the nearest health facility for treatment at their own cost
At the end of the PA, the student will be expected to clear their departure with the host organisation.
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APPENDIX 3
Guidelines for Field Supervisors

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

BOARD OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES AND FIELD ATTACHMENT
Tel.:
P. O. Box:
Mobile:
Email:
ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES FOR FIELD SUPERVISORS
A. To be completed by student:
Student’s Name & Registration Number..........................................................................
Stream & Department......................................................................................................
B. To be completed by field supervisor:
Date student reported.....................................................................................................
Date student completed.................................................................................................
Number of days absent with permission..................without permission.......................
Scoring Scale
Very Good (5), Good (4), Fair (3), Poor (2), Very poor (1)
S/N ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1
Panctuality at work (always on time at work)
2
Obedience (following instructions)
3
4
5
6
7
8

Duty consciousness(keenness at work)
Orderliness (well organised in work performance)
Dependability (requiring little supervision)
Industrious(hard-working and useful)
Personality (manners, respectfulness)
Observation of code of conduct(following work regulations)

9
10

Creativity(able to come up with new ideas)
Teamwork (ability to work with others)

Score (1-5)

Total
General Comment(s)...........................................................
Supervisor’s Name..............................................................
Signature ............................................................................
Supervisor’s designation...................................................
Name & address of station/organisation.............................
Date.....................................................................................
Organisation’s stamp/seal...................................................
Note: Please send duly completed form to the chair of the department shown in section A
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APPENDIX 4
Post-Attachment Evaluation Forms

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

BOARD OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES AND FIELD ATTACHMENT
4a: STUDENT’S FIELD ATTACHMENT FEEDBACK
Dear Post-Field-Attachment Student,
The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain feedback regarding the Field Attachment (FA) sessions. BUSF would
apppreciate it if you could spare a few minutes to respond to the following questions as honestly as possible.Your
feedback will enable BUSF to work towards improvement of the FA exercise.The filled survey should be returned to
the suggestion box at the BUSF office or be presented to our secretary.Your feedback is completely anonymous.
Diploma/Degree programme..................................................................................................
Please indicate your level of agreement in the following statements by ticking:
S.A.: Strongly Agree, A: Agree, N.O.: No Opinion, D: Disagree, S.D.: Strongly Disagree
S.A

A

N.O.

D

S.D.

A. Posting
1

The current process of students selecting organisations/industries is good

2
3

Placement of students in an organisation by actual visits by lecturer(s) to
the organisation/industry is the best approach
Letter of acceptance to the organisation was received in time

4

I was informed of the organisation and was able to report in good time

5

The organisation where I was posted had adequate facilities for FA

6

The FA coordinator provided all the necessary information I needed for
placement
I was happy with the organisation where I was posted

7

B. Field Attachment
8

I received support from field supervisor(s)

9

I was satisfied with the work given each week

The attachment experience has:
11

Given me the opportunity to explore a career field

12

Allowed me to apply classroom theory and practice

13

Help me develop my decision-making and problem-solving skills

14

Expanded my knowledge about the work worldprior to permanent
employment
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15

Helped me develop my written and oral communication skills

16
17

Provided a chance to use leadership skilss(influence others,develop ideas
with others,stimulate decision-making and action)
Expanded my sensitivity to the ethical implications of the work involved

18

Made it possible for me to be more confident in new situations

19

Given me a chance to improve my interpersonal skills.

20

Helped me learn to handle responsibility and use my time wisely

21
22

Helped me discover new aspects of myself that I didn’t know existed
before
Helped me develop new interests and abilities

23

Helped me clarify my career goals

24

Provided me with contacts whish may lead to future employment

25

Allowed me to acquire informatio and /or use equipment not available at
Chuka University
C. Logistics and Welfare

26

The challenges I faced during FA were effectively and adequately
addressed by the organisation
The challenges I faced during FA were effectively and adequately
addressed by the university coordinators
I received my HELB loan in time

27
28

Where were you assessed?(Tick appropriately)
At the organisation
At a different location
What was the most challenging issue you faced during the FA?..............
Considering your overall experiencde,how would you rate this attachment?(circle one)
Excellent
Very Good....................Good................Fair....................Poor...............
Give suggestions as to how your attachment experience could have been improved.
Thank you very much for your participation.
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

4b: STAFF FEEDBACK FORM
At the Board of Undergraduate Studies (BUSF), we value your feedback.please fill out the following survey and
return it to the suggestion box at the BUSF office. Your feedback is completely anonymous.
THE SURVEY IS FOR FIELD ATTACHMENT (FA) SESSION
Faculty..............................................
Please indicate your level of agreement in the following statements by ticking:
S.A.: Strongly Agree, A: Agree, N.O.: No Opinion, D: Disagree, S.D.: Strongly Disagree
A. Posting
Placement of students in organisations by actual visit to the school
is the best approach
2
Placement of students into regions with at least 20 students is easily
done
3
Most of the organisation where students were attached were easily
accessible
4
Placement of students via telephone and email communication is a
viable approach
5
The process of students seeking their own attachment places should
be encouraged
6
BUSF office provided all necessary information I needed for
posting/placement of students
B. Assessment
7
Students were happy with the organisations where they were posted
8
Students had well-articulated goals for FA
9
Student had duly filled logbooks,including having them signed by
the field supervisor
10 The number of days allocated for assessment were sufficient to
evaluate the skills students had acquired
11 I understood all the FA documentation forms that wre needed.
12 BUSF office provided all the necessary information I needed for
assessment
13 Imprest for assessment was ready in time
C. FA Administration
14 BUSF secretariat were professional and friendly
15 Enquries were handled promptly
16 Enquiries were exhaustively addressed
17 FA forms and other resources were provided in a timely manner
Provide any additional comments/observations
How can placement of students be improved?
Give suggestions on how FA assessment process can be improved.

S.A

A

N.O.

D

S.D

N.A.

1

Thank you very much for your participation
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APPENDIX 5:
Field Attachment Assessment
Guidelines for University Assessor

SN
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

FIELD ATTACHMENT ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES FOR UNIVERSITY ASSESSORS
Areas of Assessment
Programme of work as evidenced by FA logbook
Proof of adherence to the programme of work as per the work programme and the field
supervisor’s comments
Understanding of the attachment organisation as to the functions of its organs and
staff,including institutional management and administration
Understanding of the role and contribution of the organisation to national development and the
economy (in terms of commodities, services, finances , human development, environment,
conservation, research, education, technology,etc)
National and international policies,projects and agencies influencing the performance of the
attachment organisation (e.g.Vision 2030,ASDS,etc)
Current social economic,social-political and general developmental affairs in the
organisation;e.g.in the organisation in relation to the student’s discipline
Lessons and skills learned from the attachment organisation,over and above what was taught at
the university
Evaluation of profesionalism learned in the attachment organisation,over and above what is
taught at the university
Assessment of student’s attitudes,personality and temperament during field attachment
Overall performance
Total

Score
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
100

Assessor’s name:...........................................................Signature.................................................... ...................
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APPENDIX 6a:
University Assessor’s Report: Part 1

BOARD OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES AND PRACTICUM PROGRAMMES
FIELD ATTACHMENT UNIVERSITY ASSESSOR’S REPORT
Assessment area/zone.................................................Assessment date..........................
1. Summary of assessment
SN
Description
a
Number of students in zone (area)
b
c
d
e

Remark(s)

Number of host institutions with more than 3 students
Number of linkages for long-term engagement with institutions listed above
Number of students assessed
Number of students not assessed

2.

Reasons why the students were not assessed

3.

Summary of field supervisor’s comments

4.

Other observations/comments
Name of assessor..............................
Signature..........................................
Telephone no:....................................
Date :................................................

5.

Team leader’s comments(where applicable)
Name of team leader:..............................
Signature..........................................
Telephone no:....................................
Date :................................................

6.

Departmental field attachment coordinator’s comments:
Name of coordinator::..............................
Signature..........................................
Telephone no:....................................
Date :................................................

Copy to: Dean of Faculty,

FAP Coordinator

Chairperson of Department
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APPENDIX 6b:
University Assessor’s Report: Part 2
FIELD ATTACHMENT STUDENT REGISTRATION FORM DURING ASSESSMENT
S/No.

Date

Name

Reg No.

Attachment organisation

Signature

Name of assessor:..................................................Signature: .............................................
Telephone No:.......................................................Date:.......................................................
APPENDIX 7:
HELB List
Higher EducationLoans Board (HELB) Departmental List Template

Notes:
(i) The departmental or faculty/industrial or attachment coordinator(DF/IAC) should mark the students who have
deferred their studies.
(ii) Students who do not have HELB serial numbers should be listed after those who have a number.
(iii) All students should indicate their national identity numbers

S/No.

Reg No.

Name

APPENDIX 8:
A. NITA Choices Form
Tel.No.
Email address

1st Choice

2nd Choice

B. NITA ONLINE REGISTRATION NOTES
Students are required to log into NITA portal (www.nita.go.ke/itap) and select Chuka University, then submit their
name, area of study, when they will be ready for attachment, and their preferred location of attachment (as per
attachment choice list, Appendix 1). Once these details are submitted, BUSF office will approve names on the basis
of the lists received from departments.
NITA usually provides a list of companies and vacancie declared and a list of students seeeking attachment from
various institutions. From the two lists, NITA nominates students to different companies.
Students should check the status of their application on the NITA website.
Note: NITA provides letters only for organisations that are registered with NITA. Students should check with NITA
website or DAPC if their organisation of choice is eligible before applying on the NITA website.
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Appendix 9: Introductory Letters

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Email: dir_busf@chuka.ac.ke

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

Office of the Director
Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
REF: Reg No.

Date
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: ATTACHMENT FOR …………………………………………………………….NAME
The above named is a student of Chuka University pursuing a (Course Name…. ). The student is currently in
his/her final year of study. As part of the training, the student is recommended to undertake industrial Attachment.
This serves as a supervised opportunity to practice the various skills learnt and acquire experience in the industry
while at the same time offering future employers an opportunity to assess the suitability and relevance of
programmes offered to the students by the University. Kindly, allow him/her in your institution for this learning
process.
Should you require additional information, please contact the undersigned. Thank you for continued support in this
important exercise.
Yours faithfully,

Director, Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Email: dir_busf@chuka.ac.ke

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

Office of the Director
Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
Our Ref. Reg No……………………………………….. Date………………………………………..
THE PRINCIPAL
ST THOMAS AQINAS –NTHAGAIYA DAY-RUNYENJES
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: REQUEST FOR TEACHING PRACTICE PLACEMENT
Name: ………………Teaching Subjects: ……..
The University is making preparations for student teaching practice in various high schools. The teaching practice
programme is to enable our students to be exposed to practical conditions relevant to their studies while at the same
time offering future employers an opportunity to assess the suitability and relevance of programmes offered to the
students by the university.
The purpose of this letter is to kindly request you to offer the above named an opportunity for teaching practice for
first term in your school between May and August 2017. In addition, you are also requested to assist with the
supervision and guidance of the student(s) attached to your institution, in collaboration with the University
supervisors. A procedure for assessment of student will be given to you by the university supervisors in the course
of the attachment period.
Should you require additional information, please contact the undersigned. Thank you for continued support in this
important exercise.
Yours faithfully,

Director, Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Email: dir_busf@chuka.ac.ke

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

Office of the Director
Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
Our Ref. Reg No……………………………………….. Date………………………………………..
THE PRINCIPAL
ST. THOMAS AQINAS –NTHAGAIYA DAY-RUNYENJES
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: REQUEST FOR CLINICAL PLACEMENT
Name: …………………………………REG.: NO. ………………………….
The University is making preparations for student clinical placement in various hospitals/health centres. The clinical
placement program is to enable our students to be exposed to practical conditions relevant to their studies while at
the same time offering future employers an opportunity to assess the suitability and relevance of programmes
offered to the students by the University.
The purpose of this letter is to kindly request you to offer the above named an opportunity for clinical placement for
==== weeks in your Institution between === and ==== period. In addition, you are also requested to assist with the
supervision and guidance of the student(s) attached to your institution, in collaboration with the University
supervisors. A procedure for assessment of student will be given to you by the University supervisors in the course
of the attachment period.
Should you require additional information, please contact the undersigned. Thank you for continued support in this
important exercise.
Yours faithfully,

Director, Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
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SPECIFIC DEPARTMENT/PROGRAMMES ATTACHMENT PROCESSES
FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
NAME OF DEPARTMENT: ANIMAL SCIENCES
NAME OF PROGRAMME: Certificate in Animal Health and Production
PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

Telephones:
Direct line:

020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Email: info@chuka.ac.ke
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

STUDENT’S FIELD ATTACHMENT LOG-BOOK
CERTIFICATE IN ANIMAL HEALTH & PRODUCTION
DURATION: 8 WEEKS
ANHE 00171: FIELD ATTACHMENT (L/P 0/270 CF 9.0)
Course Purpose
To enable the student acquire field practical training on application of the professional skills acquired in class.
Expected Learning Outcomes
By the end of this unit the student should be able to:
(i) Handle the various animal health and production situations in the field
(ii) Apply class knowledge in the field in handling animal issues
(iii) Demonstrate the necessary field professional experience
(iv) Make decision for effective handling of animal health problems
Course Content
Attachment in areas covering disease control, diagnostic and laboratory, extension, pharmaceuticals and farm
management. University staff will visit the student to assess him/her towards the end of the attachment period.
Scope of Attachment
a) Disease control
The students should be exposed but not limited to the aspects of tick control, vaccinations, quarantine and disease
controlling. This can be done in
b) Clinical and Disease diagnosis
The students should be exposed but not limited to field and laboratory diagnosis of disease as well as treatment of
diseases. This can be done in Veterinary offices and regional veterinary laboratories, private veterinary clinics and
registered veterinary practitioners
c) Livestock production and Extension services
The students should be exposed to extension services and principles of livestock production
d) Pharmaceuticals
The student should be exposed to types of veterinary drugs, there use, storage and control. This can be done in an
agro vet, veterinary clinic or a pharmaceutical company.
Teaching Methodology
Field practicals and animal health cases instructions by field staff
Course Assessment
Daily assessment logbook 20%, Field supervisor’s report 20%, University supervisor’s report 20%, Final written
report 40%
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1.

THE LOGBOOK
Introduction
This logbook is to assist the student to keep a record of the training. It will show the departments and sections in
which the student has worked and the periods of time spent in each.

2.

Daily Report
The daily work carried out during the periods of training is to be recorded clearly with sketches and diagrams
where applicable.

3.

Weekly Report
This includes a summary of work done in a week and should cover theory/practical report on the work covered.
Students are required to present the log-book weekly to the institution based supervisor for assessment of content
and progress. The Supervisor can use any page for his comments where necessary.

4.

Change Of Attachment
A student is expected to start and finish his/her industrial attachment in one institution. If it becomes absolutely
necessary that he/she must change his/her place of attachment, the student permission in writing should first be
sought and granted from the University.
His/her application for change of place of attachment should indicate the name, the postal address, telephone
contacts of the organization or institution to which he/she wishes to transfer. Any unauthorized attachment will
be canceled.

5.

University Supervisor's Visit
The training Supervisor of Chuka University will check the log-book when he/she visits the institution to ensure
that proper training is being received, and record his/her comment on the page provided for this purpose, towards
the end of the book.

6.

Special Request for The Industry-Based Supervisor
Please assess the student as per assessment form provided.

7.

Report Writing
In addition to the daily and weekly record the student should submit a report of the work done during the
attachment duration that should include Title page, Declaration, Copyright, Dedication, Acknowledgements,
Abstract (Executive Summary), Table of contents, List of tables, List of figures, List of appendices, List of
abbreviations, Background/Introduction (Chapter one), Objectives, Report on activities (Chapter Two),
Conclusion and recommendations, References (Optional), and Appendices.
The report should contain a summary of activities of the organization including the services or processes the
student was involved in.
The student is expected to point out the weak and strong points of the attachment.
Report Submission
The log-book and report must be submitted to the Chairman of the Department through the Field Attachment Cocoordinator at the end of the attachment.

8.
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 Grading
STUDENT’S DETAILS AND PARTICULARS
Name of Student:
....................................................................................................................................................................
(Surname First)
Student Registration No. …..............................................................................................................
Department: …..................................................................................................................................
Degree: ..............................................................................................................................
Year of attachment...........................................................................................................................
Name, Address, Telephone and Location of the Organization/Institution attached:
.................................................................................................................................................................
Name of Organization/Institution Based Supervisor:
.................................................................................................................................................................
Attachment Duration:
From: .................................................................................................................................................
To: ..........................................................................................................................................................

Draw the organization chart of industry attached hereunder.

ATTACHMENT TIME-PLAN
(The student should draw a time-table indicating time to be sent on each section within the Organization/Institution).
WEEK

DATES (FROM -TO)

SECTION

ACTIVITY
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: ........................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….……………
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: ........................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….……………
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

FOR SKETCHES, DIAGRAMS AND GRAPHS
(Additional drawings, may be attached where necessary)
The student may also use this space for additional reports.
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STUDENT QUESTIONAIRE
GEOGRAPHY OF THE AREA
 County ……………………………………………………………..…………………..
 Sub county………………………………………………………………………..........
 Ward…………………………………………………………..…………………………
 Geography and climatic conditions of the area………………………………………..
 Main agricultural activities…………………………………………………………….
 Major livestock production systems………………………………………..………….
 A. Animal species attended to
o Bovine
o Caprine
o Ovine
o Porcine
o Avian
o Canine
o Feline
o Equines
o Camels
B. Health and management challenges.
a) Common diseases and Nutritional & metabolic disorders.
Animal Species
Bacterial Viral protozoan Fungal
Nutritional
& Reproductive
Metabolic disorders
Bovines
Caprine
Ovine
Porcine
Avian
Canines
Felines
Camel
Equines
Others
(specify)

Others

C. Surgical procedures observed..................................................................................................................
D. Public health
 Is slaughter of animals done in slaughter house, slaughters labs or home...................................?
 Animal species slaughtered ………………………………………………………………………
 Common postmortem cases ……………………………………………………………………....
E. Industrial section
 Indicate the processing plant you were attached to and their products …………………………..
 The mandate of the institution …………………………………………………………………….
F. Agriculture section
 What are the common crop by-products fed to the animals
 What are the common fodder crops and pastures produced for animals ………………………….
G. Extension activities
 Mention the nature of field days, seminars or any social activity you were involved in………….
H. Agro vet section
 Any exposure sales, handling of drugs and chemicals. ……………………………………………
G. Comments. .................................................................................................................................................
Student’s Name ………………………………………………...........................................................………..
Adm. No...............................................................................Sign……………………………..........................
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EXAMINER’S CONSIDERATIONS
The question to administer to students will vary since they are attached to different stations with different
specialisation and mandates in livestock industry. It is imperative that students get relevant questions to be able to
express the experiences gained. However, the examiner should ask related oral questions on:o Administration structure organization of the institution,
o The policies of the institution
o Whether these policies are in line with existing government livestock policies
o The mandate of the institution
o Skills/technical knowledge learned.

CHUKA

Telephones:
Direct line:

020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
P.O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Email: info@chuka.ac.ke
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

ANIMAL HEALTH AND PRODUCTION UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR ASSESMENT FORM
General comments on visit:
NAME OF STUDENT:
REG. NO.
ORGANIZATION ATTACHED:
COMMENCEMENT DATE:

ENDING DATE:

SUPERVISOR’S NAME:
Item
Logbook (properly filled and signed)
Knowledge on institutional structure

Knowledge and task performance

Scope of attachment coverage
Overall performance
TOTAL SCORE/100
COMMENTS:

Score (%)
Daily task properly filled
Logbook signed
Knowledge of institution administrative structure
Knowledge of institution staff
Knowledge on institutions core functions and
mandate
Knowledge of tasks performed
Execution of assigned tasks
Execution of assigned tasks
Covered the scope expected
Competence change/enthusiasm/interest

_______________________________________________________________________

SUPERVISOR’S SIGN:

DATE:
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CHUKA

Telephones:
Direct line:

020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
P.O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Email: info@chuka.ac.ke
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

ANIMAL HEALTH AND PRODUCTION FIELD SUPERVISOR ASSESMENT FORM
NAME OF STUDENT:
REG. NO:
ORGANIZATION ATTACHED:
COMMENCEMENT DATE:
SUPERVISOR’S NAME:
JOB TITLE:
STUDENT ABILITIES SCORE GUIDE
1. POOR: ---------------------------------2. ACCEPTABLE ------------------------3. FAIR -----------------------------------4. VERY GOOD ------------------------5. OUTSTANDING ---------------------

ENDING DATE:

Less than 40%
40 – 49%
50 – 59%
60 – 79%
80% and above

SPECIAL REQUEST FOR THE INDUSTRY-BASED SUPERVISOR
Please assess the student as per assessment form provided.
Item
Description
Time management
Reporting at work in time
Leaving work on time
Time management during the working hours.
Responsibility and submission
Undertaking the task designed
to supervisor
Undertaking junior responsibilities
Ability to use working equipment properly
Team building
Cooperating with other workers/ work as a team
Contribution of ideas in the team
Leadership skills
Working under pressure
Problem solving abilities
Appearance of the student
Innovativeness
Ability to be trained
Performing to the required standards
Performing additional tasks
Total Score

Score (%)

COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________

SUPERVISORS SIGN:

DATE:
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NAME OF DEPARTMENT: ANIMAL SCIENCES
NAME OF PROGRAMME: Diploma in Animal Health and Production
PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

Telephone: 020 2310512
Fax: ==========

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email address:
STUDENT FIELD ATTACHMENT
LOG-BOOK
DIPLOMA IN ANIMAL HEALTH AND PRODUCTION
DURATION: 8 WEEKS

ANHE 0271: FIELD ATTACHMENT (L/P 0/270, CF 9.0)
Course Purpose
To enable students acquire field practical training on application of professional skills acquired in class.
Expected Learning Outcomes
By the end of this unit the student should be able to:
 Handle the various animal health and production situations in the field
 Apply class knowledge in the field in handling animal issues
 Demonstrate the necessary field professional experience
 Make decision for effective handling of animal health problems
Course Content
Attachment in areas covering disease control, diagnostic and laboratory, extension, pharmaceuticals and farm
management. University staff will visit the student to assess him/her towards the end of the attachment period.
Scope of Attachment
a) Disease control
The students should be exposed but not limited to the aspects of tick control, vaccinations, quarantine and
disease controlling. This can be done in
b) Clinical and Disease diagnosis
The students should be exposed but not limited to field and laboratory diagnosis of disease as well as treatment
of diseases. This can be done in Veterinary offices and regional veterinary laboratories, private veterinary
clinics and registered veterinary practitioners
c) Public health
The students should be exposed to the aspects of meat inspection, milk inspection and water sanitation.
d) Livestock production and Extension services
The students should be exposed to extension services and principles of livestock production
e) Farm management
The student should be exposed to farm management practices such as herd health management, record keeping
and financial management
f) Pharmaceuticals
The student should be exposed to types of veterinary drugs, there use, storage and control. This can be done in
an agro vet, veterinary clinic or a pharmaceutical company.
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Teaching Methodology
Field practicals and animal health cases instructions by field staff
Course Assessment
Daily logbook assessment 20%, Field supervisors 20%, University supervisor 20%, Final written report 40%
References
1. Goetzer J.A.W., 2004. Infection diseases of livestock, 2nd edition Oxford university press ISBN 019 576170 7
2. Mary C. Smith and David M. Sherman Goat medicine, second edition ISBN 97078179643
3. R. Nicholas (2008) Mycoplasma Diseases of Ruminants.
4. Radostits O.M., Gay C.C., Blood D.C., and Hinchcliff K.W., 2000. Veterinary medicine, A textbook of the
diseases of cattle sheep, pig, goats and horses, 9th edition W.B. Saunders ISBN 0 7020 26042
5. Taylor, D.J., 1989. Pig diseases, 5th edition Burlington press ISBN 0950 6932 43
THE LOGBOOK
 Introduction
This logbook is to assist the student to keep a record of the training. It will show the departments and sections in which
the student has worked and the periods of time spent in each.
 Daily Report
The daily work carried out during the periods of training is to be recorded clearly with sketches and diagrams where
applicable.
 Weekly Report
This includes a summary of work done in a week and should cover theory/practical report on the work covered. Students
are required to present the log-book weekly to the institution based supervisor for assessment of content and progress.
The Supervisor can use any page for his comments where necessary.
 Change Of Attachment
A student is expected to start and finish his/her industrial attachment in one institution. If it becomes absolutely
necessary that he/she must change his/her place of attachment, the student permission in writing should first be sought
and granted from the University.
His/her application for change of place of attachment should indicate the name, the postal address, telephone contacts of
the organization or institution to which he/she wishes to transfer. Any unauthorized attachment will be canceled.
 University Supervisor's Visit
The Chuka University Supervisor will check the log-book when he/she visits the institution to ensure that proper training
is being received, and record his/her comment on the page provided for this purpose, towards the end of the book.
 Special Request for The Industry-Based Supervisor
Please assess the student as per assessment form provided.
 Report Writing
In addition to the daily and weekly record the student should submit a report of the work done during the attachment
duration that should include Title page, Declaration, Copyright, Dedication, Acknowledgements, Abstract
(Executive Summary), Table of contents, List of tables, List of figures, List of appendices, List of abbreviations,
Background/Introduction (Chapter one), Objectives, Report on activities (Chapter Two), Conclusion and
recommendations, References (Optional), and Appendices. The report should contain a summary of activities of the
organization including the services or processes the student was involved in. The student is expected to point out the
weak and strong points of the attachment.
 Report Submission
The log-book and report must be submitted to the Chairman of the Department through the Field Attachment Cocoordinator at the end of the attachment.
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Grading

STUDENT’S DETAILS AND PARTICULARS
Name of Student:.......................................................................................................................................
(Surname First)
Student Registration No. …......................................................................................................................
Department: …..........................................................................................................................................
Degree: .....................................................................................................................................................
Year of attachment....................................................................................................................................
Name, Address, Telephone and Location of the Organization/Institution attached:
...................................................................................................................................................................
Name of Organization/Institution Based Supervisor:
....................................................................................................................................................................
Attachment Duration:

From: ..............................

..

To: ....................................……………

Draw the organization chart of industry attached hereunder

ATTACHMENT TIME PLAN
(The student should draw a time-table indicating time to be sent on each section within the Organization/Institution).
WEEK

DATES (FROM-TO)

SECTION

ACTIVITY

DURATION

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
FOR SKETCHES, DIAGRAMS AND GRAPHS
(Additional drawings, may be attached where necessary)
The student may also use this space for additional reports.

DATE: .........................................

STUDENT QUESTIONAIRE
GEOGRAPHY OF THE AREA
 County ……………………………………………………………..…………………………….
 Sub county………………………………………………………………………………………..
 Ward…………………………………………………………..………………………………….
 Geography and climatic conditions of the area…………………………………………………..
 Main agricultural activities……………………………………………………………………….
 Major livestock production systems………………………………………..……………………..
A. Animal species attended to
o Bovine
o Caprine
o Ovine
o Porcine
o Avian
o Canine
o Feline
o Equines
o Camels
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B. Health and management challenges.
a) Common diseases and Nutritional & metabolic disorders
Animal Species Bacterial Viral protozoan
Fungal

Nutritional &Metabolic
disorders

Reproductive

Others

Bovines
Caprine
Ovine
Porcine
Avian
Canines
Felines
Camel
Equines
Others
(specify)
C. Surgical procedures observed.................................................................................................
D. Public health
 Is slaughter of animals done in slaughter house, slaughter slabs or home……?
 Animal species slaughtered ……………………………………………………...
 Common postmortem cases ……………………………………………………..
E. Industrial section
 Indicate the processing plant you were attached to and their products ………
 The mandate of the institution …………………………………………..........
F. Agriculture section
 What are the common crop by-products fed to the animals …………………
 What are the common fodder crops and pastures produced for animals ……
G. Extension activities
 Mention the nature of field days, seminars or any social activity you were involved in.
………………………………………………………….……………………………………………
H. Agrovet section
 Any exposure sales, handling of drugs and chemicals. ……………
G. Comments............................................................................................................................................
Student’s Name………........................Adm. No …………………………………… Sign………………………
EXAMINER’S CONSIDERATIONS
The question to administer to students will vary since they are attached to different stations with different
specialisation and mandates in livestock industry. It is imperative that students get relevant questions to be able to
express the experiences gained. However the examiner should ask related oral questions on:o Administration structure organization of the institution,
o The policies of the institution
o Whether these policies are in line with existing government livestock policies
o The mandate of the institution
o Skills/technical knowledge learned.
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CHUKA

Telephones:
Direct line:

020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
P.O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Email: info@chuka.ac.ke
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

ANIMAL HEALTH AND PRODUCTION UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR ASSESMENT FORM
General comments on visit:
NAME OF STUDENT:
REG. NO:
ORGANIZATION ATTACHED:
COMMENCEMENT DATE:

ENDING DATE:

SUPERVISOR’S NAME:
SCORE (%)
LOGBOOK (Properly filled and
signed)

Daily task properly filled

Knowledge on Institutional
Structure

Knowledge of institution administrative structure

Logbook signed
Knowledge of institution staff
Knowledge on institutions core functions and mandate

Knowledge and Task Performance

Knowledge on tasks performed
Execution of assigned tasks
Completion of tasks assigned

Scope of Attachment Coverage

Covered the scope expected

Overall performance

Competence change

TOTAL SCORE
COMMENTS:

SUPERVISORS SIGN:

DATE:
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Direct line:

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Email: info@chuka.ac.ke
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

ANIMAL HEALTH AND PRODUCTION FIELD SUPERVISOR ASSESMENT FORM
NAME OF STUDENT:
REG. NO.:
ORGANIZATION ATTACHED:
COMMENCEMENT DATE:
SUPERVISOR’S NAME:
JOB TITLE:

ENDING DATE:

STUDENT ABILITIES SCORE GUIDE
(1) POOR: ---------------------------------(2) ACCEPTABLE ------------------------(3) FAIR ------------------------------------(4) VERY GOOD -------------------------(5) OUTSTANDING ----------------------

Less than 40%
40 – 49%
50 – 59%
60 – 79%
80% and above

SPECIAL REQUEST FOR THE INDUSTRY-BASED SUPERVISOR
Please assess the student as per assessment form provided.
SCORE (%)
Time management

Responsibility-and submissionto supervisor
Team-building
Leadership skills

Innovativeness

Reporting at work in time
Leaving work on time
Time management during the working hours.
Undertaking the task designed
Undertaking junior responsibilities
Ability to use working equipment properly
Cooperating with other workers/ work as a team
Contribution of ideas in the team
Working under pressure
Problem solving abilities
Appearance of the student
Ability to be trained
Performing to the required standards
Performing additional tasks

TOTAL SCORE
COMMENTS:

SUPERVISOR’S SIGN:

DATE:
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NAME OF DEPARTMENT: ANIMAL SCIENCES
NAME OF PROGRAMME: Bachelor of Science in Animal Science
PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Direct line:

Email: info@chuka.ac.ke

P.O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

STUDENT’S FIELD ATTACHMENT
LOG-BOOK

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ANIMAL SCIENCE
DURATION: 8 WEEKS
ANSC 375: FIELD ATTACHMENT (L/P 0/120 CF 4.0)
Course Purpose
To enable students acquire field practical training on application of professional skills acquired in class.
Expected Learning Outcomes
By the end of this unit the student should be able to:
 Handle the various animal health and production situations in the field
 Apply class knowledge in the field in handling animal issues
 Demonstrate the necessary field professional experience
 Make decisions for effective handling of animal health problems
Course Content
Practical training covering eight weeks in animal production research or extension services or farms. University staff
will visit the student to assess him/her towards the end of the attachment period.
Scope of Attachment
(a) Animal production
The students should be exposed but not limited to the aspects of animal production of various species such as beef,
dairy, pig, poultry, non-conventional animals
(b) Animal production research and animal product processing
The students should be exposed but not limited to areas of animal production research such as animal nutrition,
animal breeding
(c) Extension services
The students should be exposed to extension services and principles of livestock production
Teaching Methodology
Field practicals and animal health cases instructions by field staff
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Course Assessment
Daily assessment logbook 15%, Field supervisor’s report 15%, University supervisor’s report 20%, Final written
report by student 50%
References
1. Goetzer J.A.W., 2004. Infection diseases of livestock, 2nd edition Oxford university press ISBN 019 576170 7
2. Mary C. Smith and David M. Sherman Goat medicine, second edition ISBN 97078179643
3. R. Nicholas (2008) Mycoplasma Diseases of Ruminants.
4. Radostits O.M., Gay C.C., Blood D.C., and Hinchcliff K.W., 2000. Veterinary medicine, A textbook of the
diseases of cattle sheep, pig, goats and horses, 9th edition W.B. Saunders ISBN 0 7020 26042
5. Taylor, D.J., 1989. Pig diseases, 5th edition Burlington press ISBN 0950 6932 43

THE LOGBOOK
 Introduction
This logbook is to assist the student to keep a record of the training. It will show the departments and sections in which
the student has worked and the periods of time spent in each.
 Daily Report
The daily work carried out during the periods of training is to be recorded clearly with sketches and diagrams where
applicable.
 Weekly Report
This includes a summary of work done in a week and should cover theory/practicals covered. Students are required to
present the log-book weekly to the institution based supervisor for assessment of content and progress. The Supervisor
can use any page for his comments where necessary.
 Change Of Attachment
A student is expected to start and finish his/her industrial attachment in one institution. If it becomes absolutely
necessary that he/she must change his/her place of attachment, the student permission in writing should first be sought
and granted from the University.
His/her application for change of place of attachment should indicate the name, the postal address, telephone contacts of
the organization or institution to which he/she wishes to transfer. Any unauthorized attachment will be canceled.
 University Supervisor's Visit
The training Supervisor of Chuka University will check the log-book when he/she visits the institution to ensure that
proper training is being received, and record his/her comment on the page provided for this purpose, towards the end of
the book.
 Special Request for The Industry-Based Supervisor
Please assess the student as per assessment form provided.
 Report Writing
In addition to the daily and weekly record the student should submit a report of the work done during the attachment
duration that should include Title page, Declaration, Copyright, Dedication, Acknowledgements, Abstract
(Executive Summary), Table of contents, List of tables, List of figures, List of appendices, List of abbreviations,
Background/Introduction (Chapter one), Objectives, Report on activities (Chapter Two), Conclusion and
recommendations, References (Optional), and Appendices. The report should contain a summary of activities of the
organization including the services or processes the student was involved in. The student is expected to point out the
weak and strong points of the attachment.
 Report Submission
The log-book and report must be submitted to the Chairman of the Department through the Field Attachment Cocoordinator at the end of the attachment.
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Grading

STUDENT’S DETAILS AND PARTICULARS
Name of Student:.......................................................................................................................................
(Surname First)
Student Registration No. …......................................................................................................................
Department: …..........................................................................................................................................
Degree: .....................................................................................................................................................
Year of attachment....................................................................................................................................
Name, Address, Telephone and Location of the Organization/Institution attached:
...................................................................................................................................................................
Name of Organization/Institution Based Supervisor:
....................................................................................................................................................................
Attachment Duration:

From: ..............................

..

To: ....................................……………

Draw the organization chart of industry attached hereunder.

ATTACHMENT TIME-PLAN
(The student should draw a time-table indicating time to be sent on each section within the Organization/Institution).
WEEK

DATES (FROM-TO)

SECTION

ACTIVITY

DURATION

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
FOR SKETCHES, DIAGRAMS AND GRAPHS
(Additional drawings, may be attached where necessary)
The student may also use this space for additional reports.

DATE: .........................................

BSC STUDENT QUESTIONAIRE
GEOGRAPHY OF THE AREA
 County ……………………………………………………………..…………………
 Sub-county……………………………………………………………………………
 Ward…………………………………………………………..……………………………..….
 Geography and climatic conditions of the area…………………………………………………
 Main agricultural activities………………………………………………………………………
 Major livestock production systems………………………………………..………………………
A. Animal species attended to
o Bovine
o Caprine
o Ovine
o Porcine
o Avian
o Canine
o Feline
o Equines
o Camels
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B. Health and management challenges.
a) Common diseases and Nutritional & metabolic disorders.
Animal Species

Bacterial

Viral

protozoan

Fungal

Nutritional &
Metabolic disorders

Reproductive

Others

Bovines
Caprine
Ovine
Porcine
Avian
Canines
Felines
Camel
Equines
Others
(specify)
C. Surgical procedures observed........................................................................................................
D. Public health
 Is slaughter of animals done in slaughter house, slaughter slabs or home………………………
 Animal species slaughtered ………………………………………………………………………
 Common postmortem cases ……………………………………………………………………
E. Industrial section
 Indicate the processing plant you were attached to and their products ……………………………
 The mandate of the institution ……………………………………………………………………..
F. Agriculture section
 What are the common crop by-products fed to the animals …………………………………
 What are the common fodder crops and pastures produced for animals ……………………..
G. Extension activities
 Mention the nature of field days, seminars or any social activity you were involved in. H. Agro vet section
 Any exposure sales, handling of drugs and chemicals. …………………………………………
G. Comments..........................................................................................................................................
Student’s Name …….............…… Adm. No. ………………………………Sign……………………………...
EXAMINER’S CONSIDERATIONS
The question to administer to students will vary since they are attached to different stations with different
specialisation and mandates in livestock industry. It is imperative that students get relevant questions to be able to
express the experiences gained. However the examiner should ask related oral questions on:o Administration structure organization of the institution,
o The policies of the institution
o Whether these policies are in line with existing government livestock policies
o The mandate of the institution
o Skills/technical knowledge learned.
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Direct line:

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Email: info@chuka.ac.ke
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

ANIMAL HEALTH AND PRODUCTION UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR ASSESMENT FORM
General comments on visit:
NAME OF STUDENT:
REG. NO:
ORGANIZATION ATTACHED:
COMMENCEMENT DATE:
SUPERVISOR’S NAME:

ENDING DATE:

SCORE (%)
LOGBOOK (Properly filled and
signed)

Daily task properly filled

Knowledge On Institutional
Structure

Knowledge of institution administrative structure

Logbook signed
Knowledge of institution staff
Knowledge on institutions core functions and mandate

Knowledge and Task Performance

Knowledge on tasks performed
Execution of assigned tasks

Scope of Attachment Coverage

Covered the scope expected

TOTAL SCORE
COMMENTS: ....................................................................................................................................................

SUPERVISORS SIGN: ........................................................

DATE: .........................................................
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Direct line:

P. O. Box 109 – 60400, Chuka
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

Email: info@chuka.ac.ke

ANIMAL HEALTH AND PRODUCTION FIELD SUPERVISOR ASSESMENT FORM
NAME OF STUDENT:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REG. NO:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ORGANIZATION ATTACHED:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMMENCEMENT DATE:
-------------------------ENDING DATE:
------------------------------------------SUPERVISOR’S NAME:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JOB TITLE:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------STUDENT ABILITIES SCORE GUIDE
(1) POOR: --------------------------------(2) ACCEPTABLE -----------------------(3) FAIR -----------------------------------(4) VERY GOOD ------------------------(5) OUTSTANDING ---------------------

Less than 40%
40 – 49%
50 – 59%
60 – 79%
80% and above

SPECIAL REQUEST FOR THE INDUSTRY-BASED SUPERVISOR
Please assess the student as per assessment form provided.
SCORE (%)
Time management

Responsibility-and submissionto supervisor
Team building
Leadership skills

Innovativeness

Reporting at work in time
Leaving work on time
Time management during the working hours.
Undertaking the task designed
Undertaking junior responsibilities
Ability to use working equipment properly
Cooperating with other workers/ work as a team
Contribution of ideas in the team
Working under pressure
Problem solving abilities
Appearance of the student
Ability to be trained
Performing to the required standards
Performing additional tasks

TOTAL SCORE
COMMENTS: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUPERVISORS SIGN:

DATE:
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NAME OF DEPARTMENT: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
FILED ATTACHMENT PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMETAL STUDIES
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
LOGBOOK
NAME:
REG. NO.:
PROGRAMME:
FIELD ATTACHMENT OBJECTIVES
BACHELOR OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT, BACHELOR OF TOURISM MANAGEMENT, AND
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECOTOURISM
1. To apply acquired knowledge and skills in class in work place environment.
2. To acquire practical experience in handling equipment and customers in the day to day life activities in an
organization in the hospitality sector.
3. To find out what it is like to work in the student’s future career
4. To get to know prospective employers and make a solid network
5. To obtain valuable experience to build the student’s personal resume
6. To explore career interests
7. To learn new skills
8. To understand workplace expectations
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN WILDLIFE ENTERPRISE AND MANAGEMENT
1. To gain knowledge on conservation area planning and operation activities of various departments/sections in
wildlife, environmental or natural resource based organization.
2. To learn/ experience the application of wildlife laws in management and conservation of wildlife resources.
3. To gain exposure on the various wildlife and nature based entrepreneurial ventures.
4. To participate in research and ecological monitoring analysis of real field data and relate the application of the
results in management decisions.
5. To experience how humans impact on wildlife and vice versa
6. To appreciate the various forms of wildlife benefits
7. To learn the contribution of wildlife to social-economic development of local community
8. To learn the environmental and management issues facing wildlife conservation
9. To learn the role of the local community in wildlife management and conservation
10. To gain knowledge on how the surrounding land use patterns impact on wildlife conservation.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT/ BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
1. To understand the firm/industry management { levels of management ,responsibilities of different managers,
structure of organization, dispute management}
2. To enable students to integrate theory with practice
3. To introduce students to work culture and industrial practices
4. To expose students to potential employers
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5.
6.
7.
8.

To learn about occupational Health and safety standards in the work place { hazards and hazards management}
To learn about pollution including land ,air water and existing control
To learn about solid waste management {avoidance, reuse, recycling practices, disposal process and means}
To learn about the relationship between the industry/ firm/organization/department and socio-economic welfare
of host communities and corporate social and environmental responsibilities {CSER}
9. To learn about environmental conservation {greening, resource use efficiency, waste reduction etc.}
10. To learn about resource use conflicts{ human/wildlife, human/human}
11. To learn about assessing social and environmental impacts of projects.

DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
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DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
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DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
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DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
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DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
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DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

LESSON LEARNT

REMARKS/
COMMENTS

Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….
DAILY ASSIGNMENT/ TASKS
DATE
TIME
TASK/ACTIVITIES/ASSIGNME
NTSDESCRIPTION
Supervisor`s Signature………………………………….
Supervisors Remarks…………………………………….

Trainee/Student Remark

External Supervisor remarks (to be made at the end of the attachment Period)

University supervisor remarks (to be made during the supervisory visit)
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CHUK
Tel: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P O Box 109 – 60400, CHUKA, KENYA.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
FIELD ATTACHMENT ASSESMENT SHEET
Dear Supervisor,
Kindly fill in this assessment sheet as per the student performance during the attachment period. Sign, stamp and
seal the form in an envelope and post to the address above or hand it to the student after completion of the
attachment. Thanks for your support and assistance in the training exercise.
STUDENT NAME: ………………….....................………….. REG. NUMBER: …………………
LOCATION OF DUTY: ……………………………………………………………………………
DEPARTMENT: …………………………………………………………………….............................
DATE FROM: ………………………………………………. TO: …………………………………..
DATE OF EVALUATION: …………………………………………………………………………
SUPERVISOR’S RANK: ………………SUPERVISOR’S SIGNATURE: ……………………
SN
1
2
3.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

MARKS ATTAINED (/ 10)
Punctuality at work (Always in time to work)
Obedience (following instructions)
Duty consciousness (keenness in work)
Orderliness( Well organized in work performance)
Dependable (Require little supervision)
Industrious, hardworking and usefulness
Personality (Mannerism, respectful)
Respect for organization structures and authority
Assessment of assigned work
Logbook clarity, organization and content
Coping with difficult conditions
Putting academic knowledge into practice
Communication ability
Leadership skills
Overall performance of field attachment

OTHER REMARKS ON THE STUDENT PERFORMANCE:...........................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
Suggestions for improving this attachment experience…………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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CHUKA
Tel: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 – 60400, CHUKA

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURE OF THE FIELD/ INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT REPORT
1. Cover page: Name of the institution/logo, place and period of attachment, name of the student/registration
number; course title and code; program of study e.g. B.Sc. in Natural Resources Management; A statement “ A
report submitted to the Faculty of Agriculture and Environmental studies in the Department of Environmental
and Resource Development for a partial fulfillment for ward of a Bachelor’s degree in……….”;
date/month/year of submission
2. Declaration
3. Acknowledgment
4. Acronyms
5. Summary of the report
6. Table of contents
7. List of figures, photographs etc.
8. Chapter one: Background information and description of the organization where the student is attached;
objectives of the attachment ( this should vary from the course to the field of study); students expectations
during the attachment
9. Chapter two: Organizational structure, vision, mission, goals, objectives, functions, roles and responsibilities of
the departments etc.
10. Chapter three: Description of activities in various departments or sections where the students shall be attached
11. Chapter four: Tasks and duties/assignments undertaken during the attachment period
12. Chapter five: Practical skills and lessons learnt during the attachment. Key achievements in line with personal
expectations
13. Chapter six: Challenges experienced and coping mechanisms during the attachment; conclusions and
recommendations
14. References
15. Appendix list
Note: The student should show high level of creativity, clarity of thought and skills in report writing (logical flow of
the report, typesetting, editing, Font Times New Roman size 12, etc.). Students are encouraged to use photographs
and other professional recognized techniques in report writing.
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CHUKA
Tel: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 – 60400, CHUKA

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AND RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

STRUCTURE OF THE FIELD/ INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT REPORT AND MARKING SCHEME
CONTENT
MARKS
Cover page: Name of the institution/logo, place and period of attachment, name of the 9
student/registration number; course title and code; program of study e.g. B.Sc. in Natural
Resources Management; A statement “ A report submitted to the Faculty of Agriculture
and Environmental studies in the Department of Environmental and Resource Development
for a partial fulfillment for ward of a Bachelor’s degree in……….”; date/month/year of
submission: Declaration; Acknowledgment; Acronyms; Abstract/Summary; Table of
contents; List of figures, photographs etc.
Chapter one: Background information and description of the organization where the 8
student is attached; objectives of the attachment ( this should vary from the course to the
field of study); Student expectations during the attachment
Chapter two: Organizational structure, vision, mission, goals, objectives, functions, roles 8
and responsibilities of the departments etc.
Chapter three: Description of activities in various departments or sections where the 10
student shall be attached
Chapter four: Tasks and duties/assignments undertaken during the attachment period
10
Chapter five: Practical skills and lessons learnt during the attachment. Key achievements 9
during the attachment period
Chapter six: Challenges experienced and coping mechanisms during the attachment; 9
conclusions and recommendations
References and appendix list
2
General coherence and presentation of the report: editing/typesetting, pagination,
5
Subtotal marks
70
Filling out of The Logbook
10
Field Supervisors Confidential Report
10
University Field Assessment Report
10
TOTAL MARKS
100

Note: The student should show high level of creativity, clarity of thought and skills in report writing (logical flow
of the report, typesetting, editing, pagination, Font-Times New Roman size 12 etc.). Students are encouraged to
use photographs and other professional recognized techniques in report writing.
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NAME OF DEPARTMENT: PLANT SCIENCES
FILED ATTACHMENT PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF PLANT SCIENCES
Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Fax: ==========

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email address: info@chuka.ac.ke
STUDENT FIELD ATTACHMENT
LOG-BOOK
DURATION: 8 WEEKS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

THE LOGBOOK
Introduction
This logbook is to assist the student to keep a record of the training. It will show the departments and sections in
which the student has worked and the periods of time spent in each.
Daily Report
The daily work carried out during the periods of training is to be recorded clearly with sketches and diagrams where
applicable.
Weekly Report
This includes a summary of work done in a week and should cover theory/practical report on the work covered.
Students are required to present the log-book weekly to the institution based supervisor for assessment of content
and progress. The Supervisor can use any page for his comments where necessary.
Change of Attachment
A student is expected to start and finish his/her industrial attachment in one institution. If it becomes absolutely
necessary that he/she must change his/her place of attachment, the student permission in writing should first be
sought and granted from the University. His/her application for change of place of attachment should indicate the
name, the postal address, telephone contacts of the organization or institution to which he/she wishes to transfer.
Any unauthorized attachment will be canceled.
University Supervisor's Visit
The training Supervisor of Chuka University will check the log-book when he/she visits the institution to ensure that
proper training is being received, and record his/her comment on the page provided for this purpose, towards the
end of the book.
Special Request for The Industry-Based Supervisor
Please assess the student as per assessment form provided.
Report Writing
In addition to the daily and weekly record the student should submit a report of the work done during the
attachment duration that should include Title page, Declaration, Copyright, Dedication, Acknowledgements,
Abstract (Executive Summary), Table of contents, List of tables, List of figures, List of appendices, List of
abbreviations, Background (Chapter one), Objectives, Literature review (Chapter Two, optional), Methodology
(Chapter Three), Results or Report on activities (Chapter Four), Discussion (Chapter Five), Conclusion and
recommendations, References, and Appendices.
The report should contain a summary of activities of the organization including the services or processes the
student was involved in.
The student is expected to point out the weak and strong points of the attachment.
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8. Report Submission
The log-book and report must be submitted to the Chairman of the Department through the Field Attachment
Coordinator at the end of the attachment.
STUDENT’S DETAILS AND PARTICULARS
Name of Student:.......................................................................................................................................
(Surname First)
Student Registration No. …......................................................................................................................
Department: …..........................................................................................................................................
Degree: .....................................................................................................................................................
Year of attachment....................................................................................................................................
Name, Address, Telephone and Location of the Organization/Institution attached:
...................................................................................................................................................................
Name of Organization/Institution Based Supervisor:
....................................................................................................................................................................
Attachment Duration:

From: ..............................

..

To: ....................................……………

Draw the organization chart of industry attached hereunder.

ATTACHMENT TIME-PLAN
(The student should draw a time-table indicating time to be sent on each section within the Organization/Institution).
WEEK
DATES (FROM-TO)
SECTION
ACTIVITY
DURATION

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….………….
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..: ...................

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
(WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….………
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
FOR SKETCHES, DIAGRAMS AND GRAPHS
(Additional drawings, may be attached where necessary)
The student may also use this space for additional reports.

DATE: .........................................

FOR THE USE OF THE UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR ONLY
General comments on first/second/third (Delete as appropriate) visit:
Name of Supervisor: ........................................………………..………………………………......
Signature of Supervisor: ........................................……..…………….….…………………………
Date: ......……………………………………..………………………....…………………………..
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P.O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN
DEPARTMENT OF PLANT SCIENCES
FIELD ATTACHMENT PROGRAMME

EXTERNAL SUPERVISOR’S ASSESSMENT FORM 1
A:

To Be Filled By Student

Student Name and Admission Number………………………………………………………
B:

To Be Filled By Supervisor

Date Student Reported…………………………………………………………………………
Number of Times absent From Work………………………………………………………….
Date Student Left………………………………………………………………………………
Assessment Criteria

Marks Student Attained (Convert to 10% Total)

1. Punctuality at work always in time at work/10
2. Obedience (following instructions)/10
3. Duty consciousness (keenness at work)/10
4. Orderliness (well organized in work performance)/10
5. Dependability (require little supervision)/10
6. Industriousness (hardworking and usefulness)/10
7. Personality (mannerism, respect)/10
8. Observation of code of conduct/regulations/10
9. Overall performance of field attachment/20
Supervisors name…………………………………………………………………………………
Signature………………………………………………………………………………………….
Supervisors Designation………………………………………………………………………….
Name and Address of Station/Organization………………………………………………………
Date ………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Station Rubber Stamp/Seal.
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

P.O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN
DEPARTMENT OF PLANT SCIENCES
Ref.: CU/PLSC/FA/FORM 3: STUDENT FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT FORMAT
Upon completion of the field attachment work, a final report of the attachment exercise is required. The report
should be presented to the field attachment coordinator,
By Date: ______________________
The following report format is recommended:
1. Introduction: the purpose of the field attachment exercise, timing and execution
2. Background of the area of attachment: Agro –ecological zone, population of the area
3. Organization and the background of the institution: Mission, Vision, objectives and structures.
4. Policies and the organizational link to the attachment area, E.g. other projects in the area and how the
organizations’ activities fit within Kenya’s vision 2030.
5. Professionalism with regard to the student discipline indicating the functional departments attached as well
as actual participation: knowledge gained and details including tasks performed.
6. Make recommendation in terms of your work and academics.

Annexes: the field attachment logbook
References: list of all materials consulted
Note: the report should not exceed 25 pages and should be typed double space, bound and must be original.
FA Coordinator
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

P.O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN
DEPARTMENT OF PLANT SCIENCES

FIELD ATTACHMENT ASSESSMENT GUIDELINE FOR UNIVERSITY ASSESSORS
S/NO
AREAS OF ASSESSMENT
1. Program of work as evidence by the FA logbook.
2. Proof of adherence to the program of work as per work program and the internal supervisor’s
comments
3. Understanding of the attachment institution: the functions of its organs and staff, including
institutional management and administration
4. Understanding of the role and contribution of the institution of the National development and
economy (in terms of commodities, services, finances, human development, environment,
conservation, research, education, technology etc.)
5. National and international policies, projects and agencies influencing the performance of the
attachment institution (e.g. VISION 2030, SAPS, IMF, NGOs etc.)
6. Current social economic, social political and general development affairs in the country:
especially in the attachment area in relation to the student’s discipline.
7. Lessons and skills learnt from the attachment institution, over and above what was taught at the
University.
8. Evaluation of learnt professionalism in the attachment institution, over and above what was
taught at the University.
9. Assessment of student’s attitudes, personality, temperament and overall performance in field
attachment
FIELD ATTACHMENT UNIVERSITY LECTURER’S ASSESSMENT GUIDELINE
S/NO
AREAS OF ASSESSMENT
1. Does the student have a Programme of work as evidenced by the FA logbook?
2. Proof of adherence to the program of work as per work program and the daily internal
supervisor’s comments on the Logbook
3. Understanding of the attachment institution: the functions of its organs and staff, including
institutional management and administration
4. Understanding of the role and contribution of the institution to Agricultural Production, the
National development and the Economy (in terms of commodities, services, finances, human
development, environment, conservation, research, education, technology etc.)
5. National and international policies, projects and agencies influencing the performance of the
attachment institution (e.g. VISION 20230, SAPS, IMF, NGOs etc.)
6. Current social economic, social political and general development affairs in the country
especially in the attachment area in relation of the student’s discipline.
7. Lessons and skills learnt including challenges observed to affect agricultural production during
the attachment, over and above what was taught at the University.
8. Evaluation of learnt professionalism in the attachment institution, over and above what was
taught at the University.
9. Assessment of student’s attitudes, personality, temperament and overall performance in field
attachment
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10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
20

MARKS
15
15
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
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SAMPLE REPORT FORMAT
FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT CARRIED OUT AT ME AND YOU FLOWER FARM, OLEPOLOS,
KAJIADO
DURATION: MAY-JUNE 2014
BY: KAMAU ONYANGO
REGISTRATION NUMBER: DB8/32561/12
A FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANT SCIENCES IN
PARTIAL FULFILMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AWARD OF THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR
OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE OF CHUKA UNIVERSITY.
CHUKA UNIVERSITY
APRIL 2014
DECLARATION
COPYRIGHT
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
TABLE OF CONTENTS
ABSTRACT/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
LIST OF TABLES
LIST OF FIGURES
LIST OF APPENDICES, LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW (OPTIONAL)
CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS OR REPORT ON ACTIVITIES
CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
REFERENCES
APPENDICES
Chapter one to five to include
Overview of the organization, Work responsibilities and assignments, Problems encountered in your assigned tasks,
Knowledge gained from the work experience, Contribution of the attachment to the organization, How has the
attachment expanded/broadened your business knowledge?, General comments and suggestions for the
Organization, Illustration & Annexure (All additional reports, charts, pictures diagrams)
NB:
1. Each should start on a fresh page
2. Report should be typed and printed on both sides
3. Spiral-bind the report
4. Have a copy, leave copy to organization, and bring copy to University.
5. Ask for recommendation letter
END
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FACULTY OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
NAME OF DEPARTMENT: HUMANITIES
FILED ATTACHMENT PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
INFORMATION SCIENCE SECTION

GUIDELINES/NOTES FOR FIELD ATTACHMENT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Definition of Field Attachment
In the context of these guidelines, field attachment is a field-based practical training experience that prepares
trainees for the tasks they are expected to perform on completion of their training. Currently field attachment in
Chuka University is known by several names in different faculties and/or disciplines. The other names for it include:
internship, school practice, Community Based Education and Services (COBES), and industrial training.
1.2 Objectives
The purpose of field attachment at Chuka University is to produce practically oriented graduates that meet the
required job-related competences of their future employers. Additionally, it serves as a linkage between the
University and various partners who consume services and/or products of the University. The specific objectives of
the field attachment program are as follows:• To enable students get hands-on/real life experience they are expected to work in when they graduate.
• To provide an opportunity for students to apply the principles and techniques theoretically learnt into real-life
problem solving situations.
• To provide an opportunity for students and academic staff to interact with the stakeholders and potential employers
and thus appreciate field situations that will also generate information for curricula review and improvement
• To develop student understanding of work ethics, employment demands, responsibilities and opportunities.
• To enhance and strengthen linkages between Chuka University and various stakeholders
1.3 Expected benefits from field attachment
Field attachment will be implemented through partnership between the University and other partners who consume
the University’s products and services. This partnership has three key stakeholders namely: the University partners,
the University and the students. Commitment to this partnership rests on mutual benefits for all the key partners. The
expected benefits of the program for the different parties include:
1.3.1. University Partners
• Will get opportunity to be involved in the training and review of programs at Chuka University.
• Will be exposed to a pool of potential employees from which to select. This will ultimately reduce the cost of
induction/orientation of new employees,
• Will get additional human resource for effective and efficient service delivery.
1.3.2. Chuka University
• Will get opportunity to appreciate client demands and the quality of graduates required to fulfill these demands.
• As a result of the cooperation the potential for research will be enhanced and developed with the various partners,
• Will get opportunity to access training facilities and resources that are not available at Chuka University
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1.3.3. Students
• Will acquire new knowledge and practical experiences,
• Will improve their confidence in problem solving.
• Opportunity to relate to different categories of people likely to be met in the real-life situation.
• Will gain exposure to the demands and challenges of the work place.
• Will get opportunity to meet and work with potential employers.
• Will have improved appreciation of the profession and therefore better work ethics.
1.4. Roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders
If the field attachment program is to be implemented effectively and sustainably, various partners have to commit
themselves to specific roles and responsibilities. The following are the roles and responsibilities of each partner:
1.4.1 The University
• Will provide overall institutional management of the program.
• Shall integrate field attachment into the University curricula and have it reviewed periodically.
• Will be responsible for developing a monitoring and evaluation criteria for the field attachment program including
the code of conduct for students and staff.
• Shall initiate partnership with relevant organizations and concretize this partnership with MOU.
• Will be responsible for identifying sites that offer valuable learning experiences to the students and staff.
• Will develop criteria/and or guidelines for selection and training/orientation of the field supervisors.
• Shall build field attachment expenses in the University fees structure and budget. Efforts should be made to
supplement the budget with internally and externally mobilized funds.
• Shall source for funding from development partners and internally to support implementation of the programme.
• Will create platforms and mechanisms for sharing experience arising out of the program by the stakeholders.
For purposes of implementation, the University will perform its roles and responsibilities through the respective
colleges/faculties/schools/institutes.
1.4.2 University Partners
• Shall participate in the planning, supervision and evaluation of the students on field attachment.
• Will provide on-site technical and professional guidance to the students on field attachment throughout the field
attachment period.
• Will provide feedback to the University on the experience of the field attachment program.
• Will commit their organizational facilities and/or resources for effective implementation of the program.
• Will engage in a mutual learning exercise together with the students and staff of Chuka University.
• Will provide students on field attachment with a wide range of experiences that go beyond technical skills.
• Shall give accreditation and credit gains to students on field attachment.
2. Roles and responsibilities of students
• Shall take field attachment as part and parcel of their training at Chuka University and have positive attitude
towards learning by practice.
• Shall respect all field supervisors and any other persons they interact with throughout their field attachment period
regardless of their background training and social differentiation,
• Shall work willingly wherever they are posted/attached.
• Shall develop the day-to-day work plans with their field supervisors.
• Must adhere to the field attachment code of conduct and code of conduct of the host organizations.
• Shall provide reports and other forms of feedback to the University and the host partners.
3.0 Pre-placement
This activity consists of three tasks namely; visits to field attachment areas and joint planning, briefing students and
re-orientating the academic staff.
4.0 Visits to field attachment sites and joint planning with the partners
The purpose of the visits is to identify partners/sites and negotiate relationships, roles and responsibilities. The visits
should be followed by exchange of communication with the partners to confirm appointment. Academic staff
together with the partners should identify suitable sites for attachment. Criteria for site selection include:
• Availability of suitable field supervisor(s).
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• Availability of supportive facilities to the learning of the student(s).
• Availability of on-going activities to provide learning experiences to the student(s).
• Gender needs.
• Health and safety of the site.
5.0 Briefing of the students
Before the placement, students should be briefed a week before they do the end of Semester examination, so that
they can appreciate field attachment as an integral part of their training programs. In such briefing, the following
areas shall be addressed:
• The purpose of the field attachment program.
• Basic requirements in terms of equipment and materials.
• Code of conduct expected of the students during the field attachment
• Roles of the various supervisors (academic and field supervisors)
• Grading/evaluation of the field attachment program
• Various channels of communication while on attachment e.g. where and how to report when they have problems.
• The final field attachment report format.
• When and how to hand over materials/equipment lent to them (by) the host organization) during field attachment.
• Other matters concerning their welfare during the field attachment
• Health and safety issues
6.0 Re-orientation of the academic staff
Since all the academic staff will participate in supervision of the students on field attachment, they should all be
involved in the planning and organization of the exercise. They should be well re-oriented on the following:• The purpose of the field attachment programme
• What the task entails
• Development and review of the monitoring and evaluation/assessment criteria.
This activity should be carried out before the visits to the internship sites. This is because some of the staff will be
involved in the pre-placement preparations.
7.0 Placement
7.1. Duration and timing
The year of study that students will go for field attachment depends on the design of the academic program. While
cognizant of the cost of the field attachment program, it is nevertheless preferable that students have field
attachment at least twice but not more than thrice during their training at the University. This is considered to be the
adequate period for students to have a first experience, conceptualize those experiences in their training and try out
what they have learnt in another way (in the second field attachment. It is recommended that all teaching units
conduct their field attachment at the end of the second semester and each period of field attachment should last at
least eight (8) weeks per year.
7.2 Posting
The process of posting students for field attachment will include:
• Identifying suitable candidates for each site.
• Preparing letters of introduction and other necessary documents e.g. guidelines for field attachment report writing,
student’s evaluation forms, logbooks and journals.
7.3 Student’s records
Students on field attachment will be required to keep notebooks (or logbooks) where they will enter their daily
records of the activities they are engaged in as well as new knowledge and innovations learnt.
The on-site supervisor shall assess the daily records in the logbook. In addition, the interns’ logbooks shall be
assessed and signed by the academic supervisors each time they visit the student (s) in the field.
At the end of the field attachment period, the student shall produce a report of their field attachment experiences
based on guidelines.
All University policies and procedures apply throughout the duration of the field work. It is the Field Work
Supervisor’s responsibility to ensure that people involved in the field work are aware of all relevant policies The
University shall develop suitable penalties for students who do not comply with the guidelines.
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8.0 Supervision
(i) There will be two distinct levels of supervision: site level day-to- day supervision by the field supervisor and the
academic supervisor from the University.
(ii) Each site/student will be visited at least three times by the academic supervisors.
During the visit, the academic supervisor will interact with the student on field attachment, field supervisor /other
relevant officials and also visit the attachment sites to acquaint himself/herself with the activities of the student.
8.1 Requirements for On-Site and Academic Supervisors
The on-site and academic supervisors need to meet the following requirements.
8.1.1 On-site supervisors
On-site supervisors will:
• Be persons with relevant practical experience.
• Show willingness to have regular contact with the student on field attachment.
• Have reasonable ethical and professional conduct.
• Be willing to engage in a learning experience with the student on field attachment.
8.1.2 Academic supervisors
• Supervision will be done by qualified academic staff i.e. assistant lecturer and above.
• Schedules of the academic supervisors will be communicated to the partners and/or field supervisors in advance.
• The supervision reports will be written on the
• The University shall develop penalties for academic supervisors whose performance in the field will be found
wanting or in breach of professional conduct.
9.0 Evaluation
i. The field attachment, being part and parcel of the academic program, must be assessed, graded and the grades
should contribute towards the award of a candidate.
ii. The field attachment grades should appear on the student transcript as an independent course.
9.1 Student’s Assessment
Marks for the field attachment performance will be distributed between assessment by the on-site supervisor,
academic supervisor and field attachment report. In view of the purpose of the field attachment program as
providing practical orientation, the assessment by the on-site-supervisor, who is best placed to monitor and assess
the student’s daily performance, should be given prominence.
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES

INFORMATION SCIENCE SECTION
FIELD ATTACHMENT PROGRAMME FOR BACHELORS IN INFORMATION SCIENCE
STUDENT ATTACHMENT LOGBOOK
NAME OF THE STUDENT ____________________________________
REGISTRATION NUMBER___________________________________
THE LOGBOOK
INTRODUCTION
This book is to assist the student to keep a record of the
field activities. It will show the organisation in which
the student has worked on attachment and the period of
time spent in that organisation.
DAILY REPORT
The daily work carried out during the period of
attachment is to be recorded clearly with sketches and
diagrams where applicable.
WEEKLY REPORT
This is a summary of work done in a week and should
cover all the activities and the level of accomplishment
of each. Students are required to present the logbook
periodically to the lecturer/supervisor for assessment of
content and progress. The lecturer/supervisor can use
any part for his comment where necessary.
ATTACHMENT PROGRAMME
The student must follow the set out attachment
programme formulated by the department, which was
given to the student at the beginning of the activity.
REPORT WRITING
In addition to the daily weekly record, the student
should submit a summary report of the work done
during the attachment duration and others as indicated
in the field guide
ATTACHMENT WORK
OBJECTIVES
1. To integrate theory learned in class w/ field practical

2. Participation in any information science work areas.
3. To develop and facilitate/implement projects.
4. To develop/ enhance writing and reporting skills
SPECIFIC TASKS:
1. Establishing project status:
 Name of project

Objectives
 Method used to implement programmes
 Any other relevant information
2. Keeping a journal/register/log/diary of activities
3. Write a report on the project with specific reference
to: Description of the project status
 Activities undertaken during the project
 Significance of the project
 Impact of the project on the society
 Is theory learned in class practicable in the field?
 Weaknesses (if any) and suggestions for
improvements of the project
 Evaluation of information systems learning
experience in light of work practice/course
program.
4. Expected results
 Project status report
 Detailed activity report
 Evaluation report
NB: Daily Assignment sheet and Summary for the
Week below should be as many as the number of days
on attachment and number of weeks on attachment
respectively. University Supervisor’s Remarks Form
should be one.
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DAILY ASSIGNMENT SHEET x 40 working days
DAY: _________________________________ DATE: __________________________
TIME

ASSIGNMENT

REMARKS

8:00 – 12 NOON

2:00 – 5:00 PM

(Note any other information)

SUMMARY FOR THE WEEK
STUDENT’S REMARKS
Dates:
From: ______________________________________ TO: ____________________________________
SIGNATURE: _________________________________
ATTACHMENT ORGANIZATION SUPERVISOR’S REMARKS
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Name: __________________________________________
Signature: _______________________________________
UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR’S REMARKS
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Name: __________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
INFORMATION SCIENCE SECTION
A) STUDENT ASSESSMENT FORM BY THE FIELD SUPERVISORS
Note to the field supervisor: The purpose of this evaluation is to help students on field attachment to further
develop their job performance. You are encouraged to discuss your responses with the student in a positive and
objective manner, just as you would review job performance with your employees/colleagues. The first part of the
evaluation is based on a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 means that the student needs much improvement in his/her
performance and 10 means that the student’s performance is outstanding. You are provided with 10 criteria in the
table below upon which to base your assessment of the student and award him/her the appropriate grade on the 1 to
10 scale.
Field attachment site/place? ……………………………………………………………
Student’s Name: ……………………………………………………………………….
Improvement
Below Average
Average
Above average
Outstanding
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Criteria
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Organizes work well/attends regularly
Completes assigned tasks on time/punctual at work
Has initiative/resourcefulness
Accuracy of work
Adapts to working conditions
Has ability to get along with others at work
Follows up on assignments
Has ability to communicate with superiors
Has ability to apply theory in practice
Has ability to judge or take decisions
Total/100
1. What do you consider to be the strength of this student in terms of technical competence?
2. How would you describe this student’s personality to others?
3. What aspects of job performance (weakness) should this student seek to improve?
4. Are there any special skills you would like to see in the student attached to your district/firm?
5. What aspects of knowledge would you recommend this student to acquire in order to be more effective in delivery
of related services under the current field situation?
6. What do you see as the benefits the student has derived from this field attachment?
7. How has your organization benefited from having the student on field attachment?
8. What problems if any have you experienced with the student?
9. Would you consider having a student on field attachment next year?
10. Give any suggestions that would improve the field attachment to the benefit of the University /partners as well as
the students.
Signature of the Field Supervisor -------------------------------------------------Name: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Designation: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----Thank you very much for being a good field supervisor in providing this valuable practical training to our students.
We look forward to having stronger relationship with you in this noble effort.
Please return the filled form to: Field Attachment Coordinator, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences,
Department of Social Sciences, Information Science Section, P. O. Box 109, Chuka, Phone: 0202310512/18
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B) STUDENT ASSESSMENT FORM BY THE UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR
Note to the supervisor: The purpose of this evaluation is to help students on field attachment to further develop
their job performance. You are encouraged to discuss your responses with the student in a positive and objective
manner. The first part of the evaluation is based on a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 means that the student needs much
improvement in his/her performance and 10 means that the student’s performance is outstanding. You are provided
with 10 criteria in the table below upon which to base your assessment of the student and award him/her the
appropriate grade on the 1 to 10 scales.
Field attachment site/place …………………………………………………………………
University supervisor’s name ………………………………………………………………
Signature -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student’s Name: ……………………………Registration number-----------------------------Improvement
Below Average
1
2
3
4
5
Criteria
Organizes work well/attends regularly
Completes assigned tasks on time/punctual at work
Has initiative/ resourcefulness
Accuracy of work
Adapts to working conditions
Has ability to get along with others at work

Average
6
7
1
2
3

4

Above average
8
9
5
6 7
8

9

Outstanding
10
10

Follows upon assignments
Has ability to communicate with superiors
Has ability to apply theory in practice
Has ability to judge or take decisions
TOTAL/100
1. What do you consider to be the strength of this student in terms of technical competence?
2. How would you describe this student’s personality to others?
3. What aspects of job performance (weakness) should this student seek to improve?
4. Are there any special skills you would like to see in the student attached to your organization?
5. What aspects of knowledge would you recommend this student to acquire in order to be more effective in delivery
of related services under the current field situation?
6. What do you see as the benefits the student has derived from this field attachment?
7. How the organization benefited from having the student on field attachment?
8. What problems if any have you experienced with the student?
9. Would you consider having a student on field attachment next year?
10. Give any suggestions that would improve the field attachment to the benefit of the University /partners as well as
the students.
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
INFORMATION SCIENCE SECTION
FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT FORMAT AND GUIDE
The field attachment report should be well written in good English and should at least contain the following:
• Cover page: This should show the following in the given order:
Name of Faculty; Student’s Year of Study; name of department, district/ local Government where field attachment
was undertaken, field attachment period e.g. May – July 2017;
Name of student, student’s Registration Number; Chuka University Supervisor and field Supervisor’s Signature.
• Acknowledgements: The student should acknowledge all those who assisted in contributing to the success of the
field attachment and report writing.
• Summary/Abstract: This should provide a summary of the most important practical work the student learnt as
well as the major challenges, conclusions and recommendations.
• Table of contents: A table of contents should be generated which shows the contents of the report and the page
numbers for easy reading and referencing.
• List of Figures: All figures must be captioned at the bottom, with figure numbers shown against each caption. The
pages where particular figures are found should be indicated for easy reading and referencing. Figures should be
preferably numbered according to the chapter numbers.
• List of tables: All tables must be given headers and with table number shown against each table header as well.
The pages where particular figures are found should be indicated for easy reading and referencing. Tables should be
preferably numbered according to the chapter numbers.
• List of acronyms/abbreviations: All acronyms or abbreviations used in the report should be included in this
section, with their full meanings.
INTRODUCTION
• Background of the field attachment program
• Objectives of the field attachment
• Background of the district/organization attached to
• Structure and organization of the district with emphasis on the department where student is deployed
• Major activities and focus of the department
EXPERIENCES
• Duties and responsibilities
• New knowledge and skills gained in each of the duties and responsibilities assigned
• Level of accomplishment of the duties/responsibilities assigned (may indicate your contribution in terms of new
knowledge and skills provided)
• Relationship with other staff
• Things enjoyed most and why
• Things enjoyed least and why
• Problem experienced and how handled
• Major benefits derived from field attachment program
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
Remember to include the major strengths and weaknesses of the field attachment program.
Recommendations
Include recommendations for strengthening the field attachment program as part of the teaching curriculum at
Chuka University; and for improvement of the services delivery at the place you have worked.
REFERENCES
All relevant citations such as textbooks, personal communications, internet material, codes of practice and
guidelines which student uses during the field attachment and/or report writing must be quoted using the APA style
of referencing e.g.
Book with one author:
Author, A. A. (2005). Title of Work. Location/City, State: Publisher.
Book with two authors:
Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (2005). Title of Work. Location/City, State: Publisher.
Book with more than two authors:
Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (2005). Title of Work. Location/City, State: Publisher.
Journal article:
Sawyer, S., & Tapia, A. (2005). The sociotechnical nature of mobile computing work: Evidence from a study of
policing in the United States. International Journal of Technology and Human Interaction, 1(3):1-14
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
INFORMATION SCIENCE SECTION
ATTACHMENT REPORT MARKING SCHEME
STUDENT’S NAME: ______________________________
REGISTRATION NUMBER: _______________________
Attachment Report Marking Form
Criteria

Weight

Marks

1. Comprehensiveness of the information contained
a) Background of the organization
b) Specific Job Information
c) Evaluating Internship site
d) Self-evaluation

12
8
8
8
8

e) Suggestions for improvement
16
f) Format and Report Structure
2. Language Use
a) Task achievement: how appropriately, accurately and relevantly the response
fulfills the task

12
12

b) Coherence and cohesion: how clear and fluent the message is. Organization, the
logical linking of ideas and the use of appropriate cohesive devices is important
8
c) Lexical resource: the range, accuracy and appropriate of the vocabulary used
d) Grammatical range and accuracy: the accuracy of the grammar used by the
students and whether they have used a wide range of structures
Total

8
100

Supervisor’s name___________________________
Signature __________________________________
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
INFORMATION SCIENCE SECTION
STUDENT EVALUATION FORM
This is a quick instrument for evaluating your field attachment situation. You are requested to take a few minutes to
complete this form as honestly as possible. Your views are urgently required for preparation of a report to the
Faculty. This evaluation form should be completed as soon as the field attachment ends. Please, send the completed
form to the field attachment coordinator.
1. What do you consider to be the major strengths of the field attachment?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. How have you specifically benefited from participating in this field attachment?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------3. How do you think the district/organization/community you were attached to benefited from your field attachment
activities?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------4. How do you think the community/organization benefited from the field attachment?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------5. How relevant is the field attachment to your degree program?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. What constraints have you experienced during the field attachment period and how do you think those constraints
could be overcome?
Constraint

How to overcome the constraint

7. What changes, if any, would you wish to see in the organization and management of the field attachment program
to make it more effective? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. What kind of knowledge do you think would have enabled you to perform better during the field attachment?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. What skills do you think would have enabled you to perform better during the field attachment? ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. How adequate was your field supervision? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------11. How do you think the field attachment program could be appropriately evaluated?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

REF.:

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
BOARD OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES AND FIELD ATTACHMENT
Date: ________________

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT FOR______________________________
The above named is a student of Chuka University pursuing a Bachelor of Science (Information Science) degree.
The student is currently in third year of study.
As part of the training, the student is required to undertake three (3) months of industrial attachment between May
and August 2017. This serves as a supervised opportunity to practice the various skills learnt and acquire experience
in the industry while at the same time offering future employers an opportunity to assess the suitability and
relevance of programmes offered to the students by the University.
Kindly, allow our student in your institution for this learning process.
Should you require additional information please contact the undersigned. Thank you for continued support in this
important exercise.
Yours Sincerely,

Director, Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA SECTION
ATTACHMENT AND PRACTICUM PROGRAMME

STUDENT ATTACHMENT LOGBOOK
NAME OF THE STUDENT ____________________________________
REGISTRATION NO.: _________________________________________
PRACTICUM WORK
OBJECTIVES
1. To integrate theory and practical work learned in class with field attachment.
2. To gather news, broadcast on radio and television, work in public relations, advertising and marketing.
3. To develop and enhance news writing and reporting skills.
SPECIFIC TASKS
1. Establishing assignment status:
(i) Name of the assignment
(ii) Objectives
(iii) Method used to implement assignments
(iv) Any other relevant information
2. Keeping a journal of assignment activities
3. Expected results
(i) Assignment status report
(ii) Detailed activity report
(iii) Evaluation report
DAILY ASSIGNMENT SHEET x 40 working days
DAY: _________________________________ DATE: __________________________
TIME

ASSIGNMENT

REMARKS

8:00-12 NOON
2:00-5.00PM
Additional Information
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SUMMARY FOR THE WEEK
1. STUDENT’S REMARKS
Dates:
From: ______________________________________ TO: ___________________________________________
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------SIGNATURE: ____________________________
2. Organization Supervisor’s Remarks
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Name: ________________________Signature: ___________________________________________________
3. University Assessor’s Remarks
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Name: _________________________Signature: ____________________________________________________
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA SECTION

ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES FOR UNIVERSITY ASSESSORS
FIELD ATTACHMENT PROGRAMME_______________________________________
NAME OF THE STUDENT________________________

ADM. NO._______________

INSTITUTION OF ATTACHMENT_____________________CONTACT:___________
AREAS OF ASSESSMENT
1. Performance (commitment and quality)
2. Proof of adherence to the program of work

MAXIMUM
SCORE
5
5

3. Proof of professionalism during attachment

15

4. Understanding of the organizational structure of the institution attached
(institutional management, administration, office procedures, personnel and
channels of communication)

10

5. Attachee’s understanding of the functions of the institution in relation to
communication and media (dissemination of information, media literacy,
persuasion)

10

6. Attachee’s understanding of forces influencing the institution of attachment
(media bill, advertising act, role of Media Council of Kenya, Media Owners
Association – self regulation, Cohesion and Integration Commission – media and
hate speech)

10

7. Role of the institution in current socio-economic and socio-political environment.

10

8. Student’s attitude regarding attachment

5

TOTAL MARKS

AWARDED
SCORE

70

GENERALCOMMENTS______________________________________________________
ASSESSOR’S NAME: ________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE: _________________________________________________________________
DATE: _______________________________________________________________________
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA SECTION
ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES FOR MANAGER/SUPERVISOR OF ATTACHMENT INSTITUTION
Type of field attachment work (Broadcasting, Press, and Public Relations etc.) ____________________
Student’s Name: _______________________________________________________________________
Student’s Registration number: ____________________________________________________________
Date the student reported for attachment: ____________________________________________________
Date the student left attachment: ___________________________________________________________
Number of times student was absent from work: _______________________________________________
STUDENT WORK ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

MAXIMUM SCORE

1. Punctuality at work (always at work)
2. Ability to follow instructions

10
10

3. Duty consciousness (keenness in work)

10

4. Orderliness (well organized in work performance)

10

5. Dependability (requiring little supervision)
6. Industrious (hardworking and useful)
7. Personality
8. Observation of code of conduct (following work regulations)

10
10
10
10

9. Overall performance of field attachment

20

TOTAL

100

AWARDED
SCORE

Supervisor’s Name: __________________________________________________________
Supervisor’s designation: _____________________________________________________
Name and address of the station/organization: _____________________________________
Date: ______________________________ Signature: ______________________________
Institution’s rubber stamp/seal
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FACULTY OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
FILED ATTACHMENT PROCEDURES FOR BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE IN
ENGLISH/LITERATURE/SOCIOLGY

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES

LANGUAGES, LITERATURE AND SOCIOLOGY SECTION
GUIDELINES/NOTES FOR FIELD ATTACHMENT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Definition of Field Attachment
Field attachment is an industry-based training experience that prepares trainees for the tasks they are expected to
perform on completion of their degree. Field attachment is generally referred to by several other names such as
internship, school practice, Community Based Education and Services (COBES), and Industrial Training.
1.2 Objectives
The purpose of field attachment at Chuka University is to produce practically oriented graduates that meet the
required job-related competences of their future employers. Additionally, it serves as a linkage between the
University and various partners who consume services and/or products of the University. The specific objectives of
the field attachment program are as follows:• To enable students get hands-on/real life experience they are expected to work in when they graduate.
• To provide an opportunity for students to apply the principles and techniques theoretically learnt into real-life
problem solving situations.
• To provide an opportunity for students and academic staff to interact with the stakeholders and potential employers
and thus appreciate field situations that will also generate information for curricula review and improvement
• To develop student understanding of work ethics, employment demands, responsibilities and opportunities.
• To enhance and strengthen linkages between Chuka University and various stakeholders
1.3 Expected benefits from field attachment
Field attachment will be implemented through partnership between the University and other partners who consume
the University’s products and services. This partnership has three key stakeholders namely: the University partners,
the University and the students. Commitment to this partnership rests on mutual benefits for all the key partners. The
expected benefits of the program for the different parties include:
1.3.1. University Partners
• Will get opportunity to be involved in the training and review of programs at Chuka University.
• Will be exposed to a pool of potential employees from which to select. This will ultimately reduce the cost of
induction/orientation of new employees,
• Will get additional human resource for effective and efficient service delivery.
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1.3.2. Chuka University
• Will get opportunity to appreciate client demands and the quality of graduates required to fulfill these demands.
• As a result of the cooperation the potential for research will be enhanced and developed with the various partners,
• Will get opportunity to access training facilities and resources that are not available at Chuka University
1.3.3. Students
• Will acquire new knowledge and practical experiences,
• Will improve their confidence in problem solving.
• Opportunity to relate to different categories of people likely to be met in the real-life situation.
• Will gain exposure to the demands and challenges of the work place.
• Will get opportunity to meet and work with potential employers.
• Will have improved appreciation of the profession and therefore better work ethics.
1.4. Roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders
If the field attachment program is to be implemented effectively and sustainably, various partners have to commit
themselves to specific roles and responsibilities. The following are the roles and responsibilities of each partner:
1.4.1 The University
• Will provide overall institutional management of the program.
• Shall integrate field attachment into the University curricula and have it reviewed periodically.
• Will be responsible for developing a monitoring and evaluation criteria for the field attachment program including
the code of conduct for students and staff.
• Shall initiate partnership with relevant organizations and concretize this partnership with MOU.
• Will be responsible for identifying sites that offer valuable learning experiences to the students and staff.
• Will develop criteria/and or guidelines for selection and training/orientation of the field supervisors.
• Shall build field attachment expenses in the University fees structure and budget. Efforts should be made to
supplement the budget with internally and externally mobilized funds.
• Shall source for funding from development partners and internally to support implementation of the programme.
• Will create platforms and mechanisms for sharing experience arising out of the program by the stakeholders.
For purposes of implementation, the University will perform its roles and responsibilities through the respective
colleges/faculties/schools/institutes.
1.4.2 University Partners
• Shall participate in the planning, supervision and evaluation of the students on field attachment.
• Will provide on-site technical and professional guidance to the students on field attachment throughout the field
attachment period.
• Will provide feedback to the University on the experience of the field attachment program.
• Will commit their organizational facilities and/or resources for effective implementation of the program.
• Will engage in a mutual learning exercise together with the students and staff of Chuka University.
• Will provide students on field attachment with a wide range of experiences that go beyond technical skills.
• Shall give accreditation and credit gains to students on field attachment.
1.4.3 Roles and responsibilities of students
• Shall take field attachment as part and parcel of their training at Chuka University and have positive attitude
towards learning by practice.
• Shall respect all field supervisors and any other persons they interact with throughout their field attachment period
regardless of their background training and social differentiation,
• Shall work willingly wherever they are posted/attached.
• Shall develop the day-to-day work plans with their field supervisors.
• Must adhere to the field attachment code of conduct and code of conduct of the host organizations.
• Shall provide reports and other forms of feedback to the University and the host partners.
2.0 Pre-placement
This activity consists of three tasks namely; pre-visits to field attachment sites and joint planning, briefing students
and re-orientating the academic staff.
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2.1 Pre-visits to field attachment sites and joint planning with the partners
Academic supervisors from Chuka University will visit or liase with prospective partners for purposes of planning
the attachment of students. The purpose of the visits is to identify partners/sites and negotiate relationships, roles and
responsibilities. The visits should be followed by exchange of communication with the partners to confirm
appointment. Academic staff together with the partners should identify suitable sites for attachment. Criteria for site
selection include:
• Availability of suitable field supervisor(s).
• Availability of supportive facilities to the learning of the student(s).
• Availability of on-going activities to provide learning experiences to the student(s).
• Gender needs.
• Health and safety needs of learners.
2.1.2 Briefing of the students
Before the placement, students should be briefed a week before they do the end of Semester examination, so that
they can appreciate field attachment as an integral part of their training programs. In such briefing, the following
areas shall be addressed:
• The purpose of the field attachment program.
• Basic requirements in terms of equipment and materials.
• Code of conduct expected of the students during the field attachment
• Roles of the various supervisors (academic and field supervisors)
• Grading/evaluation of the field attachment program
• Various channels of communication while on attachment e.g. where and how to report when they have problems.
• The final field attachment report format.
• When and how to hand over materials/equipment lent to them (by) the host organization) during field attachment.
• Other matters concerning their welfare during the field attachment
• Health and safety issues
2.1.3 Re-orientation of the academic staff
The academic staff selected to participate in supervision of the students on field attachment should be involved in
the planning and organization of the exercise. They should be well re-oriented on the following:• The purpose of the field attachment programme
• What the task entails
• Development and review of the monitoring and evaluation/assessment criteria.
This activity should be carried out before the visits to the internship sites. This is because some of the staff will be
involved in the pre-placement preparations.
3.0 Placement
3.1. Duration and timing
Students doing Bachelor of Arts Degree in English, Literature and/or Sociology will go for field attachment after
completing their third year of study. The attachment shall last at least eight (8) weeks.
3.2 Posting
The process of posting students for field attachment will include:
• Identifying suitable candidates for each site.
• Preparing letters of introduction and other necessary documents e.g. guidelines for field attachment reports,
student’s evaluation forms, logbooks and journals.
4.0 Student’s records
Students on field attachment will keep the following records:
4.1 Attachment Logbook
This is where they will keep daily records of the activities they are engaged in as well as new knowledge and
innovations learnt. The on-site supervisor shall assess the daily records in the logbook. In addition, the interns’
logbooks shall be assessed and signed by the academic supervisors each time they visit the student (s) in the field.
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4.2 Research Proposal
The student will develop a research proposal in the first month of attachment. The proposal is an expression of intent
to carry out a project at the attaching institution.
4.3 Project Report
The student will write a report of their attachment project and submit to the University supervisor at the completion
of the attachment. The student shall produce a report of their field attachment experiences based on guidelines.
5.0 Supervision
(i) There will be two distinct levels of supervision: site level day-to- day supervision by the field supervisor and the
academic supervisor from the University.
(ii) Each site/student will be visited at least two times by the academic supervisors.
During the visit, the academic supervisor will interact with the student on field attachment, field supervisor /other
relevant officials and also visit the attachment sites to acquaint himself/herself with the activities of the student.
5.1 Requirements for On-Site and Academic Supervisors
The on-site and academic supervisors need to meet the following requirements.
5.1.1 On-site supervisors
On-site supervisors will:
• Be persons with relevant practical experience.
• Show willingness to have regular contact with the student on field attachment.
• Have reasonable ethical and professional conduct.
• Be willing to engage in a learning experience with the student on field attachment.
5.1.2 Academic supervisors
• Supervision will be done by qualified academic staff i.e. assistant lecturer and above.
• Schedules of the academic supervisors will be communicated to the partners and/or field supervisors in advance.
• The University shall develop penalties for academic supervisors whose performance in the field will be found
wanting or in breach of professional conduct.
6.0 Evaluation
Field attachment is part of the academic program and must be assessed, graded and the grades shall contribute
towards the award of a degree or diploma. The field attachment grades should appear on the student transcript as an
independent course.
6.1 Student’s Assessment Criteria
Marks for the field attachment performance will be distributed between assessment by the on-site supervisor,
academic supervisor and field attachment report as follows:
On-site supervisor = 100
Academic Supervisor = 70
Project report = 30
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES

LANGUAGES, LITERATURE AND SOCIOLOGY SECTION
FIELD ATTACHMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGAMMES
STUDENT ATTACHMENT LOGBOOK
NAME OF THE STUDENT ____________________________________
REGISTRATION NUMBER___________________________________

NAME OF INSTITUTION/COMPANY---------------------------------------------------------------

DAILY ASSIGNMENT SHEET x 40 working days
DAY: _________________________________ DATE: __________________________
TIME
8:00 – 12 NOON

ASSIGNMENT

REMARKS

2:00 – 5:00 PM

(Note any other information)

SUMMARY FOR THE WEEK
STUDENT’S REMARKS

Dates:
From: ______________________________________ TO: ____________________________________

SIGNATURE: _________________________________
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ATTACHMENT ORGANIZATION SUPERVISOR’S REMARKS
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________________________
Signature: _______________________________________
UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR’S REMARKS
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES, LITERATURE AND SOCIOLOGY SECTION
ASSESSMENT FORM BY MANAGER/ FIELD SUPERVISORS OF ATTACHING INSTITUTION
The purpose of this evaluation is to help students on field attachment to further develop their job performance. You
are encouraged to discuss your responses with the student in a positive and objective manner, just as you would
review job performance with your employees/colleagues.

SECTION ATTACHED (eg Publishing, Editing etc,) ____________________
Student’s Name: _______________________________________________________________________
Student’s Registration number: ____________________________________________________________
Date the student reported for attachment: ____________________________________________________
Date the student left attachment: ___________________________________________________________
Number of times student was absent from work: _______________________________________________
STUDENT WORK ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

MAXIMUM SCORE

1. Punctuality at work (always at work)
2. Ability to follow instructions

10
10

3. Duty consciousness (keenness in work)

10

4. Orderliness (well organized in work performance)

10

5. Dependability (requiring little supervision)
6. Industrious (hardworking and useful)
7. Personality
8. Observation of code of conduct (following work regulations)

10
10
10
10

9. Overall performance in field attachment

20

TOTAL

100

AWARDED
SCORE

Supervisor’s Name: __________________________________________________________
Supervisor’s designation: _____________________________________________________
Name and address of the station/organization: _____________________________________
Date: ______________________________ Signature: ______________________________
Institution’s rubber stamp/seal
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES

LANGUAGES, LITERATURE AND SOCIOLOGY SECTION
STUDENT ASSESSMENT FORM BY THE UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR
FIELD ATTACHMENT PROGRAMME_______________________________________
NAME OF THE STUDENT________________________

ADM. NO._______________

INSTITUTION OF ATTACHMENT_____________________

CONTACT:___________

AREAS OF ASSESSMENT
1. Commitment to organizational values and goals
2. Obedience and industriousness

MAXIMUM
SCORE
5
5

3. Project proposal (creativity, relevance and quality)

15

4. Quality of project carried out by attachee

10

5. Attachee’s understanding of institutional structure, history and mission, as well
as the functions of the institution in relation to his or her specialization

5

6. Professional records well kept, neatness

10

7. Quality of project report

15

8. Student’s attitude, personality, Neatness and temperament

5

TOTAL MARKS

AWARDED
SCORE

70

GENERALCOMMENTS______________________________________________________
ASSESSOR’S NAME: ________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE: _________________________________________________________________

DATE: _______________________________________________________________________
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES, LITERATURE AND SOCIOLOGY SECTION
FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT FORMAT GUIDE
The field attachment report should be written in good English and should at least contain the following:
• Cover page: This should show the following in the given order:
Name of Faculty; Student’s Year of Study; Name of department, district/ local Government where field attachment
was undertaken, field attachment period e.g. May – July 2017;
Name of student, student’s Registration Number; Chuka University Supervisor and field Supervisor’s Signature.
• Acknowledgements: The student should acknowledge all those who assisted in contributing to the success of the
field attachment and report writing.
• Summary/Abstract: This should provide a summary of the most important practical work the student learnt as
well as the major challenges, conclusions and recommendations.
• Table of contents: A table of contents should be generated which shows the contents of the report and the page
numbers for easy reading and referencing.
• List of acronyms/abbreviations: All acronyms or abbreviations used in the report should be included in this
section, with their full meanings.
INTRODUCTION
• Background of the field attachment program
• Objectives of the field attachment
• Background of the district/organization attached to
• Structure and organization of the district with emphasis on the department where student is deployed
• Major activities and focus of the department
EXPERIENCES
• Duties and responsibilities
• New knowledge and skills gained in each of the duties and responsibilities assigned
• Level of accomplishment of the duties/responsibilities assigned (may indicate your contribution in terms of new
knowledge and skills provided)
• Relationship with other staff
• Things enjoyed most and why
• Things enjoyed least and why
• Problem experienced and how handled
• Major benefits derived from field attachment program
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
Remember to include the major strengths and weaknesses of the field attachment program.
Recommendations
Include recommendations for strengthening the field attachment program as part of the teaching curriculum at
Chuka University; and for improvement of the services delivery at the place you have worked.
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REFERENCES
All relevant citations such as textbooks, personal communications, internet material, codes of practice and
guidelines which student uses during the field attachment and/or report writing must be quoted using the APA style
of referencing e.g.
Book with one author:
Author, A. A. (2005). Title of Work. Location/City, State: Publisher.
Book with two authors:
Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (2005). Title of Work. Location/City, State: Publisher.
Book with more than two authors:
Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (2005). Title of Work. Location/City, State: Publisher.
Journal article:
Sawyer, S., & Tapia, A. (2005). The sociotechnical nature of mobile computing work: Evidence from a study of
policing in the United States. International Journal of Technology and Human Interaction, 1(3):1-14
NOTE
The proposal and report shall be typed, spiral-bound and well paginated.
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

REF.:

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109 -60400, Chuka

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
BOARD OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES AND FIELD ATTACHMENT
Date: ________________

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT FOR______________________________
The above named is a student of Chuka University pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree in English/Literature and
Sociology. The student is currently in third year of study.
As part of the training, the student is required to undertake three (3) months of industrial attachment between May
and August. This serves as a supervised opportunity to practice the various skills learnt and acquire experience in the
industry while at the same time offering future employers an opportunity to assess the suitability and relevance of
programmes offered to the students by the University.
Kindly, allow our student in your institution for this learning process.
Should you require additional information please contact the undersigned. Thank you for continued support in this
important exercise.
Yours Sincerely,

Director, Board of Undergraduate Studies and Field Attachment
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FACULTY OF BUSINESS STUDIES
NAME OF DEPARTMENT: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
FILED ATTACHMENT PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
STUDENT FIELD ATTACHMENT LOGBOOK
STUDENT PARTICULARS
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Registration Number: __________________________________________________________________________
Department: __________________________________________________________________________________
Year of Study: ________________________________________________________________________________
Name and Address of Organization attached: ________________________________________________________
E-mail Address of Organization: __________________________________________________________________
Details of Organization Based Supervisor: ___________________________________________________________
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Designation: __________________________________________________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________________________
E-mail contact: _______________________________________________________________________________
Duration of Attachment: From: __________________________TO: _____________________________________
Introduction
This book is to assist the students in keeping records of their training during the field attachment. Each day’s work
shall be recorded in the tables given as per the dates of the training. Each week’s activities shall be recorded on its
own separate sheet and the weekly summary at the back of very weekly sheet. The supervisor will make his/ her
comments and recommendations on the students weekly charts provided.
Change of the Attachment
In case of change in the place of attachment, the student shall be required to submit in writing the details of the new
organization and an acknowledgement from the new organization. Any an authorized attachment shall be cancelled.
University Supervisor’s Visit
The university supervisor shall visit the organization and assess the students during the duration of the attachment.
Submission
The attachment logbook shall be submitted to the supervisor during the assessment and the same shall be submitted
as part of the student’s field attachment report to the departmental coordinator upon completion of the attachment.
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
DAY
WORK DONE

WEEK: DATES__________
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
DAY
WORK DONE

WEEK: DATES__________
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
DAY
WORK DONE

WEEK: DATES__________
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
WEEK: DATES__________
DAY
WORK DONE
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
DAY
WORK DONE

WEEK: DATES__________
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
DAY
WORK DONE

WEEK: DATES__________
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
DAY
WORK DONE

WEEK: DATES__________
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART
DAY
WORK DONE

WEEK: DATES__________
New Skills Learnt

For institutional supervisor only
General Comments, Signature, Stamp and Date
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
FIELD ATTTACHMENT ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES FOR UNIVERSITY ASSESSORS
Student Name: ………………………………………………………………………………………
Admission No: ………………………………………………………………………………………
Stream: ……………………………………………………………………………………………....
Institution attached: …………………….……………………………………………………………
Starting Date: …………………………………………Ending Date: ………………………………
AREAS OF ATTACHMENT
A. Preparation

Score

1. Program of work as evidenced by the logbook

10

2. Proof of adherence to the program of work as per schedule and the internal supervisors’ comments

10

3. Understanding of the attachment Institution a; functions of its organ and staff, including institutional
management and administration

10

B. Understanding of Contemporary Issues
4. Understanding the role and the contribution of the institution to the national development economy (in
terms of service commodities services finances human development environment conservation research
education technology etc.)
5. National and international policies projects and agencies influencing the performance of the
attachment institution (e.g. SAPSD, IMF, NGO’S etc.)
6. Current social economic-political and general development affairs in the country; especially in the
attachment area in relation to the student’s discipline

10

10
10

C. Linkage between the Curriculum and Industry
7. Lessons and skills learnt from attachment institutions over and above what was taught at the
University.
8. Evaluation learnt professionalism in the attachment institutions over and above what was taught at the
University

10

9. Assessment of student’s attitude temperament and overall performance in the field attachment

10

10. Personality of the student (dressing and the language.)

10

10

Remarks …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Supervisor………………………………………………………………………..................................................
Signature: ……………………………Date: ……………………………………………………………………
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P.O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
FIELD ATTACHMENT PROGRAMME
SUPERVISORS ASSESMENT FORM
A: To be filled by student
Student name and Admission number…………………….………………………………………
B: To be filled by supervisor
Date Student Reported……………………...………………………………………………………
Number of times absent from work…………………………………………………………….......
Date that the student left……………………………………………………………………………
ASSESMENT CRETERION
STUDENT WORK ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

MARKS STUDENT ATTAINED
MAXIMUM SCORE

1. Punctuality at work (always at work)
2. Ability to follow instructions

10
10

3. Duty consciousness (keenness in work)

10

4. Orderliness (well organized in work performance)

10

5. Dependability (requiring little supervision)
6. Industrious (hardworking and useful)
7. Personality
8. Observation of code of conduct (following work regulations)

10
10
10
10

9. Overall performance of field attachment

20

TOTAL/100; convert to 10 marks

100

AWARDED
SCORE

Supervisors’ Name………………………………………………………………………
Signature…………………………………………………………………………………
Supervisor Designation…………………………………………………………………
Name and Address of station/Organization……………………………………………
Date….....................................
Station Rubber Stamp /Seal……………………………………………………………..
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P.O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
ASSESSMENT GUIDLINE FOR STUDENT FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT
REQUIREMENT
The student shall upon completion of the field attachment program compile and write a report to be submitted to the
department co-coordinator by mid-subsequent semester following the attachment.
FORMAT
The report shall include:1. Background to the area of attachment.
2. Organization background of the attachment institution.
3. Policies and other organizations linked to the attachment area
4. Professionalism with respect to the student’s discipline indicating in detail participation and skill learnt.
5. Recommendation to the institution and the university.
MARKS DISTRIBUTION
MARKS
Overall report organization…………………………………………………...…..10 marks
Background information………………………………………………………….20 marks
Policies, projects, agencies etc.…………………………………………………..20 marks
Professionalism and participation…………………………………………….….40 marks
Recommendations……………………………………………...…………………10 marks
FINAL MARKS DISTRIBUTION
MARKS
University Assessment…………………………….……………………………40%
Student report……………………………………………………………………40%
External Field Assessment………………………………………………………20%
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Fax line: 020 2310302

UNIVERSITY

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
STUDENT FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT FORMAT
Upon completion of the field attachment work, a final report of the field attachment exercise is required. The report
should be presented to the field attachment coordinator, by: --------------------------------------------------------: Date.
The following Report format is recommended:
1. Introduction: The purpose of filled Attachment Exerciser, timing and execution.
2. Background of the area of attachment: Agro-ecological zone, population of the area.
3. Organization and the background of the institution: Mission, Vision, Objectives and Structures.
4. Policies and other organizational link to the attachment area e.g. other projects in the area and how the
organizations activities fit within Kenya’s Vision 2030.
5. Professionalism with regard to student discipline indicating the functional department attached as well actual
participation: knowledge gains and details including tasks performed.
6. Make recommendation in terms of your work and academics.
Annexes: The field attachment logbook.
References: List of all other works consulted
Note: The report should not exceed 25 pages and should be typed in double-space, bound and must be original.

FA COORDINATOR
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FACULTY OF EDUCATION AND RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
NAME OF DEPARTMENT: EDUCATION
TEACHING PRACTICE & PRACTICUM PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TEACHING PRACTICE OFFICE

TEACHING PRACTICE GUIDELINES
Teaching practice is an essential component of teacher training programme. The student teachers must adhere to the
following guidelines during their teaching practice exercise in various schools:
1.

TEACHING PRACTICE

Actual presentation of the lesson
i) Professional Expert: hence the need to prepare properly
— Schemes of work
— Lesson plans: should not attend a lesson without a lesson plan. It is unprofessional
— Lesson notes and all other professional records must be well prepared for effective teaching and learning to
take place.
ii) Do your best to present logical/sequenced ideas/concepts/knowledge etc. Market your subject positively at
all times, however simple or hard it is.
iii) Teaching Practice Files
Prepare two similar files to be used during the assessment
i) For the assessor/supervisor/lecturer
ii) For the teacher to use as reference.
The files should be properly marked for easy identification (scheme of work, lesson plan, record of work, attendance
record and progress record)
2. LEARNING RESOURCE PROJECT
A learning resource project involves the development of an instructional medium/resource in any of the individual
teaching subjects. It is divided into 3 basic parts.
i) A Learning, Resource Project proposal – you should develop a learning project proposal after carefully
studying the syllabus, objectives and/or the contents in addition to doing a needs assessment on learning
resources available in the school with the help of cooperating teachers. In addition, you are expected to
relate to student’s learning and performance.
ii) Actual Learning Resource Project – is carried out after developing your proposal and approval of the
same by your supervisor. This entails actual development of an of an instructional resource material
using the locally available materials.
iii) Learning Resource Project Report Writing –this is done after completing and developing the project and
utilizing it in the teaching and learning process.
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
REF.:

Date:

The Principal/Head teacher
…………………………………………..

Dear Sir/Madam
RE: TEACHING PRACTICE POSTING
During the teaching practice exercise for Chuka University, the student is scheduled to teach
from…………………….. to …………………………. We wish to request to post the following student(s) to your
School. Preferably the students are expected to be assigned form one and two classes to teach.
Serial No.

Name

Reg. No.

Subject
Combination

Accepted/Not
Accepted

Please put a tick against the students you are able to accept and sign the original and give it back to the office of the
teaching practice coordinator.
Yours sincerely,

TEACHING PRACTICE COORDINATOR
CHUKA UNIVERSITY
Principal’s/Head Teacher’s Signature…………………….Date…………………….Institution Stamp……………
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
1ST/2ND CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT FORM
Name of lecturer……………………………………Cell number…………………..Zone………………………….
SN

Student name

Reg. No.

Subject
combination

1st Subject
assessment

2nd Subject
assessment

School

Cell No.

Date

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
No. of students assessed………………………..
No. of students not assessed…………………..
Lecturer’s Comments………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Date ……………………………………….

Sign………………………………………………
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Sign

CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SCHEME ASSESSMENT FORMS
STUDENT’S SIGNATURE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NAME OF LECTURER…------------------------- CELL NO. ------------------------------------------------------------------ZONE ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----SN

Name of student

Reg. No.

Subject Combination

School

Cell No.

Date

Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Lecturer’s comments................................................................................................................... ....
Total no. of students assessed…………………………………………………………………….
Total no. of students NOT assessed………………………………………………………………
Lecturer’s signature……………………………………………………………………………….
NB:
FILE SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO THE TEACHIG PRACTICE OFFICE IMMEDIATELY AFTER
COMPLETION OF THE ASSESSMENT.
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TEACHING PRACTICE LESSON ASSESSMENT REPORT
Student’s Name-------------------------------------------School------------------------------------------------------Subject------------------------------------------------------Week/Lesson No. ----------------------------------------Lesson Topic----------------------------------------------COMPETENCE ASSESSED
1. PREPARATION
 Adherence to scheme of work
 Cleary stated lesson objectives
 Written lesson plan correctly
 Appropriate layout of work
2. LESSON PRESENTATION
 Introduction
-effectiveness
-relevance
 Development
-steps clearly followed
-connections between steps clearly emphasized
-appropriateness of style of teaching
-intensity of learners involvement
-learner continually motivated
-questioning technique effectively used
 Conclusion
-appropriateness
-evidence of achievement of objectivity
3. SUBJECT MATTER
 Mastery of contents
 Depth of coverage appropriate to level of class
 Usefulness/applications/relevance
4. TEACHING/LEARNING RESOURCES
 Relevance/suitability
 Creativity/use of environment/real objects
 Clarity/attractiveness/readability
 Timeless of use
 Proper use of chalkboard, legibility of letters straight lines
and clean chalkboard after lesson.
5. TEACHING PERSONALITY
 Punctuality and time management
 Interaction-friendly, encouraging and approachable
 Disposition/confidence
 Voice projection
 Decency-dressing and language

FERD’S/LECTURER’S COPY
Reg. No. ----------------------------Form/Class -----------------------Date --------------------------------Time --------------------------------SCORE
15mks
0123
012345
012345
012
30mks
012
012

SUPERVISOR’SCOMENTS
Total

Total

0123
01234
0123
0123
01234
0123
0123
0123
15mks
012345
012345
012345
17mks
0123
0123
01234
0123

Total

Total

01234
10mks
012
012
012
012
012

Total

Remarks
Supervisor’s Name--------------------------------------------------------- Signature--------------------------------
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
STUDENT’S TEACHER CONFIDENTIAL REPORT
This form is to be filled by the head of the institution where the student teacher is practicing
Please assess Mr/Ms. ………………………………………………….Reg. No.:…………………………………..
KEY
1 = Poor. 2 = Fair. 3 = Good. 4 = Very Good. 5 = Excellent.
ATTRIBUTE
1
2

3

Check on the appropriate box.
4
5

Punctuality
Interpersonal relationship
Dressing code
Attendance to duty
Team building
Co-curricular activities
Communication skills
Passion for teaching
Flexibility
Organization skills
Creativity
Student’s managements skills
Confidence as a teacher
Any other general comment (discipline, potential etc.): ..............................................................................
Name…………sign………………………Date……………..official stamp (Principal)
NOTE:
Completed forms should be forwarded to the:
Director, Board of Undergraduate and Field Attachment,
Chuka University, P. O. Box 109-60400,
Chuka
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICUM
LOG-IN SHEET FOR ACTIVITIES
DATE
ACTIVITY
NO. OF HOURS
UNDERTAKEN

STUDENT’S
SIGNATURE
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF PSYCHOLOGY PRACTICUM ASSESSMENT SHEET
STUDENT’S NAME………………………………………………………REG. NO……………………..
INSTITUTION………………………………………………………………………………………………
A: Student’s workplace performance attributes
Kindly rank by giving the student’s marks from the corresponding box.
Topic

MARKS%

1.attitude to work





































2. Sense of initiative and ability

3. Knowledge of psychology and
quality of work output

4. Commitment to duty and teamwork

5. Communication skills and client
relations

6. Respect for organizational structure
and authority

7. Ability to work under pressure and
deliver good service

ACTUAL
MARKS

REMARKS

Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
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8. Punctuality and willingness to put
an extra hour

9. Professional etiquette and courtesy
to clients

10. Grooming, neat dressing and
personal appearance

TOTAL

B: Project assessment
Practicum project

Practicum report
Grand total
















40







Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
Excellent (4)
Very good (3)
Average (2)
Below average (1)
Terrible (0)
40

Originality/creativity/improvisation
Quality/clarity/usability
Application
Report layout
Conclusions and recommendations

40 marks

20 marks
100

Examiner’s Name…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Signature………………………………………………………….Date……………………………………………..
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Date

Time
From

Group
counselling

M.ED./M.A. IN GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING
SCHEDULE OF PRACTICUM ACTIVITIES
PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELLING
Individual
Case
Seminars
Supervision
counselling
conferencing

Report
writing

Outreach

Total

To

TOTAL HOURS
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
M.ED./M.A IN GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING PRACTICUM REPORT
NAME OF LECTURER---------------------------------. CELL NO. ------------------------------. ZONE--------------------No.

Name of student

Reg. No.

Site visited

Assessed ( )

Not assessed ( )

Date

Sign

Cell No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Lecturer’s comments on the activity
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------Lecturers sign………………………………………... Date……………………………………...................................

Chuka University is ISO 9001:2008 Certified…

…

Inspiring Environmental Sustainability for Better Life

CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
M.ED./M.A. IN GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING

I

CASE MANAGEMENT INTAKE FORM
Presenting problem (pp)
Answer/Tick

II

Description of client
a. Verbal
b. Appearance

III

Family background

IV

Therapeutic goals

V

Treatment modality
a. Individual therapy
b. Family therapy
c. Group therapy

IX

Therapeutic approach
a. Psychotherapy
b. Cognitive-behavioral therapy
c. Family therapy
d. client-centered therapy
e. Eclectic therapy

X

Assignments/task

XI

Outcome

XII

Prognosis

XIII

Follow-up

XIV

Consultation

XV

Referral
a. Why are you referring?
b. What are the issues
c. When do you want to refer?
d. Where do you want to refer client
to? (agency)
e. Whom-to whom? (service provider)
f. How? Modalities referral
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT & PRIMARY EDUCATION
DIPLOMA IN EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT AND PRIMARY EDUCATION
CERTIFICATE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT AND PRIMARY EDUCATION
NAME OF LECTURER---------------------------------. CELL NO. ------------------------------. ZONE---------------------

TEACHING PRACTICE LESSON PLAN
(EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION)
Pre-Primary School Thematic/Integrated Lesson Plan
Student’s Name--------------------------------------------

Reg. No. -----------------------------

School-------------------------------------------------------

Level/Class/grade -----------------

Subject-------------------------------------------------------

Date ---------------------------------

Week/Lesson No. -----------------------------------------

Time ---------------------------------

Lesson Topic----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LESSON THEME:

.

SUBTHEME:

.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES (for all activity areas for the day)
By the end of the lesson/ day the learner should be able to:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
References

Teaching and Learning Resources:
Lesson Development
Time
Teachers Activities
Learners’ Activities
5 Mins
Introduction
20 Mins
Class Activities.
5 Mins
conclusion
General Activity Conclusion: The teacher will conclude with a wind up activity related to the
sub-theme to test the achievement of the objectives in each activity area. A good conclusion
winds up the lesson in a way that leaves the learner happy and looking forward to the next
lesson. The teacher also gives the learners homework.
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TEACHING PRACTICE LESSON ASSESSMENT REPORT
(EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION)
FERED’S/LECTURER’S COPY
Student’s Name--------------------------------------------

Reg. No. --------------------------------

School-------------------------------------------------------

Level/Class/Grade -------------------

Subject-------------------------------------------------------

Date ------------------------------------

Week/Lesson No. -----------------------------------------

Time ------------------------------------

Lesson Topic---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Supervisors’
Comments

Competence Assessed

Score

1.PREPARATION
 Adherence to the scheme of work
 Correct format of lesson plan
 Clearly stated objectives
 Record of work concurrent with the scheme
of work and lesson plan
2. LESSON PRESENTATION
Introduction
-effectiveness
-relevance
Lesson development
-sequential teaching
-appropriate teaching strategies
-learners involvement
-learners motivation
-Appropriate questioning technique
-Conclusion appropriateness
-evidence of achievement of objectives
3.SUBJECT MATTER
-mastery and delivery of content
-scope of coverage
-application/relevance
4. TEACHING/LEARNING RESOURCES
-relevance/suitability
-creativity/use of environment

15 marks
0123
012345
012345
012

Total

30 marks
012
012

Total

0123
01234
0123
0123
01234
0123
0123
0123
10 marks
012345
0123
012
20marks
0123
0123

Total

Total
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-clarity/attractiveness/readability
-timeliness of use
-display of teaching resources
-proper use of chalkboard
5.TEACHING PERSONALITY
-punctuality and time management
-interaction-friendly encouraging/approachable
-disposition/confidence
-voice projection
-decency- dressing and language
6. CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION AND
MANAGEMENT
-discipline
-sensitivity to learner’s needs/ class environment
-class control and supervision
-cater for individual differences
7. ASSIGNMENT AND EVALUATION
-assignment and homework given and marked
-learners records maintained (progress, health,
registers)
GRAND TOTAL

01234
0123
01234
0123
10marks
012
012
012
012
012
11 marks
0123
012
0123
0123
4marks
012
012

Total

Total

Total

100%

Remarks ____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Supervisor’s name_______________________ Signature_____________________________
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CHUKA
Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
(EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION)
Student’s Name--------------------------------------------

Reg. No. -----------------------------

School-------------------------------------------------------

level/Class /grade------------------

Subject-------------------------------------------------------

Date ----------------------------------

Week/Lesson No. -----------------------------------------

Time ---------------------------------

Lesson Topic-----------------------------------------------

Week/
Theme
Duration

SubTheme

SCHEME OF WORK
General
Learners’
Objectives
Activities

Teaching
Learning
Resource

References

Remark

A
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FACULTY OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
NAME OF DEPARTMENT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT PROCEDURES

CHUKA
Telephones:

020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY
P.O. Box 109-60400, CHUKA

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
STUDENT ATTACHMENT LOGBOOK
A. STUDENT’S INFORMATION
STUDENT’S NAME: …………………………………………………………........................................................
ADMISSION NUMBER: ………………………………………………………….................................................
COURSE: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
FACULTY: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
DEPARTMENT: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………
INSTITUTION ATTACHED TO: .............................................................................................................................
B. This section is to be completed by the institution authority where attached
REPORTED FOR ATTACHMENT ON:
CLEARED AND RELEASED ON:

DATE…………………… Sign ………………………………….
DATE…………………… Sign …………………………………..

INSTITUTION……………………………….SECTION/ DEPARTMENT……………………………………
Month of…………….Week ……………..Day……………………...Date…………………………………………
Assignment done ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
.......................................................................................................................................................................................
Aim/ Objective ............................................................................................................................................ ..................
........................................................................................................................................................................................
Brief description of the procedure ……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
NOTE: All daily activities must be recorded in this logbook and be signed by the supervisor. The student is expected
to submit this logbook to the Department of Biological Sciences at the end of attachment period.
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CHUKA
Telephones:

UNIVERSITY

020 2310512/18

P.O. Box 109-60400, CHUKA

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Student’s Name: …………………………………………… Reg. No.: ………………………………
Stream/Specialization: …………………………………….. Date: …………………………………
Institution attached: …………………………………………………………………………………
Starting Date: ……………………………………………… Ending Date: ………………………..
AREA ASSESSED

SUPERVISOR’S
COMMENTS

TOTAL

LOGBOOK
-Programme of work as evidenced by the FA logbook
-Student sign and counter signed by the internal
supervisor on daily basis
STUDENT’S COMPETENCE
-Practical demonstration of specific tasks
-Understanding of the attachment institution
-Understanding of the role of the institution to the
national development and economy
-Lessons and skills learnt from attachment institution,
over and above what is learnt in the University
-Student’s
attitude.
temperament
and
overall
performance in the field attachment
-Personality of the student (dressing and language)
INTERNAL SUPERVISOR’S ASSESSMENT
Internal supervisor’s comments

12 marks

GRAND TOTAL

30 marks

SCORE

12 marks

6 marks

Remarks……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Supervisor …………………………………………Signature……………………………………………..
Date………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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CHUKA
Telephones:

UNIVERSITY

020 2310512/18

P.O. Box 109-60400, CHUKA

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
STUDENT ATTACHMENT
LOGBOOK
STUDENT’S PARTICULARS
Name of Student (Surname First):--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Registration No of Student: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Department: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Course of Study: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Year of Course: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Name and Address of Company / Establishment Attached: --------------------------------------------------------------------Name of Industry Based Supervisor: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Duration: From: ----------------------------------------------------.To: ------------------------------------------------------------DURATION (Weeks)
INTRODUCTION
This book is to assist the student to keep record of training. It will show the departments and sections in which the
student has worked and time spent in each.
DAILY REPORTS
The daily work carried out during the periods of training is recorded clearly with sketches and diagrams where
applicable
WEEKLY REPORTS
This is a summary of the work done in a week and should cover theory /practical report on the work covered.
Students are required to present the logbook weekly to the industry based supervisor for assessment of content and
progress. The supervisor can use any page for his/her comments where necessary.
CHANGE OF ATTACHMENT
A student is expected to start or finish his / her industrial attachment in one establishment. If it becomes absolutely
necessary that he/she must change his/her place of attachment that student should first secure permission in writing
from the university. His/her application for change of place of attachment should indicate the name and address (not
just post office box) of the company or industry to which he/she wishes to transfer to. Any attachment not properly
authorized will be cancelled.
UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR VISIT
The training supervisor of the university(Chuka University) will check the log- book When he/she visits the project
to ensure that proper training is being received and record his/her comment on the paper provided for this purpose,
towards the end of the book
SPECIAL REQUEST – FOR THE INDUSTRY BASED SUPERVISOR
Please asses the student as per attachment form provided
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REPORT WRITING
In addition to the daily and weekly record the student should;
 Submit a summary report of the work done during the attachment duration e.g. full coverage of the course,
Challenges encountered.
 Suggest improvements to make the attachment program worthwhile.
The report should contain a summary of the activities of the organization or institution and manufacturing/services
or the processes the student was involved in .This also includes the highlights of the project the student was involved
in if any at all. The student is expected to point out the weak and strong points of the attachment (which areas did
you cover adequately)
REPORT SUBMISSION
The logbook and report must be submitted to the attachment coordinator within one week after the attachment.
A student should draw the organizational chart of the industry attached here under

FOR THE USE OF THE INSTITUION (CHUKA UNIVERSITY) ONLY
General comments on assessment visit
DATE
COMMENTS

NAME OF SUPERVISOR: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NATURE OF SUPERVISION:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

New skills learnt

New skills learnt

New skills learnt
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK ENDING:)
Day
Description of work done
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

New skills learnt

New skills learnt

New skills learnt

New skills learnt

New skills learnt

For the use of the Institution (Chuka University) only
Supervisor’s name: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Comments: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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NAME OF DEPARTMENT: COMPUTER SCIENCE
INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT PROCEDURES

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT COMPUTER SCIENCE
Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Website: www.chuka.ac.ke

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email: codcosc@chuka.ac.ke
COMPUTER INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT

Table of Contents
1. Table of contents
2. COMP 499: Industrial Attachment
2.1. Course description
2.2. Learning Outcomes
2.3. Course Delivery
Phase I: Planning
Phase II: Attachment Activities and Report
3. Course Assessment
3.1. Grading guidelines
4. Guidelines for writing attachment report
4.1 Title page
4.2 Dedication
4.3 Acknowledgement
4.4 Abstract
4.5 Table of content
4.6 List of symbols and abbreviation
4.7 Chapter 1
4.8 Chapter 2
4.9 Chapter 3
4.10 List of references
5. Written Report format
6. Oral presentation format
7. Dress code
8. Presentation time
2. COMP 499: INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT
2.1 Course Description
Student will be required to work in an organization related to their area of specialty for a period of eight weeks.
During this period, the student will be required to daily account the attachment activities in the industrial attachment
logbook, provided by the department. At the end of this course, student will be required to write a report of the work
activities undertaken in the attached organization and make an oral presentation of the report before an informed
audience as decided by the department.
2.2. Learning Outcomes:
At the end of the attachment, the student should be able to:
 Demonstrate appreciation of knowledge of the theoretical principals learnt in class in an industrial set-up.
 Have a completed logbook of the activities undertaken, signed by the immediate supervisor in the attached
organization and approved by the supervising lecturer
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Be able to write and present a report of their work activities in an organization.
Be able to demonstrate ICT functions and other functions in an organization.

2.3. Course Delivery
The attachment will be executed in two phases.
Phase I: Planning
Planning will be done a semester before proceeding for the attachment.
 Register with the department.
 Assignment of the supervising lecturer by the department.
 Identification and contacting the organization where the attachment will be carried out
 Determination of time of the attachment period (dates)
 Applications and recommendations to be sent to the organization or firm.
Phase II: Attachment Activities and Report
During the attachment semester, student proceeds to the identified organization, and will be required to do the
following during and after the attachment period.
i.
Execution of attachment
ii.
Filling of the logbook
iii.
Writing the report
iv.
Handing in of the logbook and the report to your supervisor not later than the 2 nd week following the start
of the succeeding semester.
v.
Oral presentation of the Industrial Attachment experience to the audience as determined by the department.
3. COURSE ASSESMENT
A committee of at least two lecturers chaired by the Attachment Supervisor will grade the overall course based on
the student’s report, presentation, Attachment advisor’s report and the report from the organization where the
attachment took place.
3.1. Grading guidelines
Lecturer’s assessment: divided in four broad areas:
Each to be assessed on a scale of 1 – 5, where 5 = excellent; 4 = very good; 3 = good; 2 = fair; 1 = poor;
1. Internet and networking / servers. ----------------------------------------------------------------------(5 marks)
2. Operating systems and system security.----------------------------------------------------------------(5 marks)
3. Hardware and software environment. ------------------------------------------------------------------(5 marks)
4. Organizational structure and culture. -------------------------------------------------------------------(5 marks)
Total: 20mks
Industrial Supervisor Report (External)--------------------------------------------------------------Total: 30mks
Written report
Measures
Weight
Abstract
Less than 300 words
5 marks
Chapter 1
Background
12 marks
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
General Structure

Summary Identification
Conclusion




Spelling,
Format of presentation,
format of written report

15 marks
15 marks
3 marks

Total: 50 marks
Grand Total:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------100marks
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4. GUIDELINESS FOR WRITING ATTACHMENT REPORT
4.1. Page I: The Title Page
Example
 Report on Attachment at “Africa On-Line for the period of June –July 2015.
 Name of student
 Admission Number
 Name of supervising lecturer
Report submitted to the Department of Computer Science/Diploma in Computer Science in a particular fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science Computer Science/Diploma in Computer Science.
Submission Date: September 15th 2015.
4.2. Page II: Declaration & Confirmation
The student declares and the supervising lecturer confirms.
Declaration by the Student
I ……………………………declare that this is my original work and has not been presented anywhere else to the
best of my knowledge.
Confirmation by the Supervisor
I …………………………….confirm this report has not been presented anywhere to the best of my knowledge.
4.3. Page III: Dedication/Page IV: Acknowledgement
4.4. Page V: Abstract: A summary of the whole report. (This should be written in less than 300 words.)
4.5. Page VI: Table of Content
4.6. Page VII: List of symbols, abbreviations and their respective meanings
4.7. CHAPTER 1
 Introduction.
2mks
 Organization background.
2mks
 Organization’s contacts and physical location.
2mks
 Mission, Vision and core values of the attached organization.
3mks
 Organization structure- The student identifies and describes the department attached 3mks
4.8. CHAPTER 2
PART A (6mks)
 Duties: summary of activities undertaken during the attachment period(logbook summary)
The marks shall be awarded following the following criteria:
(i) Summary of the attachment and signed logbook.
2 marks
(ii) Summary is missing 0 marks, no summary+ logbook.
2 marks
(iii) Summary of the attachment, signed logbook and matching report (check if summary and report are
matching and award full marks).
3 marks
 Identify and describe software, hardware and information systems in the attached organization. 3mks
PART B (9mks)
The marks will be awarded if the following three areas are covered and clearly illustrated in the report:1. Internet and networking / servers
3 marks
2. Operating systems and system security
3 marks
3. Hardware and software environment
3 marks
4.9. CHAPTER 3
 Conclusion –Summary of the attachment experience
3 marks
 Significance of the course to the attachment
3 marks
 Significance of the student learning
3 marks
 Critiques of the organization and the programme
3 marks
 Recommendations
3 marks
4.10. List of references
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5. Format for writing report
The report should be written in the following format:
a) Body:
 New Times Roman font,
 12 –Font size
 1.5 Spacing
 Justified
b) Titles: font size -14 and Bolded,
Chapters: bolded.
NB: The report should be presented in Spiral binding and Sky-blue or maroon cover.
6. Format for oral presentation (OPTIONAL)
For PowerPoint presentation; at most 15 slides, each not more than seven lines.
7. Dress code: Formal
8. Presentation Time: 10 minutes for presentation
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CHUKA

Telephone:
Fax
:

020 2310512
020 231 0302

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email address: codcosc@chuka.ac.ke

INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT ASSESEMENT RECORD
(INDUSTRY SUPERVISOR’S COPY)
INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA
STUDENT’S NAME…………REG NO ………………………..PLACE OF ATTACHMENT ………….....
SN
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Rating Scale: Excellent; Very Good; Good; Average; Below Average; Poor; Very Poor 7
Points 6 Points 5 Points 4 Points 3 Points 2 Points 1 Point
People relations (Relationship with Colleagues, public relations, Social poise, Diplomacy, and
good taste)
Tolerance for Ambiguity (Ability to handle crisis, problems, or uncertainty, Level of maturity,
Controlled temperament)
Ability to apply computer science knowledge learned in class (troubleshooting and solving
problems, designing solutions)
Physical Appearance and personal Qualities (Manner of dressing and general grooming
confidence conveyed by body language, work etiquette, determination, imagination leadership
drive ,mannerism, respectful).
Work- ethic Orientation (interest shown in the work, discipline, enthusiasm, responsibility,
shows creativity and originality)
Innovation and creativity (problem identification, problem analysis solution given, viability,
shows creativity and originality)

SCORE

Student daily chores (Consistency, clarity, comprehensiveness, relevance, analytical)
Punctuality at work
Duty consciousness (keenness in work)
Obedience (following Instructions)
Orderliness (well organized in work performance)
Dependability (requiring little supervision)
Industriousness (hard working and usefulness)
Observation of code of conduct (following work regulations)
Overall Performance of field attachment (industrial Supervisors score)
TOTAL SCORE (OUT OF 75) * The score has to be converted to 30%

Industry Supervisor …………………………………Date………………………Station’s rubber stamp
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Telephone: 020 2310512
Fax
: 020 231 0302

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email address: codcosc@chuka.ac.ke

INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT ASSESEMENT RECORD (LECTURER ASSESMENT FORM)
INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR LECTURER
STUDENT’S NAME…………….……………………REG NO ………………………..
PLACE OF ATTACHMENT …………………………………………………………….
NAME OF LECTURER………………………………………………………………….

SN

Rating Scale: Excellent = 5; Very Good = 4; Good 3; Fair = 2; Poor = 1

1

Understanding of the existing network configuration and the internet if exists (describe
type of network and various tools that make up the network(s) in the organization) and
also be able to identify the various servers used in assisting to connect to the local
network and wide area network.
General ability to identify various operating systems environments used in the firm and
security threats and be able to (troubleshooting and solve problems, designing solutions).

2

3

Ability to identify various hardware and software tools used in the firm and be able to
(troubleshooting and solve problems, designing solutions).

4

The ability to show understanding of the organizational hierarchy, structure and culture
(procedures and systems within the organization and how they contribute to
success/failure of the organization).
TOTAL SCORE (OUT OF 20)
*The score has to be combined with the Industrial Supervisor Score and Industry
Supervisor

Score

Name and Signature
Date………………………Station’s rubber stamp
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Telephone:
Fax
:

020 2310512
020 231 0302

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email: codcosc@chuka.ac.ke
REPORT WRITING GUIDELINES
COMP 499: INDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT

Course Description
Course purpose
Student will be required to work in an organization related to their area of specialty for a period of eight weeks.
During this period, the student will be required to daily account the attachment activities in the industrial attachment
logbook, provided by the department.
Expected learning outcomes
At the end of the attachment, the student should be able to:
 Demonstrate appreciation of knowledge of the theoretical principals learnt in class in an industrial set-up.
 Have a completed logbook of the activities undertaken, signed by the immediate supervisor in the attached
organization and approved by the supervising lecturer
 Be able to write and present a report of their work activities in an organization.
 Be able to demonstrate ICT functions and other functions in an organization.
Course Content
At the end of this course, student will be required to write a report of the work activities undertaken in the attached
organization and make an oral presentation of the report before an informed audience as decided by the department.
In addition to the daily and weekly record the student should:
I.
Submit a summary report of the work done during the attachment duration e.g. full coverage of the course,
Challenges encountered.
II.
Suggest improvements to make the attachment program worthwhile.
The report should contain a summary of the activities of the organization or institution and manufacturing/services
or the processes the student was involved in .This also includes the highlights of the project the student was involved
in if any at all. The student is expected to point out the weak and strong points of the attachment (which areas did
you cover adequately and those you did not)
The Student’s report should include the following information
1. Organizational Structure
2. The level of office automation in the organization
3. Management of IS/IT Resources in the organization
4. System software used in the organization
5. Application software used in the organization
6. Hardware used in the organization
7. Database management software used in the organization
8. Information systems used in the organization
9. Data flow i.e. origination, recording, entry, validation, processing, information: Production and control procedures
in the organization
10. Software/Hardware Development methods in the organization -if in use
11. Organizations computer networks
12. Use of data communication networks/internet in the organization e.g. use of e-mails, websites, e-commerce etc.
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General Report Structure
Page I: The Title Page
Example
 Report on Attachment at “Africa On-Line for the period of June –July 2015.
 Name of student.
 Admission Number.
 Name of supervising lecturer.
Report submitted to the Department of Computer Science in a partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree
of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science/Diploma in Computer Science.
Submission Date: September 15th 2015.
Page II: Declaration & Confirmation
The student declares and the supervising lecturer confirms.
Declaration by the Student
I ……………………………declare that this is my original work and has not been presented anywhere else to the
best of my knowledge.
Confirmation by the Supervisor
I…………………………….confirm this report has not been presented anywhere to the best of my knowledge.
Page III: Dedication
Page IV: Acknowledgement
Page V: Abstract: A summary of the whole report. (This should be written in less than 300 words.)
Page VI: Table of Content
Page VII: List of symbols, abbreviations and their respective meanings
Format for writing report
The report should be written in the following format:
Body:
 New Times Roman font,
 12 –Font size
 1.5 Spacing
 Justified
Titles: font size 14 and Bolded,
Chapters: bolded.
NB: The report should be presented in Spiral binding and Sky-blue or maroon cover.
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Telephone:
Fax
:
REF.:

020 2310512
020 231 0302

P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email address: codcosc@chuka.ac.ke
DATE:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: ATTACHMENT FOR GATE WANJA MAUREEN REG. No _________________________________
The above-named is a third year student at Chuka University pursuing a four year degree course in Bachelor of
Science in Computer Science. After third year, Bachelor of Science in Computer Science students are required to
undertake industrial attachment to get exposure in the current business, scientific and educational applications of
computers.
In this regard you are requested to assist the student in any way possible acquire the necessary skills by allowing the
student undertake attachment in your organization during the period of May 2017 to August 2017.
Yours faithfully,

Chairman, Department of Computer Science
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CHUKA

Telephone: 020 2310512
Fax: ==========

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka
Email address:
STUDENT FIELD ATTACHMENT
LOG-BOOK
DURATION: 8 WEEKS
THE LOGBOOK

1.

Introduction
This logbook is to assist the student to keep a record of daily activities during the attachment period. It will show the
departments and sections where the student has worked and the period of time spent in the organization/institution.

2.

Objective of Attachment
To improve labour market relevance and exposure, provide the trainee with the opportunity to have an insight into the
practical application of their skills and knowledge and sharpen the trainee’s hands on skills in real work situation.
This will bridge the gap between the quality of training and what the market demands.

3.

Daily Report
The daily work carried out during the period of training is to be recorded clearly with sketches and diagrams where
applicable.

4.

Weekly Report
This includes a summary of work done in a week and should cover theory/practical report on the work covered.
Students are required to present the log-book weekly to the institution based supervisor for assessment of content and
progress. The Supervisor can use any page for his comments where necessary.

5.

University Supervisor's Visit
The training Supervisor of Chuka University will check the log-book when he/she visits the institution to ensure that
proper training is being received, and record his/her comment on the page provided for this purpose, towards the end
of the book.

6.

Report Writing
In addition to the daily and weekly record the student should submit a report of the work done during the
attachment duration that should include Title page, Declaration, Copyright, Dedication, Acknowledgements,
Abstract (Executive Summary), Table of contents, List of tables, List of figures, List of appendices, List of
abbreviations, Background (Chapter one), Objectives, Literature review (Chapter Two, optional), Methodology
(Chapter Three), Results or Report on activities (Chapter Four), Discussion (Chapter Five), Conclusion and
recommendations, References, and Appendices.
The report should contain a summary of activities of the organization including the services or processes the
student was involved in. The student is expected to point out the weak and strong points of the attachment.

7.

Report Submission
The log-book and report must be submitted to the Chairman of the Department through the Field Attachment
Coordinator at the end of the attachment.
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STUDENT’S DETAILS AND PARTICULARS
Name of Student:.............................................................................................................................................................
(Surname First)
Student Registration No. ….............................................................................................................................................
Department: ….................................................................................................................................................................
Degree: .............................................................................................................................................................................
Year of attachment............................................................................................................................................................
Name, Address, Telephone and Location of the Organization/Institution attached:
...........................................................................................................................................................................................
Name of Organization/Institution Based Supervisor:.................................................................................................................
Attachment Duration: From: ..............................................................To: ........................................................................
Draw the organization chart of industry attached hereunder.

ATTACHMENT TIME-PLAN
(The student should draw a time-table indicating time to be spent on each section within the Organization/Institution).
WEEK
DATES (FROM TO)
SECTION
ACTIVITY
DURATION

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..

WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART (WEEK……………………….. ENDING........................................)
DAY
DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
TRAINEE'S WEEKLY REPORT
Student's Signature: .............................................Date: ……………………….….…………….
Comments by Organization/Institution Supervisor: ......................................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
Comments by Organization/Institution Lecturer/Supervisor: .......................................................
Name: ....…………………………Signature: ..................................Date: ………….…………..
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FOR SKETCHES, DIAGRAMS AND GRAPHS
(Additional drawings, may be attached where necessary)
The student may also use this space for additional reports.

DATE: .........................................

FOR THE USE OF THE UNIVERSITY SUPERVISOR ONLY
General comments on first/second/third (Delete as appropriate) visit:

Name of Supervisor: ........................................………………..………………………………......
Signature of Supervisor: ........................................……..…………….….…………………………
Date: ......……………………………………..………………………....…………………………..
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

P.O. Box 109-60400, Chuka

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
FIELD ATTACHMENT ASSESSMENT FORM
CANDIDATE NAME: ..............................................ADMISSION No: ......................................
ITEM

Maximum score

Scored Marks BY Examiner

Assessment by the organization/institution supervisor
1. Skills obtained
6
2. Attitude to work
6
3. Initiative and independence
6
4. Reliability
6
5. Adherence to working time
6
Total marks by Training Officer
30
Assessment of the Logbook by University Supervisor
1. Adherence to guidelines
3
2. Presentation (neatness)
2
3. General laboratory assessment
6
4. Evaluation of learnt professionalism
5
5. Evaluation of the student’s understanding of 4
the institutional mandate
Total marks
20
Assessment of Field Attachment Report by University Supervisor
General report
15
Technical report
1. Description/analysis
10
2. Problem identification
5
3. Discussion
10
4. Recommendation(s)
5
5. Neat (Illustrations, etc.)
5
Total marks – Report
50
TOTAL MARKS
100
Supervisor’s name__________________________
Signature __________________________________
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FIELD ATTACHMENT FORMAT
FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT CARRIED OUT AT ________________________________________
DURATION: ________________________________________________
BY
NAME: _____________________________________________________
REGISTRATION NO: ________________________________________
A FIELD ATTACHMENT REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
IN PARTIAL FULFILMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AWARD OF BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE IN ________________________________________ OF CHUKA UNIVERSITY.
CHUKA UNIVERSITY
MONTH, YEAR
Declaration
Copyright
Acknowledgement
Table of contents
Abstract/executive summary
List of Tables
List of Figures
List of Appendices
List of Abbreviations,
Chapter one: Background
Objectives,
Chapter two: Literature review
Chapter three: Methodology
Chapter four: Results or report on activities
Chapter five: Discussion
Conclusion and recommendations
References
Appendices
Chapter I to V to include:
Overview of the organization, Work responsibilities and assignments, Problems/Constraints encountered in your
assigned tasks, Knowledge gained from the work experience, Contribution of the attachment to the organization,
Conclusion/How has the attachment expanded/broadened your scientific knowledge?, General comments and
suggestions for the Organization, Illustration & Annexure (eg any additional reports, charts, pictures diagrams)
NB:
1. Each should start on a new page
2. Report should be typed and printed
3. Spiral bind report
4. Have a copy and bring a copy to the University.
5. Ask for a recommendation letter from the attachment supervisor
END
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DEPARTMENT OF: NURSING SCIENCES
PROGRAMME: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (BScN)
CLINICAL PLACEMENT PROCEDURES:

CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (BScN)
STUDENT TRAINING LOGBOOK, FEBRUARY 2013
BASIC SCIENCES PROCEDURES
During the practical sessions and clinical placements, the students shall be required to perform the following
minimum number of selected Basic Sciences procedures/activities in order to acquire key competences as stipulated
by the University and the Nursing Council of Kenya (NCK)
AREA
NO.
ANATOMY
Identification of various human anatomical structures in relation to their functions
20
Examination and identification of different cells under microscope
5
Identification of different anatomical positions
10
Observe/ witness postmortem sessions
2
PHYSIOLOGY
Conducting and interpreting blood pressure measurements
10
Interpreting electrocardiogram
5
Performing and interpreting turning fork tests, Snellen’s chart test, various CNS reflexes such as muscle
5
tone, tendon jerk reflex, papillary light reflex
Interpreting audiometry results
2
Performing and Interpreting spirometry results
2
HAEMATOLOGY
Examination and identification of different blood cells under microscope
5
Performing blood cell count
5
Performing cross-matching blood grouping
5
Examination and identification of normal cells vs. abnormal cells
3
Performing and Interpreting full haemogram results
3
BIOCHEMISTRY AND CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
Performing and Interpreting chromatography
3
Performing and Interpreting lipid profile test
3
Performing and Interpreting urinalysis
5
Performing and Interpreting blood gas analysis, urea ,electrolytes and creatinine
2
Interpreting liver and thyroid function tests
2
Performing and Interpreting blood sugar tests
3
IMMUNOLOGY
Performing and Interpreting various immunological test like HIV, Monteux test
3
MICROBIOLOGY AND PARASITOLOGY
Identification and utilization of various culture media in relation to various micro organisms
3
Performing and Interpreting gram staining results
3
Preparation /examination of sputum for AFBs
2
Spotting various fungi under microscope
2
Preparation and examination of stool for ova and cysts under microscope
3
Preparation of blood slide and examination for malaria parasite
2
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Identification of various adult worms that infest humans
PATHOLOGY
Differentiation of normal and abnormal human body tissues
Identification of various likely causes of death through postmortem
Obtaining and preserving tissues for histological examinations
NUTRITION
Sharing nutritional health messages
Performing nutritional assessments of clients along lifespan
Participate in diet planning for clients with chronic conditions

2

2
2
10
10
5

CLINICAL ATTACHMENTS/ PLACEMENTS
The student training clinical attachment is a mandatory requirement which aims at exposing the B.Sc nursing student
to real health situation. The student will be attached to a health related institution and be a part of the team work. It
is expected that by doing so, he/she will acquire professional experience and relevant skills. By identifying problems
and working out their solutions, the student will learn the decision making process that would be best to address
health issues for sustainable development.
MAIN OBJECTIVE
The student will be attached to institutions and organizations and be assigned duties. He/she should perform the
assignment to the expected standards and offer quality care in order to realize the objectives of the programme and
mission of the University.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
1. To expose the student to actual medical conditions.
2. To offer the student opportunity to offer and acquire skills.
3. To expose the student to nursing processes i.e. diagnosis, planning, rationale, implementation and evaluation.
4. Expose the student to acquisition, synthesis, reporting and dissemination of information through networking
process and information sharing.
5. Offer opportunity to learn the decision making process and develop skills in management,
6. Enable the student to develop positive attitude and team spirit.
7. Expose the student to institutional mechanisms for resolving conflicts.
MEDICAL NURSING EXPERIENCE (6 WEEKS)
Broad objective
To equip the student with the basic skills of medical nursing
Specific objectives
1.
Take relevant medical history.
2.
Take and record observations of vital signs.
3.
Perform basic nursing procedures.
4.
Manage the dying and perform last offices.
5.
Identify medical complications needing referral and alternative interventions.
6.
Make Nursing diagnosis appropriately
7.
Perform nursing reflections.
8.
Prepare a progressive report for patients
Competences
1.
Take relevant medical history
2.
Admissions.
3.
Observation of vital signs TPR, BP.
4.
Perform bed bath.
5.
Perform pressure area care.
6.
Perform oral care.
7.
Participate in lumbar puncture
8.
Observe and care for patient following L. puncture

No
10
10
10
10
10
10
1
1
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Participate in performing last offices
2
Participate in preparation of patient for Barium Meal 1
Observe patient following bone marrow biopsy
1
Share health messages (individual)
3
Giving intramuscular injections
10
Administer oral treatment
10

SURGICAL NURSING EXPERIENCE (6 WEEKS)
Broad Objective
To equip the student with the basic skills of Surgical Nursing.
Specific Objectives
1.
Take relevant surgical history.
2.
Take and record observations of vital signs.
3.
Perform basic nursing procedures.
4.
Participate in preparation of patients going for operation.
5.
Participate in care of post-operation patients.
6.
Identify surgical complications needing referral and alternative interventions.
7.
Perform nursing reflection
8.
Prepare a progressive report of patients
Competences
1.
Take relevant surgical history
2.
Admissions
3.
Observation of vital signs TPR, BP
4.
Perform bed baths
5.
Perform pressure area care
6.
Perform oral care
7.
Perform wound dressing (aseptic technique)
8.
Remove stitches
9.
Prepare patient for abdominal operation
10.
Prepare patient for ENT operation
11.
Prepare patient for orthopedic operations
12.
Collect patient from theatre
13.
Postoperative care
14.
Share health messages (individual)
15.
Give intramuscular injections
16.
Administer oral treatment

2

No.
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
2
2
10
3
10
10

PAEDIATRIC NURSING (4 WEEKS)
Broad Objective
To equip the student with knowledge, skills and attitudes in diagnosis and management of childhood illnesses and
conditions.
Specific Objectives
1.
Take relevant pediatric history.
2.
Perform physical examination.
3.
Make appropriate nursing diagnosis.
4.
Manage various childhood illnesses/conditions utilizing the nursing process.
5.
Share relevant health message with parents/guardians.
6.
Perform Nursing reflections
7.
Prepare a progressive report of patients
Competences
1.
Take history (including immunization)
2.
Perform physical examination

No
10
10
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3.
Examine and make Nursing diagnosis
10
4.
Prepare and use Nursing care plans
5
5.
Share health messages (individual)
5
6.
Share health messages (group)
2
7.
Admissions
10
8.
Prepare and participate in ward rounds
5
9.
Give intramuscular injections
10.
Administer oral treatment
10
11.
Observation of vital signs TPR
5
THEATRE NURSING (2WEEKS)
Broad Objective
The student will be able to develop skills in planning, organizing and performing activities in operating room.
Specific Objectives
1.
Learn the layout on operation room.
2.
Receive patients for operations
3.
Participate in managing patients under anesthesia.
4.
Scrub up for operations.
5.
Participate in managing patients in the recovery room.
6.
Participate in coordinating activities during operations.
Competencies
1.
Runner Nurse
2.
Receiving bay
3.
Recovery room
4.
Scrub up
5.
Set trolley for operation
6.
Pack operating set
7.
Participate in intubations

2
3
3
1
1
1
1

INTENSIVE CARE AND RENAL NURSING (2 WEEKS
Broad Objective
To enable the student develop skills and attitudes in the management of critically ill patients.
Specific Objectives
1.
Assist in admission of critically ill patients.
2.
Utilize the nursing process in the care and management of critically ill patients.
3.
Prepare a progressive report of the patients.
4.
Administer relevant medication/therapies.
5.
Familiarize with the various machines/appliances in
Competences
No.
1.
Assist in admission of critically ill
2
2.
Prepare and use Nursing care plans
3
3.
Prepare report of the patients
3
4.
Administer medication
3
NB:
The student will write a list of the machines/appliances used in ICU/Renal unit.
OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENT
(A) EAR, NOSE AND THROAT NURSING (1 WEEKS)
Broad Objective
To enable the student acquire knowledge, attitude and skills to diagnose and manage ENT conditions.
Specific Objectives
1.
Use various instruments in ENT examination.
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2.
3.

Participate in preparation of ENT clinic.
Diagnose common ENT diseases and conditions.

Competencies
1.
Prepare rooms and instruments for ENT clinic
2.
Participate in diagnosis of common ENT diseases and conditions

No
2
2

(B) OPTHALMOLOGY CLINIC (1 WEEK)
Broad Objective
To enable the student acquire knowledge and skills to diagnose and manage eye conditions.
Specific Objectives
1.
Participate in the management of common eye diseases and disorders.
2.
Identify and use various instruments used in the diagnosis and treatment of eye conditions.
3.
Educate and mobilize the community in the prevention of common eye problems.
Competencies
1.
Prepare rooms and instruments for eye clinic
2.
Participate in diagnosis of common eye diseases and disorders
3.
Share health messages with the community in the prevention of common eye problem
(C) TRAUMA AND EMERGENCY PLACEMENT (2 WEEKS)
Broad Objective
To equip the student with knowledge, skills and attitudes to enable them manage emergency cases.
Specific Objectives
1.
Prepare for and participate in emergencies appropriately.
2.
Participate in filtering emergencies appropriately.
3.
Participate and utilize knowledge on basic life support to provide first contact emergency care.
4.
Participate in multidisciplinary team during provision of emergency care.
Competencies
1.
Participate in preparing emergency equipment, drugs, IV fluids etc.
2.
Participate in filtering emergencies
3.
Participate in giving basic life support during emergency
4.
Participate in stitching wounds

No.
1
1
1
2

MENTAL HEALTH & PSYCHIATRIC NURSING (4WEEKS)
Broad Objective
To equip the student with the basic skills of mental health and psychiatric nursing.
Specific objectives
1. Take relevant mental health and psychiatric history.
2. Take and record observations of vital signs
3. Perform basic psychiatric nursing procedures.
4. Manage a psychiatric patient suffering from various psychiatric
5. Make nursing diagnosis appropriately.
6. Perform psychiatric nursing reflections.
7. Prepare a progressive report for patients.

problems.

Competences
1. Share own feelings with colleagues related to working with mentally ill patients and their families.
2. Discuss legal and ethical issues as they occur in the clinical area.
3. Describe types of admissions.
4. Demonstrate effective communication skills in order to establish therapeutic
5. Interpersonal relationship with patients having mental health problems.
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6.
7.

Demonstrate understanding of the factors contributing to the development of mental illness in the patient.
Utilize the nursing process in the management of patient’s exhibiting withdrawn behavior, hyperactive
behavior, suicidal behavior, aggressive behavior and behavior resulting from altered thought processes.
8. Describe the patient’s current situation and share own ideas for nursing management with other health team
members and colleagues.
9. Plan therapeutic activities for patients based on accurate assessment of their needs.
10. Demonstrate the pre and post procedure care of the patient receiving Electro- convulsive therapy.
11. Demonstrate knowledge in mental status assessment.
Guidelines for post-clinical conferences:
1. Shares relevant information with colleagues
2. Asks appropriate questions.
3. Identifies gasp in information.
4. Proposes practical alternatives.
5. Participation reflects a good understanding of the subject/topic.
6. Directs the group towards appropriate resources.
7. Identifies appropriate strategies to solve the problems.
8. Provides sound rationales for comments/arguments.
9. Relates relevant concepts e.g. the concept of loss with lowered self-esteem and depression.
10. Summarizes the content/discussion.
11. Draws conclusion.
Group Dynamics
1. Listen carefully to others.
2. Encourages other students to participate.
3. Seek others opinions from the group.
4. Provide feedback to other students.
5. Initiate group discussions.
6. Focus the discussion on the topic.
7. Share educational material with other students to promote learning.
8. Use feedback constructively.
9. Ease tension by using good humor, sharing jokes, suggesting breaks etc.
10. Work towards group cohesion and tries to reconcile the disagreements.
Guidelines for reflective Journal
You are expected to write a reflective Journal on 2nd and 4th
“Reflection is the process of thinking back on a situation to explore the information and other factors that influenced
the handling of the situation” (Sayors, 1990).
A reflection journal provides a communication between students and teacher regarding significant experiences that
have occurred in the clinical area that matter to you. It also provides you a scientific basis for enhancing your
learning process and helps you develop thinking while learning.
Maintaining a reflection journal
1. Use A4 paper size for your graded weekly reflection
2. Leave a broad margin on either side of the page for the Faculty to write their comments.
3. Begin entry with date, week focus and heading of your reflection.
4. You need to write a reference for and supporting information in your reflection.
You can express and communicate your knowledge and personal feelings through words written in your journal.
1. Describe an incident or situation that occurred in; your clinical day. Why was it important to you?
Explain what you think it happened and why.
You might write about the aspect that impressed you the most, capacities, fears, weakness, biases, strength
and limitations within the team.
2. What did you learn today and how will you apply this learning in your practice as nurse? Think of the
problems you might face. How would you address and solve these problems? Think of possible solutions
and give suggestions.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Describe what you would do differently when a similar incident occurs.
Identify previously learned knowledge/clinical experience(s) that helped you in this situation.
Describe your areas of strength and weakness. Include your thoughts, perceptions and feelings.
Describe resources you identified and/or utilized and your rationale.
Incorporating personal experiences in learning, logical thought and depth of analysis, neatness and
readability.

COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING PLACEMENTS
(A) MCH/FP DEPARTMENT (HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE) 4 WEEKS – YEAR 1
Broad Objective
The student will be equipped with skills in delivering of MCHIFP services.
Specific Objectives
1.
To familiarize with the general organization and layout of the clinic including staffing pattern.
2.
Take history and perform physical examination in children under five years of age.
3.
Immunize children under five years of age.
4.
Maintain cold chain of the various vaccines.
5.
Share one to one and group health messages with clients.
6.
Take history and perform physical examination on antenatal mothers.
7.
Provide antenatal care to mothers.
8.
Counsel and provide family planning services to clients.
9.
Participate in maintenance of records.
COMPETENCES
(i)
History taking and physical examination of under five children – 5 children.
(ii)
Administration of vaccines (immunizations)
o BCG
5
o Polio
10
o Pentavalent
10
o Measles
10
o Tetanus toxoid
5
(iii)
Group health education talks
2
(iv)
History taking, physical examination and management of antenatal mothers during the first visit - 2
(v)
Counseling and provision of family planning services to clients
Condoms
5 clients
Oral pills
5 clients
Injectable
5 clients
Insertion of IUCD
Observe 2 clients
Insertion of Norplant
Observe 2 clients
Natural Family Planning
Observe 1client
Pap smear
Observe 2 clients
(B) RURAL HEALTH EXPERIENCE – 6 WEEKS (YEAR THREE)
Broad Objective
The student will observe and participate in providing curative, promotive, preventive and rehabilitative services in a
rural health center.
Specific Objectives
1. Provide maternal-child health and family planning services.
2. Provide obstetric services and refer where appropriate.
3. Identify and treat common illnesses and refer major cases appropriately.
4. Participate in ordering supplies, drugs, vaccines and equipment from District stores.
5. Participate in organizing and conducting staff meetings.
6. Plan and deliver health education talks to individual and group clients.
7. Participate in documentation of the services provided.
8. Participate in writing and submitting reports to the District.
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9. Identify community’s problems and needs through community diagnosis.
10. Identify clients requiring home visiting and design and implement a plan of action with the family
members.
Identify health problems and needs of school going children and provide appropriate health services in the
COMPETENCES
o Home visiting
o School Health Service
o Outreach/mobile service
o Community diagnosis group activities
o Referral of patients for further management
o Group Health education talks
o Health Centre Management assessment
o Home visiting assessment

-

2
2
1
2
2
1

(C) DISTRICT HEALTH EXPERIENCE – 2 WEEKS
Broad Objective
The student will observe and participate in the activities carried out by the District Health Management Team members
Specific Objectives
1. Work with multidisciplinary team members in the DHMT.
2. Participate in routine supervisory visits to the rural health facilities.
3. Participate in planning, implementation and evaluation of Primary and Community Based Health Care Programmes
(PHC’S and CBHC’S).
4. Participate in maintenance of records and writing of reports on district health activities.
5. Compile a comprehensive report on the experiences gained (description of experience, strength, weaknesses,
suggestions and recommendations)
Competences
o Supervisory visits
o Visits to Primary health Care Programme and projects
o DHMT meeting
o A report on experiences of District Health
NB: Experience to be forwarded to Department and a copy given to the District Health Team.
(D) TEACHING PRACTICE – 4 WEEKS
Broad Objective
To equip the student with knowledge skills and attitudes in class room and clinical teaching
Specific Objectives
1. Familiarize with management structures of school/department of Nursing.
2. Interpret teaching /learning materials including the curriculum.
3. Develop lesson plans for both classroom and clinical teaching.
4. Implement the teaching plans.
5. Classroom teaching of a minimum of six (6) sessions.
6. Participate in staff meetings.
COMPETENCES
(i) Classroom teaching
o Observe- 2 sessions
o Develop lesson plans and teach -4 sessions
(ii)
Clinical teaching
o Observe - 1 session
o Develop lesson plans and teach - 2 sessions
(iii)
Classroom teaching assessment- 1 session
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REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH PLACEMENT
A. ANTENATAL CLINIC
(2 WEEKS)
At the end of this placement the student should be able to
1. Prepare the following equipment
a) Couch
b) Weighing Machine
c) Sphygynomanometer
d) Stethoscope
e) Fetal Scope
f) Examination tray
g) Stationery
h) Equipment for Urinalysis
2. Welcome the client and establish rapport.
3. Take the following history
a) Personal
b) Social
c) Family
d) Medical/Surgical
e) Obstetric past & present
4. Carry the following Test/Observations/Procedures and record the following
a) Blood Pressure
b) Weight
c) Height
d) Test urine for protein & sugar
5. Perform physical examination from Head to Toe and Take appropriate action.
6. Prepare/assist and perform the following procedures
a) Pelvic assessment.
b) Speculum examination
c) Blood for various Tests
d) Administer vaccines e.g. T.T.
7. Share health messages appropriately.
B. ANTENATAL WARD (2 WEEKS)
Broad Objective
Provide basic nursing care to mothers in the antenatal wards.
Specific Objectives
1. Provide care to patients suffering from medical conditions during pregnancy
2. Perform head to toe examination of a pregnant mother noting any abnormality.
3. Share health messages with mothers during pregnancy.
4. Use nursing processes in management of complications in pregnancy/medical conditions complicating pregnancy.
a) Consent
b) Prenatal records
The student should be able to:
1.
Admit a pre-natal mother/patient and check the following record
c) Case summary
d) Nursing notes
2.
Observe record, interpret accurately the following and take appropriate action.
a) Vital signs
b) weight
c) Urinalysis
d) Fetal heart
e) Bleeding from birth canal
f) Drainage of liquor.
Perform Head to Toe examination of an antenatal mother, interpret findings and take appropriate action.
3. Prepare and administer Drugs according to prescriptions
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4.

5.

6.

Prepare and assist in the following procedures.
a) Amniocentesis
b) Ultra Sound
c) Pre-operative Care
d) Examination under Anesthesia
e) Radiological examinations
f) Laboratory tests & examinations.
Provide specialized nursing care to patients suffering from the following conditions
a) Diabetes
b) Cardiac disease
c) Multiple pregnancy
d) Polyhydramnios
e) Deep venous Thrombosis
f) Hyperemesis gravid arum
g) Pre-eclampsia/Eclampsia
h) Hypertension
i) Anemia
j) Malaria
k) Urinary Tract Infection
l) Rhesus incompatibility Aids
Share health messages on
a) Personal hygiene
b) Diet
c) Care of the breasts
d) Preparation for labour and baby
e) Exercises

Competencies
1. Head to toe examinations performed
2. Health messages shared
- Individual
- Group
3. Antenatal follow-up

No.
20
3
3

C. LABOUR WARD (6 WEEKS)
At the end of this placement the student will be able to admit a mother in labour and manage her through the four
stages of labour.
Broad Objectives
Provide basic Nursing care to mothers in labor and during delivery.
Specific Objectives
1 Take relevant obstetric and gynecological history.
2. Identify complications associated with labor.
3. Manage complications of labor.
4. Use of partogram to assess mother’s progress during labor.
5. Perform physical examination of the mother after delivery.
6. Manage patients/clients with obstetrical emergencies.
7. Perform first examination of the baby.
Sub-Objectives
The student will be able to:
1. Admit the patient
(a) Establish a report
(b) Take history
(c) Observe, record, interpret maternal and fetal observations.
(d) Physical head to toe examinations.
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(e) Vaginal examination
(f) Test urine
2. Manage the mother during the four stages of labour
(a) Take record interpret maternal and fetal observations and take appropriate action.
(b) Give psychological support.
(c) Maintain mother nutritional status
(d) Prevent infection
(e) Share health messages with the mother.
(f) Relief pain in 1st stage of labor
(g) Assess signs of 2nd stage of labor
(h) Prepare delivery room, tray/trolley.
(i) Conduct 2nd stage of labor
(j) Perform an episiotomy if indicated.
(k) Receive and resuscitate the newborn.
(l) Score the newborn.
(m) Examine the mother for lacerations tears, retained products of conception
(n) Examine the placenta
(o) Suture the episiotomy
(p) Take post-delivery observations and interpret
(q) Perform 1st examination of the baby
(r) Complete birth notification forms.
(s) Transfer the mother and the baby to post-natal ward.
LABOUR WARD THEATRE (1 WEEK)
At the end of this experience the student should be able to:
1. Prepare theatre observing principles of asepsis.
2. Assist in the following obstetrical operations:
(a) Caesarian section
(b) Manual removal of placenta
(c) Evacuation of retained products
(d) Destructive operation
(e) Insertion & removal of Shirodkas/ Macdonald stitch
(f) Examination under anesthesia
(g) Repair of 3rd degree tear
(h) Emergency hysterectomy
(i) Tuba ligation
3. Clean the instruments for sterilization
4. Assist the anesthetist.
5. Provide immediate post-operative care and hand over the patient.
Competencies
No.
1
Observe deliveries (witness)
2
Perform normal deliveries
3
Perform abnormal delivery (face to pubis)
4
Assist and observe vacuum extraction
5
Assist delivery of multiple pregnancy
6
Perform and suture episiotomies
7
Scrub up for caesarean section
8
Perform vaginal examination
9
Admit mothers in labor
10
Assess progress by pantograph
11
Perform post-delivery observations
12
Perform APGAR score
13
Perform first examination of baby
14
Share health messages individual
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28
1
1
1
5
3
10
10
20
10
5
5
10

Score
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D. POST-NATAL (2WEEKS)
Broad Objective
Assess and manage the mothers and newborns in the postnatal ward.
Specific Objectives
1. Manage medical conditions after delivery.
2. Detect and manage postnatal complications.
3. Share health messages with postnatal mothers.
The student should be able to
1. Admit the mother and baby
2. Observe and record the following and take appropriate action
(a) Temperature
(b) Pulse
(c) Respiration
(d) Blood Pressure
(e) Involution of uterus
(f) Urinary Bladder & Bowels
3. Prepare and perform physical examination from head to toe with special emphasis on:
(a) General appearance
(b) Pallor
(c) Breasts
(d) Involution of uterus
(e) Vulva/Perineum
(f) Lochia loss- amount, consistency, Color, odor.
(g) Episiotomy/tears
(h) Lower limbs- Deep venous Thrombosis
4. Provide Post-Operative Care
(a) Reception of patient from theatre.
(b) Level of consciousness
(c) Observe and Record.
- Temperature
- Pulse
- Respiration
- Blood pressure
(d) Bleeding from the wound and vagina
(e) Care of Intravenous infusion
(f) Care of Bladder and Bowel
5. Instructs, Assist and supervise the mother during Breast Feeding
6. Share health messages on
(a) Personal hygiene
(b) Breast Care & Breast feeding
(c) Diet
(d) Post-natal exercises
(e) Baby care
(f) Maternal Child health & family planning.
7. Discharge mother and baby when ready to go home.
Competencies
1. Manage medical conditions after delivery.
2. Daily examination of the baby
3. Share health messages – Group

No.
10
5
2

THE BABY
The student will be able to observe the following and report any deviation from normal.
(a) Apex beat
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(b) Respiration
(c) Color
(d) Reflexes
(e) Condition of cord & stump
(f) Bowels
(g) Urine
(h) Activity
2. Provide a therapeutic environment i.e. warm, quiet, and free from infection.
3. Prepare and carry out the following procedures
(a) Daily examinations from head to toe.
(b) Top Tailing
(c) Care of the Cord
(d) Care of the eyes
4. Assist and give immunization as per approved schedule.
E. NEW BORN UNIT (2WEEKS)
Broad Objective
Provide basic nursing care and treatment to sick and well babies after delivery.
Specific Objectives
1. Prepare resuscitation trolley.
2. Administer daily examination of the baby.
3. Attend to physical and nutritional needs of the baby.
4. Participate in infection prevention and control in newborn unit.
The student should be able to
1. Prepare rooms/incubators and resuscitation equipment and drugs for admission of the baby.
2. Admit low birth weight and ill babies
3. Assist/perform resuscitation
4. Take and record the following observations and report, any deviation from normal
(a) Temperatures
(b) Apex beat
(c) Respirations
(d) Skin for color, rash, bruises etc.
(e) Activity
(f) Reflexes
(g) Urine and stool for color, frequency consistency.
(h) Gastric aspirations.
5. Participate in control of infection by
(a) Limiting visitors
(b) Isolation of babies with infectious conditions.
(c) Screening of unwell staff.
(d) Hand washing
(e) Use of protective clothing and masks.
6. Prepare and carry out or assist in the following procedures:
7. Give special care to babies under phototherapy.
8. Administration of intravenous fluids and regulation
(a) Sterilization of feeding equipment.
(b) Feeding
(c) Weighing babies
(d) Bathing the baby/ (Top tailing)
(e) Daily care of incubators, cots, rooms.
(f) Care of the cord.
(g) Insertion of nasal gastric tube.
(h) First and daily examination of the baby.
(i) Blood transfusion/Exchange.
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(j) Blood for laboratory investigations.
(k) Drug administration and measurements.
9. Supervise mothers during
(a) Cleaning breasts and expressing milk.
(b) Cup & spoon-feeding.
(c) Breast-feeding.
(d) Bathing the baby (Top tailing)
10. Share health messages to the mothers on the following:
(a) Personal and environmental hygiene.
(b) Baby Care
(c) Care of breasts & Breast feeding
(d) Maternal Child Health and Family Planning.
(e) Assist in giving immunizations as per approved schedule
11. Prepare and discharge the baby from the unit.
Competencies
1. Prepare resuscitation trolley
2. Assist/resuscitate the baby
3. Measure and give treatment to a newborn baby
4. Nasogastric tube feeding
5. Cup/spoon
6. Top failing

No.
1
2
5
2
5

F. GYNAECOLOGY WARD (2 WEEKS)
Broad Objective
Provide nursing care to patients suffering from gynecological conditions.
Specific objectives:
The following objectives are common to gynecological clinical practice. You would add on any specific objectives
according to your personal learning needs
The clinical objectives are developed to ensure integration of knowledge of theory into clinical practice. Integrating
knowledge of various courses would help to develop critical thinking, problem-solving & decision making abilities
at the BScN level for the following disorders:
 Menstrual cycle disorders: primary dysmenorrhoea, premenstrual syndrome, amenorrhea, endometriosis,
dysfunctional uterine bleeding.
 Reproductive Tract Infections/inflammatory: STDs (PID), non-sexually transmitted - reproductive tract
infections (NST-RTI).
 Problems related to pelvic support tissues: uterine prolapse, reproductive tract fistulae, and
cytocele/rectocele.
 Reproductive Tract Neoplasm’s: Benign reproductive tract tumours - ovarian cysts/tumours and uterine
myomas, malignant neoplasm’s - cervical cancer,
 Ectopic pregnancy,
 Abortions and post abortal care,
 Infertility,
 Breast & breast disorders: screening for breast masses, self-breast examinations, clinical breast
examination, breast fibro adenoma, Intraductal papilloma and breast cancer.
 Menopause/andropause,
 Rape and post rape care.
 Develop individual clinical objectives and maintain evidence of meeting them in clinical log
 Plan to nurse patients of different developmental stages in gynae ward.
 Utilize Gordon’s functional Health patterns as a tool for assessment of clients and families.
 Utilize interviewing skills to collect data using the Gordon’s FHP pattern and gynecological history.
 Assess the patient and family using the Functional Health Pattern (FHP)
 Perform physical examination of patients as part of nursing assessment

Fill in the patient assessment form.
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Formulate Nursing Care Plans using nursing diagnosis based on individual’s patient assessment
Determine nursing diagnosis based on analysis of assessment data
Develop a Nursing care Plan, implement and evaluate care.
Utilize concepts covered in theory to plan patient care.
Discuss medication/lab reports relevant to patient.
Develop a teaching plan and implement as appropriate.
Document nursing notes in patient chart.
Use effective communication skills when interacting with clients, families and others.
Determine nursing diagnoses based on analysis of assessment data.
Use the nursing process in the care of assigned individuals and families.
Apply biopsychosocial, cultural & spiritual concepts while caring for clients and families.
Demonstrate professional responsibility & accountability in clinical practice.
Integrate physical examination skills.
Utilize therapeutic interviewing skills and do process recording.
Analyze critically, the assessment data of the patient incorporating physical, psychological,
pharmacological, social, emotional and spiritual aspects of care.
 Apply learned concepts and theories to the care of individuals and families using the nursing process and
Gordon’s functional health pattern.
 Relate normal and altered physiological concepts to patient care in clinical setting.
 Demonstrate safe & caring clinical practice.
 Develop health promotion strategies for patients and families.
 Demonstrate professional responsibility and accountability in clinical practice.
 Participate in clinical conferences and monitor own progress
NB. This should be considered during curriculum review and when plotting placement
1. Obtain relevant gynecological history.
2. Perform general examination of a patient with gynecological problems.
Competencies
Observe manual vacuum aspiration

No.
5

ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (3weeks)
Competencies
1. Plan and prepare two weekly duty rosters. - 2
2. Conduct at least 2 ward rounds. -2
3. Audit nursing Kardex and write appropriate recommendations - 5
4. Do daily staff allocation of duties using nursing patient ratio. - 5
5. Take charge of three shifts, morning, morning off and night duty and prepare reports each shift - 2
6. Identify the policies utilized in staff scheduling of duties. - 1
7. Audit the nursing documentation write a report and give feedback during staff meeting. -1
8. Make store and pharmacy requisition - 5
9. Hold CME with the nurses - 1
Do an assessment on-ward management
Observations made by you (refer Carpenitto to define characteristics of the problems).
Diagnostic results need to be written
Physical Examination and Mental status examination to be recorded.
1. Prepare a duty roster for nurses.
2. Identify the various records maintained in the ward.
3. Audit nursing documentation.
4. Organize and conduct a ward round.
5. Attend Nursing staff meeting.
6. Conduct a nursing round.
7. Take charge of a shift and do staff allocation of duties
8. Ensure that the ward has all the supplies.
9. Ensure quality nursing care.
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GUIDELINES FOR NURSING CARE PLAN
A. Assessment (15 marks)
1.
Subjective data record:
Patient’s response.
Relative response or significant others response.
2.
Objective data:
B. Nursing diagnosis: (20 marks)
1.
Define your nursing diagnosis according to Carpenitto
2.
State according to NANDA terminology
3.
State in order of priority
4.
Identify relevant, actual, and high risk nursing diagnoses.
C. Expected Outcomes: (10 marks)
Realistic, understandable, measurable, behavioral and achievable.
1.
Goals should be patient-centred and congruent with nursing diagnosis.
2.
Long and short term goals should specify target dates.
D. Interventions: [15 MARKS]
1. Nursing care should be realistic, culturally related and stated in priority order.
2.
Frequency of nursing actions should be specified.
Complete drug card should be made if mentioned in the nursing interventions.
E. Scientific Rationale: (15marks)
1.
Apply scientific knowledge while caring for clients.
2.
Nursing Care Plan should reflect broad knowledge base with appropriate references.
3.
Explain scientific rationale while discussing your client with the facilitator.
F. Evaluation: (15 marks)
1.
Evaluation should specify the accomplishment of expected outcome.
2.
Evaluate effectiveness of intervention you have
implemented for your patient in terms of subjective and
objective data.
3.
Develop alternative interventions independently.
G. Grammar and Language (10 marks)
1.
Write precise and concise
2.
Use of correct language, and grammar.
3.
Write accurate references of the articles and books being utilized to write
4.
Write names of the human resources if utilized.

Required Readings:
Schultz, J.M., Videbeck S.kL; (2002). Psychiatric nursing care plans: Philadelphia: Lippincott.
Townsend, M.C. (2003). Psychiatric mental health nursing: Concepts of care. (4th Ed.). USA: F.A. Davis
Company.
Recommended Readings:
Ahuya N., (2002) A short textbook of psychiatry (5th Ed.). New Delhi: Jaypee brothers’ medical publishers (P) Ltd
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GENERAL NURSING - MEDICAL WARDS (4 WEEKS)
A.
BED BATHS PERFORMED - 10
No. IP No.
Diagnosis
Age
Sex
Ward

Remarks

Student Sign

Instructor’s Sign

Remarks

Student Sign

Instructor’s Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B.
PRESSURE AREA CARE - 10
No. IP No.
Diagnosis
Age

Sex

Ward

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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C. ORAL TOILET/CARE - 10
No. IP No.
Diagnosis
Age

Sex

Ward

Remarks

Student’s Sign

Instructor’s Sign

Student Sign

Instructor’s Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

D.
OBSERVATION OF VITAL SIGNS (TPR, BP) – 10
No. IP No.
Diagnosis
Age
Sex
Ward
Remarks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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E.
No.

ADMISSION IN MEDICAL WARD - 10
IP No. Diagnosis Age sex Ward Condition of Patient on
Admission

Instructor’s Sign

Student Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

F.
No.
1
2

HEALTH MESSAGES SHARED WITH PATIENT BEFORE DISCHARGE - 10
IP No. Diagnosis
Topic
Hospital
Feedback
Student Sign

Instructor’s Sign

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

G.
No.

GIVING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION - 10
IP
Diagnosis Name of Patient Dose Time of
No.
Drug
Age
Treatment &
Frequency

Yellow Box
(Container 4
Sharps Used)

Remarks

Student
Sign

Instruct
or’s
Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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H. TREATMENT ADMINISTERED - 10
No. IP
Diagnosis Name of Age of Dose
No.
Drug
Patient
1
2
3
4
5

Route of
Administration

Time and
Frequency

Remarks Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

6
7
8
9
10
I. PREPARATION FOR BARIUM MEAL – 1
No. IP No. Diagnosis Indication Age of patient

Nil by Mouth Remarks
Hours

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

1
J. OBSERVATION FOLLOWING LUMBAR PUNCTURE
No. IP No. Diagnosis Indication Age of
TPR, BP
State of
Condition of
Patient
Punctured Site Patient
1
K. OBSERVATIONS FOLLOWING BONE MARROW BIOPSY - 1
No. IP No. Diagnosis Reasons/In Age of
TPR, BP
State of
Condition of
dication of Patient
Punctured Site Patient
Biopsy
(Bleeding etc.)
1
L. PERFORM LAST OFFICE - 1
No. IP No. Diagnosis
Cause of Death

Age

Ward

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

1
SURGICAL NURSING-SURGICAL WARD (4 WEEKS)
A.
BED BATHS PERFORMED - 10
No.
IP No. Diagnosis Indication Age of
TPR, BP State of
Condition of
Patient
Punctured Site Patient
1
2

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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B. WOUND DRESSINGS - 10
No. IP No. Diagnosis Age Sex

Solution Hospital/
Used
Ward

Decontamina Remarks
tion
(State of wound)

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
C. OBSERVATION OF VITAL SIGNS (TPR, BP) - 10
No. IP No. Diagnosis Age Sex
Hospital/Ward

Remarks

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

Remarks

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
D. PRE-OPERATIVE CARE FOR ENT OPERATIONS - 2
No. IP No. Diagnosis Age Sex
Ward/Hospital
1
2
E. COLLECT PATIENTS FROM THEATRE - 2
No. IP No. Diagnosis Operation Response Post Op TPR, Operation IV
File 8 Post Student Sign Instructor’s
Performed to Stimuli Tray
BP Site
Fluids/ Op
Sign
Blood Treatment
1
2
F. ADMISSION IN SURGICAL WARD - 10
No. IP No. Personal & Medical &
Present
Social History Surgical History History
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Urinalysis
TPR, BP Condition at
Observations
admission
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G. REMOVAL OF STITCHES - 10
No.
IP No. Diagnosis Age Name of Pl

Sex

Decontamination
(State of Wound)

Remarks
Student Sign
(State of wound)

Instructor’s Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
H. HEALTH MESSAGES WITH PATIENT BEFORE DISCHARGE- 10
No.
IP No.
Diagnosis
Topic
Feed Back
1

Student Sign

Instructor’s Sign

Student Sign

Instructor’s Sign

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I. GIVING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION- 10
No.
IP No. Diagnosis Name of Age
Dose Time and (Yellow box) Remarks
Patient
frequency container for
sharps used
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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J. PREPARATION OF PATIENT FOR ABDOMINAL OPERATION – 8
No. IP No.Diagnosis Name of Consent No. Of
Nil orally InvestiPsychological BladderTPR, BP Student Instructor’s
operation
hours
shaving gation done preparation care
sign sign
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
K. PREPARATION OF PATIENT FOR ORTHOPAEDIC OPERATION - 2
No. IP Diagnosis Name of Consent No. Of hrs Shaving InvestiPsychological
No.
operation
nil orally & cleaning gation done preparation
of area
1

TPR, Student
BP sign

Instructor’s sign

2
L. POST OPERATIVE CARE -10
No IP Name of Rea- Immediate Operated Condition Name of Name of ½ hr obser- Fluid Iv fluid/ Student Instructor’s
No. operation Sons post-op site
of patient antibiotic analgesic vation chart chart blood sign
sign
done
TPR, BP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

M. TREATMENT ADMINISTERED - 10
No IP Diagnosis Name of Drug Age
of Dose
No.
Patient
1
2
3

Route
of Time
& Remarks
Administration Frequency

Instructor’s
Sign

Student Sign

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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PAEDIATRIC NURSING-PAEDIATRIC WARD {4WEEKS}
A. ADMISSION IN PAEDIATRIC WARD - 10
No. IP/ Personal& Medl/sur Present Mile
Immuniza- Weight on Age Observation Condition Student Instructor’s
No. social
g. story history stone
tion
admission
of TPR
of child sign
sign
history
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
B1 PERFORM PHYSICAL EXAMINATION - 10
No. IP No. Age Observation Eyes Ears Nose Chest
of TPR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Abdomen, liver, Appetite
spleen

B2
PREPARE A HANDING OVER REPORT – 3
No. No. of
No. of
No. of Disch Handing over Handing over
patients
Adms
equipment
antibiotics
1

State of
skin

Student Instructor’s
sign
sign

No. of staff
receiving report

Student sign

Instructor
Sign

Student Sign

Instructor’s Sign

2
3

C. HEALTH MESSAGES SHARED (INDIVIDUAL) - 10
No. IP No.
Diagnosis Topic
Feedback
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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D. HEALTH MESSAGES SHARED (GROUP) -2
No. Topic
Number of Participants

Student
Sign

Instructor’s
Sign

Yellow box
Remarks Student
container for sharps
Sign

Instructor’s
Sign

Feedback

1
2
E. GIVING INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS- 10
No. IP No. Name of Age Dose Time of Treatment &
Drug
Frequency
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
F. TREATMENT ADMINISTERED - 10
No. IP No. Diagnosis Name of drug Age
Dose Route of
Time & Frequency Remarks Student
administration
Sign
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
G. OBSERVATION OF VITAL SIGNS (TPR) - 5
No. IP No. Diagnosis Age
Sex
Ward/Hospit Remarks
al
1

Student Sign

Instructor’s
Sign

Instructor’s
Sign

2
3
4
5
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H. NURSING CARE PLAN - 5
No IP No. Diagnosis Nursing
diagnosis
1
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
5
1
2
3

Expected
outcome

I. PARTICIPATE IN WARD ROUND - 5
No Date Time Wrote Ward Report Wrote Kardex

Rationale

Intervention

Evaluation Student Sign

Participate in Handing
Over

Instructor’s
Sign

Student Sign Instructor’s
Sign

1
2
3
4
5

THEATRE NURSING
A.OPERATING ROOM RUNNER NURSE ----2
No.
IP No.
Type of Operation
Indication

Type of Anesthesia

Student Sign

Instructor’s
Sign

1
2

B. RECEIVING BAY - 3
No IP Sex Ward Type of Indication Gown Dentures Identifica Skin
Premed Consent Nil per
No.
operation
tion band preparat ication form
oral hrs
ion
1
2
3
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C. RECOVERY ROOM - 2
No IP Se Ward Type of Indication Response TPR, Operation Parents File IV Fluids/
No. x
Operation
to Stimuli BP Site
& Post Op Blood
Treatment
Sheet
1

Student
Sign

Instructor’s Remarks
Sign

2
D. SCRUB UP - 1
No IP Sex Ward Type of
No.
Operation
1

Indication Type of Qualification No. of
No. of
Length of Student
Pack
of assistant Surgeons Anaesthetists Operation Sign

E. SETTING OPERATION TROLLEY - 1
No Type of Set
Name of Operation
Date when
Autoclaving Done
1

F. PACKING OPERATING SET - 1
No Type of Pack
Date

Instructor’s Sign

Student Sign

Decontamination of Instruments

Instructor’s
Sign

Student Sign

Instructor’s
Sign

1

G. PARTICIPATION IN INTUBATION - 1
No. IP No. Sex Ward
Type of
Indication
Operation
1

INTENSIVE CARE/RENAL UNIT (2 WEEKS)
A. ADMISSION OF CRITICALLY ILL – 2
No IP No. Personal &
Family Medical/Surgi Present
Social History History cal History
Complains
1

Remarks

Student
Sign

Instructor’s Sign

Observations
TPR, BP

Diagnosis Remarks Student
Sign

Time of
Treatment

Remarks

2
B. TREATMENT ADMINISTERED - 3
No.
IP No.
Drug
Route of
Indication/Reason
Administration
1

Student
Sign

Instructor’s
Sign

2
3
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Instructor’s
Sign

C. NURSING CARE PLAN - 3
No IP No. Diagnosis Need/
problem
identified
1
1

Plan of
Action

Rationale

Implementation Remarks/
Evaluation

Student Instructor’s
Sign Sign

2
3
2

1
2
3

3

1
2
3

D. REPORT OF PATIENTS - 3
No. IP No. Diagnosis Treatment

Observations Response to
Stimuli

General
Condition

Student Sign Instructor’s Sign

1
2
3
OUT PATIENT DEPARTMENT
A.
ENT
PREPARE ROOMS & INSTRUMENTS FOR ENT CLINIC - 2
No. Date
Time
Remarks
1
2

Student Sign Instructor’s Sign

B. DIAGNOSE COMMON ENT DISEASES/CONDITIONS - 2
No. Date
Age
Diagnosis
Treatment
Appointment

Student Sign Instructor’s Sign

1
2
C. PREPARE FOR EYE CLINIC - 1
No.
Date
Time
1

Remarks

D. DIAGNOSE COMMON EYE DISEASES/CONDITIONS - 1
No.
Date
Time
Remarks
1

Student Sign Instructor’s Sign

Student Sign Instructor’s Sign
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E. HEALTH MESSAGES SHARED WITH PATIENTS/CLIENTS (GROUP) - 1
No. Topic
No. of Participants
Feedback
Student Sign
1
TRAUMA AND EMERGENCY
A. PREPARE EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT/DRUGS_-1
No Date
Items Prepared
Reasons
Student Sign
1
B. STITCHING WOUNDS - 2
No Date Age of Sex
Cause of Injury Type of Stitch
Patient
Used
1
2
C. PARTICIPATE IN FILTERING EMERGENCIES - 1
No.
Date
Student Sign
1

Area of
Trauma

Tetanus
Toxoid

Student
Sign

Instructor’s Sign

Instructor’s Sign

Instructor’s Sign

Instructor’s Sign

D. PARTICIPATE IN GIVING BASIC LIFE SUPPORT - 1
No.
Date
Time
Student Sign
1

Instructor’s Sign

MENTAL HEALTH AND PSYCHIATRIC NURSING (4weeks)
A. ADMISSIONS
I. GENERAL / CIVIL OPD
No IP No Past History
Present
Type of
Condition of
History
Admission
Patient

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Condition of
Patient

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Time &
Frequency

Remark
s

Instructor
Sign.

1
2
3
4
II. MAXIMUM SECURITY UNIT OPD
No
IP No Past History Present
History
1
2

Type of
Admission

B. TREATMENT ADMINISTRATION
I. INJECTION ADMINISTERED
No IP No. Diagnosis
Name of
Dose
Drug

Route of
Admin.

Student
Sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
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II. OTHER ROUTES
No. IP
Diagnosis
No.

Name of
Drug

Dose

Route of
Admin.

Time &
Frequency

Remarks

Student
Sign.

Instructor
Sign.

Remarks

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Topic Shared

Remarks

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Activity

Remarks

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Student sign

Instructor
sign

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
C. PSYCHOTHERAPY
4. GROUP THERAPY
No of
No. of
Topic Shared
Sessions
Patients
1
2
3
5. INDIVIDUAL THERAPY
No. of Sessions
No. of Patients
1
2
3
6. OCUPATIONAL THERAPY
No. of Sessions
No. of Patients
1
2
3
D. ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY
I. PRE-ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPYCARE
No.
IP No
Psychiatric /
Age
Sex
Medical Diagnosis

Ward
Hosp.

Assessment
nursing care
plan

1
2
3
4
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II. INTRA-ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY CARE
No.
IP
Psychiatric
Age
Sex
Ward/
No
/Medical Diagnosis
Hosp.
1
2

Remarks

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

3
4
III. POST- ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY CARE
No.
IP No
Assessment
Nursing Care Plan

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

1
2
3
4
E. MENTAL STATUS ASSESSMENT
No. IP No Psychiatric /Medical Hospital/ Ward
Diagnosis
1
2
3

Nursing Care
Plan

F. CARE OF PATIENT WITH ALTERED THOUTH PROCESS
No. IP No Psychiatric
Age/sex Ward Assess
Nursing care
Diagnosis
ment
plan
1
2
3
4
G. CARE OF PATIENT WITH SUICIDAL BEHAVIOUR
No IP No
Psychiatric
Age/
Ward Assess
Diagnosis
Sex
ment
1
2
3

Nursing Care
Plan

H. CARE OF PATIENT WITH HYPERRACTIVE BEHAVIOUR
No IP No Psychiatric
Age/
Ward Assess
Nursing Care
Diagnosis
Sex
ment
Plan
1
2
3
I. CARE OF PATIENT WITH DRAWN BEHAVIOUR
No IP No Psychiatric
Age/
Ward Assess
Diagnosis
Sex
ment
1
2
3

Nursing Care
Plan

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

student sign

instructor
sign

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Student sign

Instructor
Sign
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J. PAROLE / DISCHARGE OF PATIENT
No IP No. Psychiatric
Age/Sex
Ward
Diagnosis
1
2
3
K. FOLLOW UP
No
IP
Psychiatric
No.
Diagnosis
1
2

Age/ Sex

Assessmen
t

Assessment

Parole Plan

Remarks

Student Sign

Instructor
Sign

Student’s
Sign

Instructor
Sign

MCH/FP DEPARTMENT (HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE) - 4 WEEKS
A.
HISTORY TAKING AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF UNDER FIVE CHILDREN - 5
SN Date
Child’s
Child’s
Physical Exam
Supervisor’s
Student’s Sign &
Remarks
Clinic No. Age
Findings
Name, Sign, Date Date
1.
2
3.
4.
5
B.ADMINISTRATION OF VACCINES (IMMUNIZATIONS) BCG---- 5
SN Date Child’s
Child’s Dosage Route of
Batch No. Supervisor’s
Clinic No.
Age
administration
Name, Sign, Date
1.
2
3.
4.
5
C. POLIO-10
SN Date
Child’s
Clinic No.
1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
D. PENTAVALENT
SN Date
Clinic No.

Child’s Dosage Route of
Birth, 1st
Supervisor’s
Age
administration 2nd, 3rd Dose Name, Sign, Date

Dosage Route of
administration

Student’s Sign &
Remarks
Date

Student’s Sign &
Remarks
Date

Birth, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Dose
Supervisor’s Name Sign
Student’s Sign &
Remarks
Sign, Date
Date

1.
2
3.
4.
5
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E. MEASLES-10
SN
Date
Clinic No.

Dosage

Route of Administration

Supervisor’s Name, Student’s Sign Remarks
Sign & Date

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
F. Tetanus Toxoid
-5
SN Date Clinic Child’s Dosage
No.
Age

Route of
administration

1st 2nd, BoosterSupervisor’s
Student’s Sign Remarks
Dose
Name Sign and & Date
Date

1.
2
3.
4.
5
G. Group Health Education Messages - 2
SN Date
Topic. Broad
Audience Venue Language
Objective
1.
2

Time Teaching
Taken Method.

Remarks Student’s Remarks
Name & Date

H. History taking, physical examination and management of antenatal mothers during 1 st visit - 5
SN

Date Child’s L.M.P E.D.D.Maturity Uterine
Clinic
by Dates size
No.
(Fundal
Height

Lie Presentation

Position Level of Fetal
Present- Heart
ation
Rate

Prophy- Investigation Supervisor’s Student’s Sign
Remarks
lactic
ordered
Name, Sign && Date
Treatment
Date

1.
2
3.
4.
5
I. Counseling and provision of family planning services Condoms - 5
SN Date FPN No. of Condoms Issued Return Date
Supervisor Name, Sign Student’s
&
Sign & DateRemarks
Date
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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J. Oral Pills - 5
SN
Date FPN

L.M.P. B.P. Weight Type of Type of Pill Supervisor’s
Pill
Name Sign and Date

Student’s Sign & Remarks
Date

1.
2
3.
4.
5
K. Injectable Contraceptives - 5
SN
Date FPN L.M.P. B.P.
Weight Type of
injectable
contraceptive
1.
2
3.
4.
5
L. Insertion of LUCD and Norplant-Observe 2 of each
SN
Date FPN
L.M.P. B.P. Type of LUCD or Return
Norplant
Date
1.
2
M. Pap Smear-2 (Observe)
SN
Date FPN L.M.P. State of Reason for
cervix
Pap Smear
1.
2

Return
Date

Return Supervisor’s
Date
Name Sign
and Date

Student’s Sign Remarks
& Date

Supervisor’s
Student’s Sign &Remarks
Name Sign and Date Date

Supervisor’s
Student’s Sign & Remarks
Name Sign & Date Date

N. Natural FP method-Observe one where the opportunity arises, RURAL HEALTH PLACEMENT – 4 WEEKS
A. Home visiting - 2 families
SN
Date
Clients
Objective of Services Supervisor’s Name, Sign & Date
Student’s
Remarks
Diagnosis Visit
Offered
Sign & Date
1.
2.
B. School Health services - 2 sessions
SN
Date Name of School Services Offered

Supervisor’s Name, Sign & Student’s Sign & Remarks
Date
Date

1.
2.
C. Outreach/mobile service- 1 session
SN
Venue
Services Offered Supervisor’s Name, Sign & Date Student’s Sign & Date
1.
D. Referral of patients for further management - 2
SN
Date Patients Chief
Management Plan &
Name. Complaints treatment given
1.
2

Remarks

Reason for Supervisor’s Name Sign
Students Sign &
Remarks
Referral
and Date
Date
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E. Group health education talks - 2
SN
Date Topic. Broad
Audience Venue Language Time
Objective
Taken

Teaching Supervisor’s
Method. Name, Sign &
Date

Students NameRemarks
& Date

1.
2
(C) DISTRICT HEALTH EXPERIENCE - 2 WEEKS
The required clinical experiences for the district experience will be recorded in a note book and forwarded together with
a report on the experiences for marking.
TEACHING PRACTICE - 6 WEEKS
A. Classroom Teaching - Minimum of 6 sessions
SN
Date Topic. Broad Audience Venue Language Time Teaching
Objective
Taken Method.
1.

Supervisor’s Name,
Students NameRemarks
&
Sign & Date
Date

2
B. Clinical Teaching - Minimum of 2 Sessions
SN
Date Topic. Broad
Audience Venue Language Time Teaching
Objective
Taken Method.
1.

Supervisors
Students NameRemarks
&
Name, Sign& Date
Date

2
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH (ANTENATAL WARD) 2 WEEKS
A. HEAD TO TOE EXAMINATION PERFORMED - 20
SN IP. No.Maturity by
Uterine size
Lie
Presentation Position Fetal Heart Remarks
Date
Rate
1.

Students SignInstructors
Sign

2
3.
4.
5

B.
SN

HEALTH MESSAGES SHARED WITH ANTENATAL MOTHERS - 3
Venue
Topic
Audience
Time Taken Remarks
Students sign Instructors Sign

Remarks

1.
2
3
C.
ANTENATAL FOLLOW UP
A care study to be written on one antenatal mother up to delivery and postnatal follows up
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LABOUR WARD (6 WEEKS)
A. WITNESS DELIVERIES - 15
No IP. Presentation/Mode of Apgar Sex Weight Abnormality Episiotomies/ Examination Student
No. Position
delivery score
action taken Tears
of placenta sign
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Instructors Comment
Sign

B. Normal Deliveries Performed - 28
1
C. Abnormal Delivery Performed-1
1
D. Multiple Pregnancy (Assisted) - 1
1
E. ADMISSION IN LABOUR WARD 10
SN IP. Personal/ Family Medical/ Post
Present
Observations Abdominal Students Instructors Comment
NO Social
History Surgical Obstetrics Complains T,P,R,BP
Examination Sign
Sign
History
History History
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
F. PERFORMED ASSESS PROGRESS BY USE OF A PARTGRAPH - 20
S. IP. Time State of
Latent Active State
Drugs
IV
NO NO Started Membrane Phase Phase Of Cervix Administered Fluids
1
2
3
4
5
6

Total Hrs. Student
in Labor
Sign
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Comment

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
G. PERFORMED APGAR SCORE - 6
S. IP. Time State of
Latent Active State
Drugs
IV
Total Hrs.
NO NO Started Membrane Phase Phase Of CervixAdministered Fluids In Labor
1
2
3
4
5
6

Student
Sign

Instructors
Sign

Comment

H. PERFORMED FIRST EXAMINATION OF THE BABY -6
S. IP. Head Ears Eyes Mouth Neck Axilla Hands Chest Abdomen Cord Genit- Lower Feet Students Instruc- ComNO NO.
alia Limbs
Sign
tors Sign ments

I. EPISIOTOMY -5
SN
IP.
Type of Presentation Mode of Indication Type of
NO Labor
delivery
Episiotomy
1.
2
3.
4.
5

J. VACUUM EXTRACTION -5
SN
IP. NO
Type of
Level of Presenting Indications Size of the
Labor
Part
Cap
1.
2
3.
4.
5

Repaired Students Sign Instructors Sign

Remarks

Pressure Students Sign Instructors Sign Remarks
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K. VAGINAL EXAMINATION PERFORMED
-10
S.
IP. Type of Abdominal
Indication Soft Parts Presenting Bony
NO.
NO Labor
Findings
Part
Pelvis
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
L. CAESAREAN SECTION (SCRUBBED UP FOR) -1
SN
IP. NO. Indications Elective/Emergency
Type
1

Student
Sign

Student Sign

Instructors Sign

M. HEALTH MESSAGES SHARED WITH A MOTHER AFTER DELIVERIES -4
SN
IP. NO Topic Mode of DeliveryCondition of Mother Time Taken Student Sign
1.
2
3.
4.
5
NEW BORN UNIT – WEEKS
A. INCUBATION -2
SN
IP. NO. Type of Labor Mode of
Delivery
1.
2

Drugs Used

Instructors
Sign

Remarks

Instructors Sign

Remarks

Apgar Score Student Sign Instructors Sign

Remarks

B. TREATMENT ADMINISTERED -5
SN IP. NO. Drug Route of Administration Time of Treatment Retained Student Sign Instructors Sign
1.
2
3.
4.
5
C. FEEDING ADMINISTERED -10
No.
IP.
Feed Type of Amount of
Performed NO.
Feed
Feed
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Remarks

Retained Urine

Stool

Student
Sign
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D. TOP TAILING -- 5
No. Performed
IP.NO. Condition of Baby

Observation Time

Student Sign

Instructors Sign

Remarks

1
2
3
4
5
EXAMINATION OF POST NATAL MOTHERS POST NATAL (2 WEEKS) LAYING IN PERIOD
No.
IP. TPR BP Anemia Breasts Fundal
Perineum/ Lochia Deep Various Student Instructors Remarks
Performed NO.
Height
Episiotomy
Thrombosis
Sign
Sign
1
2
3
4
5
No. Performed -10
DAILY EXAMINATION OF THE BABY ---5
Perform-IP. TPR Head Eyes Mouth Nose
Med
NO.

chest

Abdomen

Chest Genitalia Activities Students Sign of Remarks
Sign
Midwife

HEALTH MESSAGES SHARED WITH POST NATAL MOTHERS ----5
SN
Venue Topic Audience Time Taken Remarks
Students sign

Instructors Sign

Remarks

1.
2
3
4
5
HEALTH MESSAGES WITH INDIVIDUAL POST ANTAL MOTHER------------5
SN
IP. NO Topic Mode of Delivery
Condition of Mother Time Taken Student Sign
1.
2
3.
4.
5
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
P. O. Box 109-60400
Fax line: 020 2310302
Chuka, Kenya.
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER IN LABOUR ASSESSMENT SUMMARY SHEET
Candidate’s Name:

Index No:

Stream:

Hospital:

Ward:

Instructions:
1. This form is filled from the joint findings of the two assessors and should be on the completion of the
assessment
2. It should be filed in the candidate’s personal file for future reference
SECTION

MARKS

A. Planning and Organization
B. Performance of Nursing Procedure
C. Communication
D. Application of Theory to Practice
TOTAL SCORE (%)

1st Examiner’s Name:

2nd Examiner’s Name:

Qualifications:

Qualifications:

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:

Candidate confirmation: I have seen this form and have discussed the examination with the assessors who have
informed me of the results.
Signed: ………………………
Pass: …………………………

Date: …………………………………………………..
Referred: ………………………………………………
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Fax line: 020 2310302

Candidate’s Name:
Stream:

UNIVERSITY

P. O. Box 109-60400
Chuka, Kenya.

MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER IN LABOUR ASSESSMENT FORM
Index No:
Hospital:
Ward:

Instructions
1. The candidate must have worked for at least 3 weeks in the labour ward
2. The assessment must be carried out by 2midwives. One from the university and the other from the clinical area.
3. The assessors will use the relevant checklists/procedure manual as a guide
4. The discrepancy between the scores of the two assessors shall not be more than five (5) marks.
5. The final score will be the average of marks awarded by the two assessors.
6. For first stage of labour, the student should manage the mother for at least 2 hrs. The remaining stages are not
time specified.
Max
Marks
Remarks
Score
Scored
A. PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION
 Preparation of:
- Equipment and supplies
- Working environment
Subtotal
B. PERFORMANCE
 Mothers in labour assessment:
- History
- Physical examination
- Investigation
- Presentation and interpretation of findings
 Management of first stage of labour:
- Development of Nursing care plan
- Implementation of the specific nursing care
- utilization of partograph
 Management of second stage of labour:
- Recognizing signs of second stage of labour
- Preparation of self, equipment, patient and environment
- Delivery of the Baby
 Management of third stage of labour:
- Immediate management of the Newborn
- Active management of Third stage of Labour (AMSTL)
- Examination and disposal of the placenta
- Post-delivery care of the mother
- Post-delivery care of the newborn
- Care of equipment and apparatus after use
Subtotal
C. COMMUNICATION
 Ability to establish and maintain rapport:
talks and listens to the patient
observes and interprets non-verbal communication
talks and listens to other health care team members

2
2
4

2
4
1
3
5
8
6
2
2
10
5
10
3
3
3
2
70

2
1
1
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Shares relevant health messages with the patient and family:
- Clarity
- Accuracy
-

1
1

Completeness
Promptness

1
1
2
10
3
5

 Records information in the appropriate documents
Subtotal



Knowledge of obstetric complications
Specific Nursing management of obstetric complications

 Collaborative management of obstetric complications
 Relevant health messages
 Knowledge of drugs
Subtotal
TOTAL

3
2
3
16
100

Examiner’s Name:

Qualifications:

Signature:

Date:
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Fax line: 020 2310302

P. O. Box 109-60400
Chuka, Kenya.

NURSING CARE OF BABY AT RISK ASSESSMENT SUMMARY SHEET
Candidate’s Name:

Index No:

Stream:

Hospital:

Ward:

Instructions:
1. This form is filled from the joint findings of the two assessors and should be on the completion of the
assessment
2. It should be filed in the candidate’s personal file for future reference
SECTION
MARKS
E.
F.
G.
H.

Planning and Organization
Performance and Nursing Procedure
Communication
Application of Theory to Practice

TOTAL SCORE (%)
1st Examiner’s Name:

2nd Examiner’s Name:

Qualifications:

Qualifications:

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:

Candidate confirmation: I have seen this form and have discussed the examination with the assessors who have
informed me of the results.
Signed: ………………………

Date: ………………………………………………

Pass: ………………………

Referred: ………………………………………………
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Fax line: 020 2310302

P. O. Box 109-60400
Chuka, Kenya.

WARD/DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT SUMMARY SHEET
Candidate’s Name:

Index No:

Stream:

Hospital:

Ward:

Instructions:
1. This form is filled from the joint findings of the two assessors and should be on the completion of the assessment
2. It should be filed in the candidate’s personal file for future reference
SECTION
MARKS
I.

Planning and Organization

J.

Implementation

K. Report writing and Handing Over
L. Application of Theory to Practice
TOTAL SCORE (%)
1st Examiner’s Name:

2nd Examiner’s Name:

Qualifications:

Qualifications:

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:

Candidate confirmation: I have seen this form and have discussed the examination with the assessors who have
informed me of the results.
Signed: ………………………
Pass: ………………………

Date: ………………………………………………
Referred: ……………………………
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18
Fax line: 020 2310302

Candidate’s Name:
Stream:

UNIVERSITY

P. O. Box 109-60400
Chuka, Kenya.

WARD/DEPARTMENT MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT FORM
Index No:
Hospital:
Ward:

Instructions
1. Time allowed is 2 to 3 hours.
2. The candidate must be assessed on one ward only.
3. The assessment must be carried out by 2 nurses. One from the university and the other from the clinical area.
4. The discrepancy between the scores of the two assessors shall not be more than five (5) marks.
5. The final score will be the average of marks awarded by the two assessors.
Max
Score


Marks
Scored

Remarks

D. PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION
Ability to present a written plan of work to include:

- Acquisition of resources
- Appropriate use of resources
- Preparation of working environment
- Patient care activities
- Staff/Students guidance/instruction
- Planning for staff/student welfare
 Give brief report on patients to include:
- Number of patients
- Common conditions
- Special procedures for specific patients
- Critically ill patients and their plans of care
Subtotal
E. IMPLEMENTATION
 Ability to:
- Identify and interpret needs of the patients
- Take appropriate action
- Relate and consult with relevant team members
- Guide staff on ongoing activities
- Evaluate staff on ongoing activities
- Display appropriate attitudes
Subtotal
F. REPORT WRITING AND HANDING OVER
 Record keeping
- Inventory
- CDA(Controlled Drug Act)
- Drug Register
 Information regarding:
- State of the ward
- Patient’s condition
- Any incidences and action taken

2
2
4
3
3
3
2
3
3
5
30

4
3
4
4
3
2
20

2
2
2
2
2
3
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 Instruction for next shift
 Clarity of report and handing over
Subtotal
G. APPLICATION OF THEORY TO PRACTICE
 Articulates and clearly explains the scope of practice for BScN
 Functions of management
 Principles of management
 Nursing care delivery modalities
 Management of emergencies
 Hospital policies
 Quality management
Subtotal
TOTAL

4
3
20
5
3
3
5
5
4
5
30
100

Examiner’s Name:

Qualifications:

Signature:

Date:
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SCIENCES
BSc. in Nursing Practical Assessment Form
NURSING CARE OF A PATIENT WITH A MENTAL HEALTH CONDITION
SURNAME………………………………OTHER NAMES…………………………….............................
UNIVERSITY NO………..NCK INDEX NO………………………………………………......................
HOSPITAL………………………………WARD………………………….DATE………………………….
INSTRUCTIONS
1. The candidate must have worked for at least two (2) weeks in the ward of assessment.
2. The candidate will have acquainted themselves with the general layout of the ward and daily routine.
3. The candidate will be required to have identified two (2) patients, whom they will have been involved in
their care for the last one week (5 working days) and have nursing care plan for each.
4. The student will be assessed on one nursing procedure identified by the assessors.
5. The student will be assessed by two assessors: one from the university and the other from the hospital, both
of whom are nurses.
6. Each assessor will score the student’s performance independently and thereafter compute the mean for the
final score.
7. The assessment will last for not more than two (2) hours.
8. The student shall declare that they have discussed on their performance with the assessors by signing the
assessment summary form.
CATEGORY
Part A:
Assessment

Part B:
Nursing
Diagnoses

Part C:
Expected
Outcomes
Part D:
Nursing
Interventions

AREAS
 Holistic approach in history taking (3mks)
 Mental Health Assessment (Appearance, Psychomotor,
Behavior, Mood & Affect, Speech, Thought patterns, Ideas
of harming self & others (@ 2mks; Max 12mks)
 Identify relevant, actual and high risk nursing diagnoses (@
1mk)
 Diagnoses stated according to NANDA I terminology (@
1mk)
 Evidence of prioritization (@ 1mk)
 Patient- centered goals (@ 1mk)
 Congruent to nursing diagnoses (@ (1mk)
 Expected outcomes are realistic, measurable, behavioral and
achievable (@ (1mk)
 Nursing care interventions stated in realistic, culturally
related and in priority order (@ 1mk)
 Frequency of nursing interventions specified (@(1mk)
 Complete and up to date records as per nursing interventions
(5mks)
Actual implementation of one of the nursing interventions in
the presence of assessors:
 Patient preparation (1mk)
 Demonstration of knowledge and skills in intervention
(5mks)

MAX SCORE
15

REMARKS

15

15

15

10
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Part E:
Scientific
Rationale
Part F:
Evaluation
Part G:
Nurse-patient
interaction
TOTAL
SCORE







Sensitivity to patient’s feelings and cultural background
(1mk)
Links to one of the nursing diagnoses (1mk)
Involves patient in implementation (2mks)
Evidence of application of mental health and psychiatric
nursing knowledge and principles while caring for clients (@
2mks; Max 5)
Specified accomplishments in relation to stated outcomes (@
2mks; Max 5)
Demonstration of knowledge of therapeutic communication

10

10
10

100

Other Remarks………………………………………………………………………………….....................
NAME OF ASSESSOR……………………………………….QUALIFICATION…………………………
SIGNATURE………………………………………………..DATE………………………………………..
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CHUKA

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SCIENCES
NURSING CARE OF A PATIENTWITH A MENTAL HEALTH CONDITION SUMMARY FORM
SURNAME……………………………OTHER NAMES………………………………………………............
UNIVERSITY NO……………………………NCK INDEX NO………………………………………………..
HOSPITAL…………………………………WARD………………………….DATE………………………….
CATEGORY
Max score
AVERAGE SCORE
Remarks
Part A: ASSESSMENT

15

Part B: NURSING DIAGNOSES
PART C: EXPECTED OUTCOMES

15
15

PART D: NURSING INTERVENTIONS

25

PART E: SCIENTIFIC RATIONALE

10

PART F: EVALUATION

10

PART G: NURSE-PATIENT INTERACTION

10

TOTAL SCORE

100

NAME OF 1st ASSESSOR…………………………………………………………..QUALIFICATION…………
SIGNATURE……………………………………………………………………………..DATE…………
NAME OF 2nd ASSESSOR…………………………………………………………...QUALIFICATION………
SIGNATURE……………………………………………………………………………..DATE…………
Student’s Declaration:
I ………………………………………………… declare that the assessors have discussed with me my performance.
Signature…………………………………………………………. Date………………………………..
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka,

NURSING CARE OF BABY AT RISK ASSESSMENT SUMMARY SHEET
Candidate’s Name:
Stream:

Hospital:

Index No:
Ward:

Instructions:
This form is filled from the joint findings of the two assessors and should be on the completion of the assessment
It should be filed in the candidate’s personal file for future reference
SECTION
MARKS
M. Planning and Organization
N. /Performance and Nursing Procedure
O. Communication
P. Application of Theory to Practice
TOTAL SCORE (%)
1st Examiner’s Name:
Qualifications:
Signature:

Date:

2nd Examiner’s Name:
Qualifications:
Signature:

Date:

Candidate confirmation: I have seen this form and have discussed the examination with the assessors who have
informed me of the results.
Signed: ………………………
Date: ………………………………………………
Pass: ………………………
Referred: ………………………………………………
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

Candidate’s Name:
Stream:

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109-60400 Chuka

NURSING CARE OF BABY AT RISK ASSESSMENT FORM
Index No:
Hospital:
Ward:

Instructions
The candidate must have worked in the newborn unit for at least two weeks.
The assessment must be carried out by two nurses, one from the university and the other from the clinical area.
The candidate will be allowed half an hour to assess at least one patient and prepare a nursing care plan.
The discrepancy between the scores of the two assessors shall not be more than five marks.
The final score will be the average of marks awarded by the two assessors.
Max Score
Personal preparation
General information about NBU
History:
 Baby’s prenatal and labor history
 Baby’s immediate postnatal history
 Mother’s past obstetric histories
 Family social history
Physical examination
Investigation(s)
Presentation and interpretation of findings
Nursing care:
 At least 4 nursing diagnoses each 1 mark
 Expected outcome
 Interventions
 Implements care within appropriate timeframe
 Prioritization of care
 Scientific rationale
 Evaluation
Subtotal
The candidate’s performance in one of the following areas:
 Feeding the baby
 Admission of the baby to the NBU
 Resuscitation of the baby
 Top tailing
 Any other (specify)………………
Preparation for:
 Self
 Patient and mother
 Equipment
 Environment

Marks Scored

Remarks

1
2
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
4
4
6
3
2
6
1
42

1
1
1
1
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Performance of the procedure following the standard guidelines
Performance is safe and coordinated
Focuses on baby and mother/family
Care of equipment and supplies
Waste management
Plans for continuity of care
Subtotal

20
2
1
2
1
1
31

Ability to establish and maintain rapport:
 Talks and observes the neonate
 Talks and listens to the mother/family
 Talks and listens to other healthcare team members
 Shares relevant health messages with mother and baby
Clarity
Accuracy
Completeness
Promptness
Records information in the appropriate documents
Subtotal

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
12

Knowledge of basic obstetric complications
Specific nursing management of obstetric complications
Collaborative management of obstetric complications
Relevant health messages
Knowledge of drugs
Subtotal

3
5
2
2
3
15

Examiner’s Name:
Signature:

Qualifications:
Date:
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

Candidate’s Name:
Stream:

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka,

TEACHING PRACTICE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY FORM
ADMIN No:
Training School:

Instructions:
1. This form is filled from the joint findings of the two assessors and should be filled after the completion of the
assessment.
2. It should be filed in the candidate’s personal file for future reference.
SECTION

MARKS SCORED

A. PERSONAL PREPARATION
B. PERFORMANCE
C. PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
D. APPLICATION OF THEORY
Total Score (100%)

1st Examiner’s Name

2nd Examiner’s Name

Qualifications

Qualifications

Signature:

Signature
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CHUKA

Telephones: 020 2310512/18

UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING SCIENCES
P. O. Box 109-60400, Chuka,
TEACHING PRACTICE ASSESSMENT FORM
ADMIN. No:
Training School:

Candidate’s Name:
Stream:
Instructions
The candidate must have taught at least two sessions.
The assessment must be carried out by the Lecturer concerned from the University
The candidate must have a lesson plan which will be handed in to the lecturer before hand
Max Score
Marks Scored
PERSONAL PREPARATION
General information about students
2
Lesson plan
2
 Objectives
4
 Content
2
 Teacher activities
2
 Student activities
2
 Teaching aids
2
 Assessment
Adherence to the lesson plan
3
Subtotal
20
PERFORMANCE
2
 Enters the classroom in a welcoming manner
2
 Greets the students
3
 Is sensitive to any untoward event
5
 Starts with a motivating opening
5
 States the objectives clearly
3
 Sensitive to Non-verbal communication
10
 Delivers the content in a logical manner
5
 Delivers the content in an acceptable speed
5
 Actively involves the students
10
 Summarizes the content to the students
Subtotal
50
PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
2
 Confidence
2
 Clarity
2
 Audibility
2
 Focus
2
 Mannerisms
Subtotal
10
APPLICATION OF THEORY
Ability to answer questions in nursing education and
curriculum and instruction
20
Total Marks
100
Examiner’s Name:
Qualifications:
Signature:
Date:
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OVERVIEW OF CHUKA UNIVERSITY
1.1. Brief History
In 1956, the Chuka community built a Craft Centre to train school leavers to acquire skills that could be useful in
nation building. The Centre was elevated to a Youth Polytechnic in 1969. In 2003, the community felt that they
needed an institution that could provide higher education and training access to the people of eastern Kenya and
Kenya at large. At that time, no institution in the eastern part of Kenya had the capability of educating and training
students at diploma and degree levels and as a result, education and training opportunities were limited. During the
same time, Egerton University was planning to open a Campus in eastern Kenya. The community then approached
Egerton University who found Chuka to be centrally placed and, therefore, suitable for the establishment of a
university campus.
In an effort to get land for the Campus, the Chuka community donated the Ndagani Youth Polytechnic and Sports
Stadium. In addition, the Presbyterian Church donated more land on institutions forming the Ndagani Education
Complex, which included the Secondary and Primary Schools. The Chuka community also added a further 500 acres
at Kairini in Meru South District to make the total land area 550 acres.
On 21st August, 2004, when H. E. President Mwai Kibaki visited Chuka and held a meeting at Ndagani (the present
location of Chuka University), the community through their leaders informed him of their desire to establish a
university in the area. Among the dignitaries who attended the meeting were members of parliament from the
Greater Meru and senior Government officials. The President supported the aspirations of the people of Meru and
pledged Government’s support to establish a university at the site. Due to the goodwill of the Government, Egerton
University Council approved the establishment of a Campus, named Egerton University Eastern Campus. The
Campus was then launched on 27th September, 2004. The Youth Polytechnic was then re-located to another site.
On 23rd August, 2007, H.E. President Mwai Kibaki elevated the Egerton University Eastern Campus to Chuka
University College through Legal Notice Number 161 of 2007. On 10 th October, 2007, H.E. President Mwai Kibaki
visited and inaugurated the Chuka University College. After about five years, H.E. President Mwai Kibaki visited
again and inaugurated the Chuka University on 8th January, 2013, making it the 2nd Chartered and 9th full-fledged
public university in Kenya.
The University is located within the Chuka Municipality in Meru South District, Tharaka-Nithi County. It is situated
approximately 186 km from Nairobi along the Nairobi-Meru Highway on the slopes of the snow-capped Mt. Kenya
at an altitude of approximately 2,000 m above sea level. The area provides a cool climatic environment, with 16 oC
to 24oC temperatures and an annual average rainfall of about 1,000 mm, excellent for learning and working.
The University is designated as a centre of excellence in Environmental and Renewable Energy Studies and offers
university education, training and research at certificate, diploma, bachelors, masters and doctorate degree levels in
Education and Resources Development, Business Studies, Agriculture and Environmental Studies, Arts and
Humanities, and Science and Technology.
1.1.1. Mandate
The Mandates of Chuka University are enshrined in its objects and functions.
The objects of the University are to–
(a) Provide directly, or in collaboration with other institutions of higher learning, facilities for quality university
education, including technological, scientific and professional education, and the integration of teaching,
research, outreach and effective application of knowledge and skills to the life, work and welfare of the citizens
of Kenya;
(b) Provide and advance university education and training to appropriately qualified candidates, leading to the
conferment of degrees and award of diplomas and certificates and such other qualifications as the Council and
the Senate shall from time-to-time determine and in so doing, contribute to realisation of sustainable national
economic and social development;
(c) Provide programmes, products, and services in ways that reflect the principles of equity and social justice.
The functions of the University are to–
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(a) Participate in technological innovation as well as discovery, transmission, preservation and enhancement of
knowledge, and stimulate the intellectual participation of students in the economic, social, cultural, scientific
and technological development of Kenya;
(b) Inculcate a culture of lifelong learning, responsible citizenry and innovation in technology, engineering and
mathematics within the institution and society;
(c) Engage in teaching, training, scholarship, entrepreneurship, research, consultancy, community service,
among other educational services and products, with emphasis on technology and its development, impact and
application to society;
(d)
Conduct examinations for and grant such academic awards as may be provided for in the Statutes,
and syndicate examinations for award at other institutions as may be approved by Senate; and
(e)
Facilitate the development and provision of appropriate academic programmes, and community
services.
1.1.2. Philosophy Statement
Chuka University believes that sustainable national and global development can be achieved through nurturing an
intellectual culture that integrates theory with practice to produce graduates with relevant knowledge, skills and
responsible citizenry. The Institution also believes that education and training leads to social cohesion, human and
economic development. This can be realized through passion for excellence, devotion to duty, accountability,
prudent utilisation of resources, corporate citizenship, and teamwork. To actualise these beliefs, the University is
committed to generation, preservation and sharing of knowledge for effective leadership in education, training,
research and extension. The ultimate goal of Chuka University is to be a Premier University for the provision of
quality education, training, research and extension in both basic and applied environmental and related studies.
1.1.3. Vision
The Vision of Chuka University is: “A Premier University for the provision of quality education, training and
research for sustainable national and global development”.
1.1.4. Mission
The Mission of Chuka University is: “To provide access, generate, preserve and share knowledge for quality,
effective and ethical leadership in higher education, training, research and outreach through nurturing an intellectual
culture that integrates theory with practice, innovation and entrepreneurship.
1.1.5. Core Values
The management and operations of Chuka University are guided by the following Core Values–
(1)
Customer Value and Focus
(2)
Diversity and Social Fairness
(3)
Environmental Consciousness
(4)
Fidelity to the Law
(5)
Innovation
(6)
Integrity
(7)
Passion for Excellence
(8)
Peaceful Co-Existence
(9)
Professionalism and Confidentiality
(10)
Prudent Utilisation of Resources
(11)
Teamwork
(12)
Timeliness and Devotion to Duty
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